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Abstract 
Fenretinide (4-HPR) is a retinoic acid analogue used in clinical trials for the treatment 
of neuroblastoma and Ewing’s sarcoma. The work described involves investigations 
into factors that may impact on 4-HPR drug disposition.   Metabolism of 4-HPR is of 
particular interest due to production of the active metabolite 4’-oxo 4-HPR and the 
clinical challenge of obtaining consistent 4-HPR plasma concentrations.  The enzymes 
involved in 4-HPR metabolism were characterised and the impact of metabolism on 
efficacy in neuroblastoma and Ewing’s sarcoma cell lines assessed.  In addition, the 
potential for 4-HPR to act as a substrate for common drug transporters was explored. 
 
4-HPR was metabolised to 4’-oxo 4-HPR and 4’-OH 4-HPR primarily by CYPs 3A4, 
3A5 and 2C8.  Genetic variance in CYP2C8 affected oxidative metabolism, with much 
lower affinity for 2C8*4 (km of 59.8µM compared to 19.3µM for wild-type), and may 
be of clinical relevance.  Both 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR were glucuronidated. 4-HPR 
was glucuronidated by UGTs 1A1, 1A3 and 1A6, whilst 4’-oxo 4-HPR was 
glucuronidated by UGTs 1A1, 1A3, 1A8 and 1A9.  However, very high Km values were 
observed (ranging from 389µM to 716µM for 4-HPR).  Methylation of 4-HPR to the 
major metabolite 4-methoxyphenyl retinamide (4-MPR) was determined to be carried 
out by amine N-methyltransferases.     
 
Neuroblastoma and Ewing’s sarcoma cell lines metabolised 4-HPR to 4’-oxo 4-HPR, 
4’-OH 4-HPR and 4-MPR.  Although upregulation of CYP26A1 expression increased 
metabolism, inhibition of CYP26A1 had no effect on cell sensitivity.  It is therefore 
unlikely that CYP26A1 expression will have a significant impact on 4-HPR efficacy. 
 
4-HPR appears to be a substrate for the drug transporters MDR1, MRP2 and BCRP.  
However evidence for the role of these transporters is weak with no difference in 4-HPR 
sensitivity observed in cell lines over-expressing individual transporters in the presence 
or absence of specific transporter inhibitors. 
 
The major metabolites and metabolising enzymes of 4-HPR have been identified and 
characterised.  This provides the potential to increase plasma concentrations of 4-HPR, 
and therefore optimise drug efficacy, through modulation of drug metabolism.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Cancer 
Malignant neoplasms (more frequently referred to as cancers), result from the 
unchecked growth of cells.  They differ from benign neoplasms by their potential ability 
to migrate to other parts of the body and form additional metastatic tumour sites.  There 
are six main biological features of cancerous cells, which are known as the ‘hallmarks 
of cancer’.  These features include the ability to sustain proliferative signaling, evade 
growth inhibitory signaling and resist apoptosis (resulting in replicative immortality), as 
well as possessing the ability to invade other tissues and to maintain their own blood 
supply by inducing angiogenesis (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011).   
 
Cancer is the second most common cause of death in developed countries (after heart 
disease), with 15 million cases a year predicted to be diagnosed by 2012 (Jemal et al., 
2007).  Up to 90% of cancers are thought to be caused by environmental factors such as 
tobacco use, obesity, alcohol, infections and sun exposure (Anand et al., 2008).  The 
remaining cases are due to germline genetic mutations, although even these hereditary 
cases often result from a combination of a genetic pre-disposition to cancer as well as 
environmental triggers.      
 
1.2 Chemotherapy 
Cancer can be treated by surgery to physically remove the tumour, by radiotherapy to 
induce DNA damage and subsequent cell death, or chemotherapy, where natural or 
synthetic compounds are used to induce apoptosis or cell differentiation.  The ability of 
certain chemicals to reduce cancerous growths was investigated from the early 1900’s, 
although the field of cancer chemotherapeutics only became widely researched during 
the 1930s.  The growth of this field followed the discovery during World War II that 
exposure to mustard gas (subsequently found to be an alkylating agent)  resulted in 
myelosuppression, with potential utility as a haematopoietic cancer treatment (DeVita 
and Chu, 2008).  This finding was rapidly followed by the discovery that antifolates 
such as methotrexate were able to produce remissions in children with leukaemia 
(Farber et al., 1948), as did the use of thiopurine compounds such as 6-mercaptopurine 
(Hitchings and Elion, 1954).  Another decade of research revealed that some antibiotics, 
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including actinomycin D, could act as effective chemotherapeutic agents (Pinkel, 1959).  
Research during the 1950’s also resulted in the discovery of the first chemotherapeutic 
agent to target solid tumours, 5-fluorouracil (Heidelberger et al., 1957).  Following 
these early advances in the development of chemotherapeutics, research into the use of 
chemotherapy to treat a wide range of tumour types has continued, with hundreds of 
compounds now in use or in clinical trials.  However, many of the initial agents 
discovered in the 1950s are also still in use, though their dosing regimens have been 
refined during the decades since they were first utilised.  Combinations of 
chemotherapeutic agents are now often used, frequently in association with surgery and 
radiotherapy.  Many forms of cancer are now curable, with survival rates greatly 
improved from the 1970s (as shown in Figure 1-1).   
 
Figure 1-1. Ten year relative survival (%), adults (15-99 years), selected cancers, England 
and Wales: survival trends for selected cancers 1971-2007.  
(1) 1971-1991 Cohort analysis - actual survival. (2) 2007 Hybrid analysis - predicted survival. 
Cancer Research UK 2010. 
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However, there are still cancer types, such as lung and pancreatic cancer, where little 
improvement in survival has been made (Cancer Research UK, 2010), and research is 
ongoing to try to improve survival rates for these cancers.  Even for those cancers with 
relatively good 5-year survival rates there are subsets of patients who have a 
significantly worse prognosis.  In order to improve curative rates in these patients, as 
well as to reduce side effects for all patients, there is currently a significant focus on 
individualizing cancer treatment.  This means that patients are treated with the most 
appropriate agent to target the molecular or genetic ‘signal’ for their particular cancer, 
rather than a standard therapy for their type of tumour.  For instance, patients with 
breast cancer are treated with trastuzamab (herceptin) only if their tumour expresses the 
target for that compound, hormone epidermal growth factor receptor-2 (HER2) 
(Cobleigh et al., 1999).  Individualised therapy is also beginning to take account of 
genetic differences in drug metabolism (pharmacogenetics), as this can also have a 
significant effect on both drug efficacy and side effects suffered by the patient (Efferth 
and Volm, 2005).  This means that in addition to improvements in cancer survival from 
the development of novel chemotherapeutic compounds, patients are also benefiting 
from increased knowledge about the mechanism of action, molecular target and 
metabolism of chemotherapeutic agents already in use.    
 
1.3 Retinoids  
Vitamin A (retinol) is a dietary vitamin essential for life.  Vitamin A deficiency is a 
major health problem in many developing countries, and is the main cause of 
preventable blindness in children.  It is thought the distribution of vitamin A 
supplements may have saved the lives of 1.25 million women and children over the past 
15 years (World Health Organization, 2011).  Vitamin A was initially found to be 
involved in cell differentiation almost a century ago (Wolbach and Howe, 1925).  
Decades of further research subsequently resulted in the mechanism of action of vitamin 
A being traced to regulation of gene transcription via activation of nuclear receptors 
specific to all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA), a metabolite of retinol (see Figure 1-2) 
(Giguere et al., 1987, Petkovich et al., 1987).  There are also several stereoisomers of 
retinoic acid, including 13-cis retinoic acid (13-cis RA) and 9-cis retinoic acid (9-cis 
RA) as well as synthetic analogues including fenretinide (4-HPR) (McCaffery et al., 
2002).     
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Figure 1-2. Retinoic acid metabolism. 
McCaffery P et al. J. Lipid Res. 43:1143-1149; 2002 
 
Further research led to the discovery that there are two types of retinoid receptors, 
known as retinoic acid receptors (RARs) and retinoid X receptors (RXRs).  There are 
three subtypes of each of these receptors (α, β and γ), that bind as heterodimers to the 
retinoic acid response elements or retinoid X responsive elements (RAREs and RXREs) 
of target genes (Chambon, 1996).  Both ATRA and its isomer, 13-cis RA are able to 
bind to all three subtypes of RARs, whilst 9-cis RA, an additional isomeric form of 
retinoic acid, is able to bind all three RXR subtypes (Idres et al., 2002).  Isomerisation 
of retinoic acid has a significant effect on transcriptional regulation, as ATRA has a 
greater RAR binding affinity than 13-cis RA.  It is therefore thought that 13-cis RA acts 
as a ‘pro-drug’, with the majority of its cellular effects resulting from isomerisation to 
ATRA (Allenby et al., 1993, Veal et al., 2002).  
 
1.3.1 Retinoid Clinical Use 
Retinoid treatment in vitro produced cellular differentiation and apoptosis, leading to 
one of the earliest clinical trials of 13-cis RA for the treatment of oral leukoplakia.  This 
trial had limited success, as although a clinical response was seen in 67% of patients 
treated with 13-cis RA, compared to 10% of patients treated with a placebo, the 
majority of patients suffered relapses on cessation of treatment (Hong et al., 1986).  
Since then, trials of 13-cis RA and ATRA have shown them to be successful as 
chemopreventative agents in reducing the recurrence of skin carcinomas (Moon et al., 
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1997) and low grade cervical cancers (Meyskens et al., 1994), as well as treating 
oesophageal (Han, 1993), head and neck (Hong et al., 1990, Benner et al., 1994) and 
early stage non-small cell lung cancers (Pastorino et al., 1993), amongst others (Evans 
and Kaye, 1999).  The greatest initial success with retinoid chemotherapy was seen in 
the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukaemia (APL).  Prior to the discovery of 
retinoids, APL was generally a fatal condition.  However with ATRA treatment, and 
more recently the addition of arsenic trioxide to chemotherapy regimens, more than 
70% of patients are now alive five years after diagnosis.  Unfortunately relapse upon 
cessation of treatment is common and patients require follow-on therapy in order to 
maintain remission rates (Sanz et al., 2009).  In addition to the success of ATRA in an 
APL setting, treatment of high-risk neuroblastoma patients with 13-cis RA, following 
high dose myeloablative therapy and radiotherapy, resulted in significant increases in 
survival (Matthay et al., 1999). 
 
1.4 Fenretinide (4-HPR) 
Fenretinide (4HPR) is a synthetic analogue of retinoic acid (structure shown in Figure 
1-3) that has been used in clinical trials in children for the treatment of neuroblastoma 
and Ewing’s sarcoma.  4-HPR was initially shown to be cytotoxic to Ewing’s sarcoma 
and neuroblastoma cell lines in vitro, and to reduce tumour growth in mouse models, as 
shown in Figure 1-4 (Myatt et al., 2005, Di Vinci et al., 1994).  4-HPR was also better 
tolerated in children than other retinoid derivatives currently in clinical use, such as 
ATRA and 13-cis RA (Garaventa et al., 2003).   
 
 
Figure 1-3. Structure of 4-HPR 
Currently there are two fenretinide clinical trials recruiting neuroblastoma patients and 
one trial recruiting Ewing’s sarcoma patients.  Both trials in neuroblastoma patients are 
phase I trials, with one aiming to determine the maximum tolerated dose (MTD), 
toxicities and pharmacokinetics of an intravenous dosing regimen (US National 
Institutes of Health, 2010b), and the second trial aiming to determine the same 
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parameters for a novel oral formulation of 4-HPR, either alone or in combination with 
ketoconazole (a CYP3A4 inhibitor) (US National Institutes of Health, 2010a).  The trial 
in Ewing’s sarcoma patients is a phase III trial, to investigate the inclusion of 4-HPR as 
an additional treatment in standard risk patients after induction and maintenance 
chemotherapy, either alone or in combination with zoledronic acid (a bisphosphonate) 
(US National Institutes of Health, 2009).  
 
 
Figure 1-4. Effect of 4-HPR on s.c. growth of ESFT in nude mice. 
Mice (n = 10) were injected s.c. in one flank with RD-ES cells (2.5 × 10
6
 per mouse). From day 
15, when a tumor mass was measurable, the mice were treated by A) s.c. injection daily with 
either 4-HPR (100 mg/kg) or vehicle control or B) oral gavage with 4-HPR (100 mg/kg) in corn 
oil and cremaphor. Adapted from Myatt et al. Clinical Cancer Research 11(8): 3136-3148; 2005 
 
The main clinical obstacle in the use of 4-HPR as a chemotherapeutic agent is its 
relatively low bioavailability, coupled with high inter-patient variability in maximum 
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plasma concentrations achieved (Villablanca et al., 2006). Novel formulations of 4-HPR 
currently in development should help to overcome these issues.  Improving 
bioavailability should also reduce the problem of patient non-compliance.  This is often 
seen, especially in younger patients, in high dose 4-HPR trials, that currently involve 
taking several dozen large capsules, or alternatively removing the capsule contents and 
mixing with food.  However, using the latter approach not only lowers peak 4-HPR 
plasma concentrations, it is also impractical at high doses due to the unpleasant taste of 
the capsule oil and may further increase inter-patient variation in peak 4-HPR plasma 
concentrations (Garaventa et al., 2003).  Overcoming these problems is therefore 
particularly important for the treatment of paediatric patients. 
 
1.5 Neuroblastoma 
1.5.1 Epidemiology 
Neuroblastoma is a cancer derived from neuronal crest cells (Hoehner et al., 1996).  It is 
the most common extracranial solid tumour of paediatric patients, accounting for 9% of 
total paediatric cancer cases, with 90% of cases occurring in children under 5 years of 
age (Schwab et al., 2003).  However, despite the relatively low incidence rate, 
neuroblastoma accounts for approximately 15% of all childhood cancer deaths (Cancer 
Research UK, 2005).  The majority of primary tumours occur in the abdomen, mainly in 
the adrenal glands, although the neck, chest and pelvis are also common sites of primary 
tumours (Maris et al., 2007).  The genetic basis for the cause of neuroblastoma has yet 
to be completely elucidated, though amplification of the MYCN gene was discovered as 
an indicator of aggressive disease nearly 30 years ago (Schwab et al., 1983), as shown 
in Figure 1-5 (Vandesompele et al., 2003).  More recently deletion of chromosome 1p 
or alteration has also been associated with a worse prognosis (Schwab et al., 2003, 
Maris and Matthay, 1999). 
 
There is also limited evidence that external factors may influence the occurrence of 
neuroblastoma, as factors such as birth weight and maternal vitamin, alcohol and 
medication intake have all been associated with an impact on neuroblastoma incidence 
rates (Olshan et al., 2002, Bjorge et al., 2008, Bluhm et al., 2008, Cook et al., 2004, Goh 
et al., 2007, McLaughlin et al., 2009, Urayama et al., 2007).  However, due to the 
relatively low incidence rate of neuroblastoma and the use of retrospective 
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questionnaires for most studies it is difficult to determine the overall impact of prenatal 
risk factors for neuroblastoma. 
 
1.5.2 Diagnosis and Staging 
Neuroblastoma is often difficult to diagnose as the primary tumour can occur anywhere 
along the sympathetic ganglia or within the adrenal medulla.  This means that patients 
usually present with symptoms caused by local effects of the primary tumour 
(Hildebrandt and Traunecker, 2005).  Generally these are non-specific symptoms 
including localized pain, fatigue, weight-loss and fever.  Neuroblastoma is often only 
diagnosed once a tumour mass is palpable, for example causing abdominal distension, 
or once there are more specific symptoms such as paralysis caused by the tumour 
compressing the spinal cord.  An indication of favourable-prognosis neuroblastoma is 
‘blueberry muffin syndrome’, where patients present with painless, bluish subcutaneous 
nodules (Ishola and Chung, 2007).  Suspected neuroblastoma cases can initially be 
diagnosed via urine catecholamine levels, with confirmation obtained by imaging 
studies, that may include CT, MRI or bone scan or MIBG scintigraphy, as well as using 
bone marrow histochemical examinations (Kushner, 2004). 
 
 
Figure 1-5. Kaplan-Meier overall survival analysis of 59 patients with or without MYCN 
amplification. 
Adapted from Vandesompele, J. et al. Oncogene, 22, 456-460; 2003. 
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Staging of neuroblastoma is determined by the International Neuroblastoma Staging 
System (INSS) and the International Neuroblastoma Response Criteria (INRC), that 
were established in 1988.  There are 6 distinct stages of neuroblastoma, as shown in 
Table 1-1  (Schwab et al., 2003), with stage, age at diagnosis and MYCN amplification 
being the main prognostic factors.  Tumours are staged depending on regional lymph 
node status, whether the tumour infiltrates across the midline of the body and whether 
the tumour is rescectable (Kushner, 2004). 
 
Stage 1 Localized tumour with complete gross excision, with or without microscopic 
residual disease; representative ipsilateral lymph nodes negative for tumour 
microscopically (nodes attached to and removed with the primary tumour may be 
positive). 
Stage 2A Localized tumour with incomplete gross excision; representative ipsilateral 
nonadherent lymph nodes negative for tumour microscopically. 
Stage 2B Localized tumour with or without complete gross excision, with ipsilateral 
nonadherent lymph nodes positive for tumour. Enlarged contralateral lymph nodes 
must be negative microscopically. 
Stage 3 Unresectable unilateral tumour infiltrating across the midline (vertebral column) 
with or without regional lymph node involvement; or localized unilateral tumour 
with contralateral regional lymph node involvement; or midline tumour with 
bilateral extension by infiltration (unresectable) or by lymph node involvement. 
Stage 4 Any primary tumour with dissemination to distant lymph nodes, bone, bone 
marrow, liver, skin and/or other organs (except as defined for stage 4S).  
Stage 4S Localized primary tumour (as defined for stage 1, 2A or 2B), with dissemination 
 
Table 1-1.  International Staging System for Neuroblastoma. 
Schwab, M. et al. The Lancet Oncology, 4, 472-480; 2003. 
 
1.5.3 Treatment 
The treatment strategy used depends on neuroblastoma risk stratification, with risk 
factors primarily being age at diagnosis, stage of disease and MYCN status, as well as 
whether residual tumour remains after surgical resection.  Figure 1-6 shows the impact 
of age and disease stage on neuroblastoma patient survival (Schleiermacher et al., 
2007).  This allows patients to be grouped into 3 categories for treatment: low risk, 
intermediate risk or high risk.  Treatment methods include surgery, chemotherapy and 
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radiotherapy, though observation without treatment is an additional strategy for some 
4S tumours, as many undergo spontaneous regression without treatment (Maris et al., 
2007).  Spontaneous regression is the main reason why screening programmes for 
neuroblastoma have largely been unsuccessful in terms of improving survival rates 
(Hiyama et al., 2008, Schilling et al., 2003, Tajiri et al., 2009), whereas improvements 
in diagnosis have reduced the average age of diagnosis and been associated with 
improvements in survival (Davis et al., 1987, Schroeder et al., 2009).  However, it is 
difficult to dissociate the benefits of improved diagnosis from concurrent improvements 
in therapy. 
 
  
Figure 1-6. Survival curves of 139 neuroblastoma patients. (A) Event-free survival of all 
patients. (B) Overall survival of all patients. (C) Event-free survival according to stage at 
diagnosis. (D) Event-free survival according to age at diagnosis. 
Schleiermacher, G. et al. British Journal of Cancer, 97, 238-246; 2007. 
 
For low risk tumours, surgery remains the primary treatment and may be the only 
intervention required.  High risk patients require surgery, radiotherapy and intensive 
chemotherapy, involving a combination of several cytotoxic drugs.  Even with this 
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intense therapy, high risk patients still have a 30% chance of recurrence within 5 years 
after treatment, compared to only 10% in low risk groups (Berthold et al., 1996). 
 
 
Figure 1-7.  Long-term results for children with high-risk neuroblastoma treated on a 
randomized trial of myeloablative therapy followed by 13-cis RA.  
CC = chemotherapy, BMT = bone marrow transplantation. Matthay, K.K. et al. Journal of 
Clinical Oncology, 27, 1007-1013; 2009. 
Chemotherapy agents used for the treatment of neuroblastoma include alkylating agents 
(cyclophosphamide or ifosfamide), platinum compounds (cisplatin or carboplatin), 
topoisomerase inhibitors (topotecan or irinotecan as topoisomerase I inhibitors, 
etoposide or doxorubicin as toposiomerase II inhibitors) and vincristine (Kushner, 
2004).  Survival rates have been further improved in the last 10 years by the addition of 
13-cis RA as a maintenance treatment after high dose chemotherapy.  This addition to 
the treatment regimen was found to improve 3-year survival in a clinical trial in 
neuroblastoma patients from 29% to 40% (Matthay et al., 1999).  Longer term follow up 
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of these patients ascertained that the greatest increase in overall survival was achieved 
by treating patients with autologous bone marrow transplantation followed by 13-cis 
RA maintenance therapy, as shown in Figure 1-7 (Matthay et al., 2009), with the 
treatment protocol shown in Figure 1-8 (International Society of Paediatric Oncology, 
2009). This therapy regimen is now included in the standard treatment of high risk 
neuroblastoma and it is hoped the pre-clinical success seen with 4-HPR treatment in 
vitro and in vivo will result in further improvements in  neuroblastoma therapy.  
 
Figure 1-8. Treatment protocol for high-risk neuroblastoma patients. 
High risk neuroblastoma study 1 of SIOP-Europe; 2009. 
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1.6 Ewing’s Sarcoma 
1.6.1 Epidemiology 
Ewing’s Sarcoma is one of a family of sarcomas, known collectively as the Ewing’s 
Sarcoma Family of Tumours (ESFT), as they were first characterised by James Ewing 
in 1920 (Ewing, 1984).  ESFT are believed to develop from poorly differentiated 
mesenchymal cells, with ESFT tumours including ‘classical’ Ewing’s, peripheral 
Primitive Neuroectodermal Tumours (pPNET) and Askin’s Tumours (Riggi and 
Stamenkovic, 2007).  Similar tumours had been described in the literature as early as 
1866 but James Ewing was the first to show that ESFT tumours were different to 
lymphoma and neuroblastoma, and that they were separate from other osteosarcomas in 
that ESFT are responsive to radiotherapy (CancerIndex, 1999).  ESFT account for 
approximately 30% of all bone cancers diagnosed under the age of 24 and affects 
approximately 1 in 100,000 children (Buckley et al., 1998).  The peak age for diagnosis 
is during the mid-teens (as shown in Figure 1-9) (Cotterill et al., 2000).  
 
 
Figure 1-9. Age distribution of patients with Ewing's sarcoma of bone registered with 
clinical trial groups in Germany and the UK. 
Cotterill S et al. Journal of Clinical Oncology;18:3108-3114; 2000 
  
Approximately 85% of Ewing’s sarcomas occur in bones (most commonly the long 
bones, the chest wall or the pelvis) though tumours can also occur in the kidneys, 
bladder, lung or limb tissues (Riggi and Stamenkovic, 2007).  Ewing’s sarcoma is rarely 
seen in Black or Asian populations, however no specific risk factors (such as parental 
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occupation or medication use, or exposure to therapeutic radiation) have so far been 
identified (Buckley et al., 1998).  
 
1.6.2 Molecular and Cytogenetic Characteristics 
ESFT have several well characterised chromosomal rearrangements, that can be used as 
diagnostic features.  More than 90% of Ewing’s sarcoma tumours exhibit a 
chromosomal rearrangement between the EWS gene on chromosome 22 and the genes 
of the ETS family on chromosome 11, generally referred to as the EWS-ETS fusion 
gene (Aurias et al., 1984).  The most common of these rearrangements (seen in over 
85% of cases) is between EWS and the FLI1 gene.  The exact functions of the products 
of these fusion genes are not yet known, however several studies have suggested they 
play a role as dominant oncogenes that exert their influence via regulation of mRNA 
transcriptional activation or repression (Arvand and Denny, 2001, Sandberg and Bridge, 
2000, de Alava and Gerald, 2000).  It has been demonstrated that the EWS-FLI1 fusion 
gene is responsible for the phenotype of ESFT cells, most likely by inhibiting the 
myogenic differentiation of the cells (Eliazer et al., 2003, Hu-Lieskovan et al., 2005).  
There are also many other cytogenetic variants of the EWS-FLI1 fusion gene, usually 
involving a third and occasionally even a fourth chromosome (Sandberg and Bridge, 
2000), with genetic events such as trisomy 8 and 12 also seen in 46% and 33% of cases 
respectively (Maurici et al., 1998).  Other genetic markers of Ewing’s sarcoma include 
activation of the Trk family of tyrosine kinase proteins, with over-expression of TrkA 
receptors characteristic of neuronally differentiated tumours, whereas TrkB and C 
receptors are over-expressed in undifferentiated tumours (Sandberg and Bridge, 2000). 
 
1.6.3 Diagnostic and Prognostic Factors 
The main symptoms of ESFT are localised pain and swelling at the site of the tumour, 
sometimes accompanied by breaks or fractures resulting from bone weakness caused by 
the tumour itself.  There may also be more general symptoms of tiredness, weakness, 
fever and anaemia (CancerIndex, 2003).   
 
Diagnosis of sarcoma is initially by X-ray, MRI or CT scan, with a specific diagnosis of 
ESFT requiring histological staining of a biopsy sample to identify the differentiation 
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lineage.  However, due to the shared characteristics of ESFT and several other tumours, 
confirmation of a diagnosis of ESFT generally requires cytogenetic analysis, for 
example to identify the presence of the EWS-FLI1 fusion gene.  Once diagnosed, ESFT 
cases are then staged according to tumour grade and size, the depth of invasion and, 
most importantly, the presence of metastases.  Tumour grades are defined as high or 
low grade, with high grade tumours being those with high mitotic activity and necrosis 
within the tumour (Mackall et al., 2002). 
 
A 15 year study of almost 1,000 Ewing’s sarcoma patients identified prognostic factors 
correlating to overall and event free survival.  The greatest prognostic factor was the 
presence of metastases, with only 27% of patients presenting with metastases surviving 
6 years after diagnosis, whereas 61% of patients without metastases were still alive after 
this period, as shown in Figure 1-10.  It was found that tumour volume became an 
indicator of prognosis above 100ml.  Time to relapse has also been shown to be 
important, with almost all patients who relapse within 2 years subsequently dying from 
the disease (Cotterill et al., 2000).  In addition, age at diagnosis has been found to be a 
prognostic marker, with those over age 14 at greater risk of relapse, as has the presence 
of lung metastases (Ladenstein et al., 2010). 
 
 
Figure 1-10. ESFT relapse-free survival according to detectable metastases at diagnosis. 
Cotterill, S.J. et al. J Clin Oncol, 18, 3108-3114. 
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Although several studies have attempted to examine a link between cytogenetic markers 
and disease prognosis, there have so far been few definitive correlations found.  While 
deletion of chromosome 1p has been found to be associated with an unfavourable 
outcome, this deletion is relatively uncommon in ESFT (Hattinger et al., 1999).  The 
type of EWS-FLI1 fusion has also been shown to be important.  Fusion of EWS exon 7 
to FLI1 exon 6 is known as type 1 and is associated with rapid tumour progression and 
death (Sandberg and Bridge, 2000).  Race and ethnicity also affect prognosis, with 
overall survival significantly lower for Black, Asian, and white Hispanic patients, 
compared with white non-Hispanic patients (Lee et al., 2010, Worch et al., 2010).  This 
distribution suggests there may be genetic markers of poor prognosis that are yet to be 
found, and work is ongoing to elucidate these. 
 
 
Figure 1-11. Percentage of patients still alive 5 years after diagnosis, childhood cancers, 
Great Britain, 2001 - 2005. 
Cancer Research UK, 2005. 
 
During the past 30 years more information has become available on the molecular basis 
and prognostic factors of ESFT.  This information has enabled better classification of 
high risk patients and has resulted in a significant increase in survival rates.  However, 
patients with metastatic disease or those who relapse early still have a very poor 
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prognosis, with lower five-year survival rates than for many other childhood cancers 
(see Figure 1-11) (Cancer Research UK, 2005).  There is still considerable scope to 
improve our understanding of the molecular basis of ESFT, as well as factors affecting 
the progression and relapse of the disease and to improve treatment regimens to further 
boost overall survival rates in the future. 
 
1.6.4 Treatment  
The current treatment approach to ESFT is multimodal, consisting of a combination of 
surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy, as shown in Figure 1-12, although low grade, 
localised tumours, may be treated with surgery alone (Dunst et al., 1991, Rodriguez-
Galindo et al., 2003).  This approach has resulted in an increase in survival rates over 
the last 30 years, with almost 80% of patients without metastases currently progression 
free after 5 years (Grier et al., 2003), compared to less than 50% of patients in the 1980s 
(Nesbit Jr et al., 1990).  There have been contradictory suggestions as to why this 
increase in survival has been seen.  Some studies have suggested it was associated with 
a change in chemotherapy regimen, as after 1986 ifosfamide was substituted for 
cyclophosphamide treatment (Grier et al., 1994) (Meyer et al., 1992).  Other trials  did 
not find any evidence to show that ifosfamide was more beneficial than 
cyclophosphamide (Oberlin et al., 1992, Bacci et al., 1989).  A more recent trial found 
that ifosfamide was just as effective as cyclophosphamide for treating standard risk 
patients, with cyclophosphamide treatment associated with increased toxicity. The same 
trial also found that high risk patients benefited from the addition of etoposide to a 
treatment regimen of vincristine, dactinomycin, ifosfamide, and doxorubicin (Paulussen 
et al., 2008).  In addition, there have been significant improvements in the use of 
radiation to gain local tumour control, either with or without surgery (La et al., 2006).  
Improvements in imaging techniques and the development of cytogenetic testing have 
also contributed to earlier diagnosis and therefore increased survival. The use of retinoid 
therapy has also been investigated as ESFT-derived cell signs have shown considerable 
sensitivity in vitro to 4-HPR, resulting in its inclusion as a maintenance therapy in a 
current clinical trial in ESFT patients.  
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Figure 1-12. Risk stratification and treatment outline of the EURO-EWING-99 study. 
VCR: Vincristine, IFO: Ifosfamide, DOX: Doxorubicin, ETO: Etoposide, ACT: Actinomycin D, 
CYC: Cyclophosphamide, Bu-Mel: Busulphan and mephalan. Rodriguez-Galindo, C. et al. 
Medical and Pediatric Oncology, 40, 276-287; 2003.  
 
1.7 Xenobiotic Metabolism and Disposition 
The vast majority of xenobiotic compounds require biotransformation in order to reduce 
toxic effects on the body, and to enable excretion of toxic compounds and their 
metabolites.  These detoxification pathways occur in three phases: phase I,  phase II and 
phase III.  Phase I metabolism involves modification of xenobiotics, most commonly 
oxidation by CYPs, but also includes alcohol or aldehyde dehydrogenation (Lewis, 
2003).  Phase II metabolism involves methylation or conjugation reactions.  These are 
generally glucuronidation, sulphation or acetylation, though they can also include the 
incorporation of a glutathione or glycine molecule.  All of these reactions have the 
function of increasing the polarity, and therefore solubility, of toxic compounds, in 
order to facilitate excretion from the body (Back and Rogers, 1987).  Phase III 
metabolism involves further modification of xenobiotic conjugates, for example the 
removal of glycine or glutamate residues by peptidases, resulting in acetylation of the 
compound.  Again, phase III metabolism occurs to aid the removal of toxic compounds 
from cells in order to assist excretion (Xu et al., 2005).      
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1.7.1 Human Liver and Intestine Microsomal Enzymes 
The liver is the major organ in the human body responsible for the detoxification of 
toxic xenobiotic compounds, as well as environmental and dietary toxins.  Blood is 
supplied to the liver via both the hepatic portal vein and the hepatic arteries, meaning 
that most chemotherapeutic compounds will pass through the liver and be subjected to 
both phase I and phase II metabolism by hepatic enzymes (He, 2005).  It is therefore of 
paramount importance that the effect of liver metabolism on chemotherapeutic 
compounds is investigated, in order to understand the likely pharmacokinetics of a 
particular compound.  This can be investigated by the use of human liver microsomes 
(HLM), that are generally prepared from the livers of brain dead organ donors whose 
organs are unsuitable for transplantation (Pearce et al., 1996).  A section of 
homogenized human liver is centrifuged at a relatively low speed (less than 12,000g) to 
pellet out cell debris, nuclei, peroxisomes, lysosomes, and mitochondria.  Membrane 
bound liver enzymes are contained in the supernatant fraction, and this is then 
centrifuged at a much higher speed (typically greater than 100,000g) to precipitate the 
microsomes (Nelson et al., 2001).  Pooled liver samples from several donors are used in 
order to reduce effects due to genetic variance. 
 
Chemotherapeutic compounds given orally additionally undergo significant metabolism 
in the intestine, as many of the same metabolising enzymes found in the liver are also 
present in the intestine.  It can therefore be of particular importance to investigate 
intestinal metabolism of orally dosed compounds, using human intestinal microsomes 
(HIM).  These can be prepared by differential centrifugation in the same way as HLM. 
 
In order to further elucidate the specific enzymes responsible for metabolism of 
individual xenobiotics, and in order to assess the possible impact of genetic variants of 
these enzymes on drug metabolism, studies can also be carried out using enzyme 
expression systems.  Such approaches generally involve either a bacterial expression 
system, such as E. coli, or a baculovirus-infected insect cell system, transfected to over-
express individual human enzymes.  Transfection with genetic variants of a particular 
enzyme can also be carried out, enabling research into the potential effects of genetic 
variation on clinical metabolism (Terpe, 2006).   
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1.7.2 Cytochrome P450s (CYPs) 
The main phase I metabolising enzymes present in the liver and intestine are the 
cytochrome P450 enzymes (CYPs).  These enzymes are part of a superfamily of haem-
containing mono-oxygenases, that were first purified over 50 years ago (Greenwood, 
1963, Levin et al., 1972, Beaune et al., 1979). More than 1,200 CYPs have so far been 
identified, and these are divided into 70 families, based on enzyme identity.  CYP 
enzymes are named by an Arabic numeral for the family number, then by a letter for the 
subfamily, followed by another Arabic numeral to identify the individual enzyme, for 
example CYP1A1, CYP3A4 etc.  Families require sequence identity of at least 40%, 
with at least 55% identity between members of the same sub-family.  An enzyme with a 
difference in identity of 3% or more will be designated as a new member of a particular 
family (Nelson et al., 1996).  Approximately 60 CYPs are found in humans, where they 
are involved in the biosynthesis and detoxification of many exogenous and endogenous 
compounds, such as xenobiotic drugs (including retinoid derivatives), steroids, 
prostaglandins, and fatty acid derivatives (Ortiz de Motellano, 1995). The oxidation 
reaction is carried out by the insertion of one atom of molecular oxygen into the 
substrate (forming the hydroxylated product) while the other oxygen atom present is 
reduced to water, as shown in Figure 1-13.  Almost all human CYPs are polymorphic 
(i.e. they have more than one possible allele, with the variant alleles occurring at a 
frequency too great to be considered a mutation), that can result in either defective or 
enhanced enzyme activity (Anzenbacher and Anzenbacherová, 2001).  
 
  
Figure 1-13. Scheme of P450 reactions.  
R–H, substrate; R–OH, hydroxylated product; XOOH, peroxide (X = H or organic residue); 
XOH, hydroxylated by-product. Anzenbacher and Anzenbacherova Cellular and Molecular Life 
Sciences, 58, 737-747; 2001. 
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CYP polymorphisms are known to have an impact on drug metabolism.  In particular, 
CYP2C8 and CYP2D6 polymorphisms play a role in determining the effectiveness of 
several chemotherapeutic drugs.  Approximately 10% of Caucasians are ‘poor 
metabolisers’ of substrates of CYP2D6, as polymorphisms in this enzyme result in a 
loss of activity (Bosch et al., 2006, Cholerton et al., 1992, Daly et al., 1998).  CYP2C8 
polymorphisms *2 and *3 both result in significantly lower clearance of paclitaxel and 
arachidonic acid, resulting in clinical implications for patients homozygous for these 
alleles (Bahadur et al., 2002, Dai et al., 2001, Daly et al., 2007).   
 
Similarly, polymorphisms of CYP3A4 have been associated with decreased survival in 
breast cancer patients treated with cyclophosphamide, as shown in Figure 1-14.  It is 
thought this is due to reduced metabolism of cyclophosphamide to its active form (4-
hydroxy cyclophosphamide), as higher plasma levels of the inactive parent molecule are 
found in patients expressing variant alleles (Petros et al., 2005).  However, other studies 
found no such association (Ekhart et al., 2008).  In addition, some studies have also 
found that CYP3A4 polymorphisms are associated with poor prognosis for both breast 
cancer and prostate cancer (Keshava et al., 2004).  These conflicting results demonstrate 
the difficulties that can be faced in differentiating the prognostic effects of genetic 
polymorphisms from those that are predictive of response to particular treatments.     
 
Treatment of breast cancer patients with tamoxifen results in markedly variable plasma 
concentrations of tamoxifen metabolites.  This is of particular importance as tamoxifen 
efficacy relies on metabolism to a series of active metabolites.  Metabolism of 
tamoxifen is relatively complex, involving several CYPs and UGT enzymes, many of 
that are polymorphic, that result in the formation of more than 20 metabolites.  As 
shown in Figure 1-15, CYP2D6 genotype is a major determinant of estrogen receptor 
inhibition by the tamoxifen metabolite endoxifen.  This study demonstrated that most 
patients with at least 1 ‘poor metaboliser’ allele were unable to reach the target of 90% 
estrogen receptor inhibition.  However, CYP2D6 genotype still only accounted for 
approximately 38% of the variation seen in endoxifen plasma concentrations (Murdter 
et al., 2011).  The remainder of the variation is likely to be due to the combined effects 
of other polymorphic genes, as patients with variant allele for CYP2C9 had significantly 
lower plasma concentrations of endoxifen and another tamoxifen metabolite, 4-
hydroxytamoxifen.  This unexplained variation demonstrates the difficulty in clarifying 
the genetic factors involved in patient response to chemotherapy in cases where multiple 
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genes are involved in complex drug metabolism pathways.  Elucidation of the impact of 
polymorphic P450 enzymes on drug metabolism is further complicated by the fact that 
the expression of several of these enzymes can be up- or down-regulated by xenobiotic 
compounds.  For example, concomitant administration of grapefruit juice increases the 
oral availability of CYP3A4 substrates by down-regulating enzyme expression 
(Schmiedlin-Ren et al., 1997).  The opposite effect is seen in an additional CYP family, 
CYP26.  This family of enzymes is involved in the metabolism of retinoic acid and its 
derivatives, with enzyme expression up-regulated by the presence of retinoids.  Auto-
induction of metabolism by CYP26 can therefore be a significant issue for retinoid-
based drugs, limiting maximum plasma concentrations of these compounds that can be 
achieved (Ray et al., 1997).      
 
    
Figure 1-14. Kaplan-Meier analyses of overall survival following cyclophosphamide 
chemotherapy with patients segregated based on the presence of genetic polymorphisms 
(A) CYP 3A4*1B, (B) CYP3A5*1, (C) MET1F G-7T and (D) glutathione-S-transferase M1.  
Dotted lines indicate patients with no variant copies of the respective genes (AA) whereas 
patients represented by the solid lines have at least one variant copy (AA or BB).  Petros, W. P. 
et al. Journal of Clinical Oncology 23:6117-6125; 2005 
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Another example of a commonly prescribed drug where inter-patient variation has a 
major impact on clinicians’ ability to standardise dosing is warfarin, an anti-coagulant 
drug.  Haemorrhage is a major risk factor for patients taking warfarin and means that 
patients are monitored for their initial few days of treatment, with doses being altered on 
a case-by-case basis depending on the intensity of anti-coagulation for each patient.  
However, this approach is still only successful in predicting the correct maintenance 
dose in 69% of patients.  The most potent enantiomeric form of warfarin (s-warfarin) is 
metabolised to inactive hydroxylated metabolites by CYP2C9 and this metabolism is 
significantly reduced in vitro in the presence of variant isoforms of CYP2C9 (Rettie et 
al., 1994, Haining et al., 1996).  A further study found that patients expressing a variant 
CYP2C9 allele were 6 times more likely to require a reduction in their warfarin dose, 
and that these patients were also more likely to suffer bleeding complications during the 
initial monitoring period (Aithal et al., 1999). 
 
   
Figure 1-15.  CYP2D6 genotype-associated (Z)-endoxifen levels in plasma and estrogen 
receptor (ER)-inhibiting activity. 
EM, allele with normal activity; IM, allele with decreased activity; PM, allele with no activity; 
UM, duplication of functional alleles. Murdter, T.E. et al. Clin Pharm Ther, 89, 708-717; 2011. 
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Additional polymorphic genes have also been found to influence warfarin dosing 
requirements, for example vitamin K epoxide reductase (VKORC1).  VKORC1 
polymorphisms affect warfarin-associated coagulation in both African American and 
European American patients, whereas CYP2C9 polymorphisms have a much greater 
effect on European Americans than in African Americans.  This ethnic genetic 
differences result in CYP2C9 and VKORC1 polymorphisms accounting for up to 30% 
variability in warfarin dose among European Americans compared to only 10% among 
African Americans (Limdi et al., 2008).  It is therefore important to have an 
understanding of all polymorphic genes involved in the metabolism of a particular type 
of drug and their interaction in a particular patient population in order for patients to 
benefit from genotyping prior to initiation of therapy.     
 
1.7.3 Uridine 5'-Diphospho-glucuronosyltransferase Enzymes (UGTs) 
The products from phase I metabolism generally acquire functional groups that render 
them substrates for phase II conjugation reactions such as glucuronidation.  This 
reaction is carried out by UGT (uridine 5'-diphospho-glucuronosyltransferase) enzymes 
and involves the conjugation of toxic compounds with glucuronic acid (derived from 
the co-factor uridine diphosphate glucuronic acid (UDPGA)) in order to increase their 
polarity and solubility.  Glucuronidated metabolites can then be excreted through the 
kidneys.  UGT enzymes are able to glucuronidate endogenous compounds (e.g. steroids 
and bilirubin) and xenobiotics, containing hydroxyl, amine or carboxylic acid functional 
groups (Nagar and Remmel, 2006).  
 
There are nineteen human UGTs currently known, and these are primarily expressed in 
the liver.  UGTs are divided into families in much the same way as CYPs, and similarly 
are named by an Arabic numeral for the family number, then by a letter for the 
subfamily, followed by another Arabic numeral to identify the individual enzyme, for 
example UGT1A1, UGT2B17 etc.  There are five UGT1 isoforms substantially 
expressed in human liver microsomes (UGTs 1A1, 1A3, 1A4, 1A6 and 1A9) along with 
five UGT2 isoforms (2B4, 2B7, 2B10, 2B15 and 2B17) (Izukawa et al., 2009).  There is 
also substantial extra-hepatic expression of UGTs, particularly in the intestinal 
epithelium, with expression also observed in the kidney, brain and skin (Radominska-
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Pandya et al., 1998, Ohno and Nakajin, 2009).  Indeed UGT’s 1A7 and 1A10 have been 
found to be expressed only in extra-hepatic tissue (Strassburg et al., 1997).   
 
Another similarity between UGT and CYP enzymes is that polymorphisms of UGTs 
have also been shown to have a major effect on drug metabolism.  Irinotecan toxicity 
particularly is known to be associated with polymorphisms of UGT1A1.  Patients who 
express the UGT1A1*28 allele have significantly decreased metabolism of SN-38, the 
active metabolite of irinotecan.  This increase in SN-38 can result in a much higher risk 
of treatment related toxicity, and has led to dose-reduction advice for patients 
homozygous for the risk-allele being included on the product label (Ando et al., 2000, 
O'Dwyer and Catalano, 2006, United States Food and Drug Administration, 2010, 
Gagné et al., 2002).  Several other UGTs have also been associated with inter-patient 
variation in toxicity or drug clearance and accumulation.  Exposure to mycophenolic 
acid (an immunosuppressive drug) was found to be significantly lower in patients with 
UGT1A9-275/-2152 polymorphisms, while carriers of UGT1A9*3 had significantly 
higher maximum plasma levels of the drug, as did patients homozygous for UGT2B7*2 
(Levesque et al., 2007, Miura et al., 2008).  Patients homozygous for UGT2B15*2 have 
also been shown to have significantly lower clearance of lorazepam than those 
expressing the wild-type *1 allele (Chung et al., 2005).  
 
The major UGTs responsible for the glucuronidation of retinoid-based drugs including 
ATRA have previously been investigated (Little et al., 1997, Czernik et al., 2000, 
Samokyszyn et al., 2000, Radominska et al., 1997).  These studies showed that both 
hepatic and intestinal UGTs were able to metabolise ATRA, though significantly more 
metabolism occurred with hepatic UGTs than with intestinal UGTs.  An additional 
glucuronide metabolite was also seen, that was likely to be a glucuronide resulting from 
isomerisation of ATRA to 13-cis RA.  However glucuronidation of other retinoids has 
not yet been investigated.    
 
1.7.4 ATP-Binding Cassette (ABC) Transporters 
The mammalian ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters are a super-family of 
proteins responsible for the efflux of many endogenous compounds, as well as 
xenobiotic drugs and metabolites.  They are transmembrane proteins that utilise the 
hydrolysis of ATP to transport substrates across the cell membrane (Higgins, 1992).  
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Forty-eight ABC transporter genes have so far been identified in humans, with MDR1 
(also known as ABCB1 or p-glycoprotein), MRP2 (ABCC2) and BCRP (ABCG2) 
being among the best characterised (Fletcher et al., 2010).   
 
The expression of ATP transporters has been associated with tumour resistance to 
chemotherapy, as it can result in decreased intracellular drug concentrations in tumour 
cells (Gottesman et al., 2002).  Since the commonly-expressed transporters, such as 
MDR1, have a broad substrate profile, tumours expressing these transporters are 
resistant to a wide range of agents, with the only criterion for resistance being that a 
molecule is a substrate for the ABC transporter.  This is known as multi drug resistance 
(MDR) and has been observed in resistance to vincristine, doxorubicin and paclitaxel 
(Ambudkar et al., 1999).   
 
Although MDR can result from initial tumour exposure to a drug, some tumours show 
intrinsic expression of the transporters.  A trial in breast cancer patients found that a 
lack of expression of MDR1 at the time of diagnosis was a prognostic marker for 
complete response to therapy with doxorubicin, cyclophosphamide, vincristine, and 
prednisone.  In addition, matched biopsy samples taken before and after chemotherapy 
showed no increase in MDR1 expression during the course of treatment (Ro et al., 
1990).  It should be noted that, for some drugs, resistance can also be due to decreased 
drug uptake, as seen in resistance to methotrexate, 5-flurouracil and cisplatin (Shen et 
al., 2000, Shen et al., 1998).   
 
As well as impacting on tumour sensitivity to drugs, the physiological expression of 
drug transporters in normal tissues influences drug disposition, for example by 
modulating uptake into the liver and kidneys, and subsequently altering either drug 
metabolism or excretion (Yamazaki et al., 1996).  In an attempt to reverse the MDR 
phenomenon, inhibitors of MDR1, such as verapamil, were administered in combination 
with substrates such as doxorubicin (also known as adriamycin).  Increased peak plasma 
concentrations of adriamycin were observed in a trial of patients with small cell lung 
cancer when given concurrently with verapamil.  There was also a longer half-life and 
larger volume of distribution.  The decreased drug clearance observed suggested that 
inhibition of drug efflux from cells has a significant impact on drug disposition and 
pharmacokinetics (Kerr et al., 1986).  Significant differences in the pharmacokinetics of 
many drugs have also been observed in knockout mice, adding further weight to the 
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importance of drug transporter expression.  Knockout of MDR1 genes in a mouse model 
resulted in hypersensitivity to xenobiotics (including the chemotherapeutic agents 
vinblastine, paclitaxel and doxorubicin), as well as increased bioavailability.  In 
addition, drug accumulation was seen in the liver, brain and gall bladder, that are all 
tissues that normally express MDR1 (Brinkmann and Eichelbaum, 2001). 
 
    
Figure 1-16. Survival of AML patients according to their genetic variants in exon 26 of 
MDR1. A) Kaplan-Meier analysis for overall survival of AML patients. B) Kaplan-Meier 
analysis for probability of relapse of AML patients. 
Study distinguished between homozygous Ex-26-A, heterozygous Ex-26-B, and homozygous 
Ex-26-C polymorphisms. Modified from Illmer, T. et al. Cancer Research, 62, 4955-4962; 2002. 
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Investigations into polymorphisms of ABC transporters have given further insight into 
the role they play in resistance to chemotherapeutic compounds and subsequent effects 
on relapse and survival.  A trial in patients with acute myeloid leukaemia treated with 
daunorubicin and cytosine arabinoside found that polymorphisms in MDR1 were 
associated with a higher probability of relapse and lower overall survival, as shown in 
Figure 1-16.  However, the pharmacokinetic effect of MDR1 polymorphisms was not 
investigated in this trial (Illmer et al., 2002).  
1.8 Retinoid Metabolism 
Retinoids are known to be involved in a diverse range of biological functions, including 
vision, embryonic development and cell differentiation.  The latter of which has resulted 
in considerable interest in the use of retinoic acid analogues in the treatment of cancer 
(Evans and Kaye, 1999).  Due to their wide range of functions, metabolism of retinoids 
has also been extensively investigated.  The main metabolising enzymes of retinoids are 
alcohol dehydrogenases, aldehyde dehydrogenases and CYPs, as shown in Figure 1-17 
(Perlmann, 2002, Blomhoff and Blomhoff, 2006, Roos et al., 1998).  
 
Clinical trials have demonstrated that plasma concentrations of ATRA are much lower 
following repeated doses than during the initial course of therapy (Muindi et al., 1992, 
Smith et al., 1992).  Various CYP enzymes are known to metabolise retinol and ATRA, 
as well as 9-cis RA and 13-cis-RA.  These retinoids are also able to upregulate the 
expression of some CYPs, and are therefore able to induce their own metabolism (Ray 
et al., 1997, White et al., 1997, Marill et al., 2002).  It is thought that increasing 
metabolism resulting from auto-induction of CYP26 expression may be the reason that 
whilst initial chemotherapy with ATRA is generally successful, almost all patients 
prescribed ATRA as maintenance chemotherapy ultimately develop resistance to the 
treatment, resulting in relapse (Delva et al., 1993).  Auto-induction of CYP26 
expression by 13-cis RA may be less problematic, as although isomerisation of 13-cis 
RA to ATRA is likely to result in up-regulation of CYP26, a recent clinical trial of 13-
cis RA in neuroblastoma patients found that plasma concentrations remained relatively 
consistent over successive treatment courses.  However, there was still significant 
metabolism of 13-cis RA, as well as considerable inter-patient variation in 13-cis RA 
peak plasma concentrations (Veal et al., 2007).  This may be due to differences in 
dosing regimen between 13-cis RA and ATRA, as 13-cis RA is given as a four week 
cycle involving two weeks of treatment followed by a two week break, whereas there is 
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no treatment break in the ATRA treatment regimen.  CYP26 expression induced by 13-
cis RA consequently has time to return to base levels before the next cycle of treatment. 
 
Oxidative metabolism of ATRA and 13-cis RA by CYPs has been extensively 
researched.  The major metabolite observed following in vivo treatment with 13-cis RA 
is 4-oxo 13-cis RA, with 4-hydroxy 13-cis RA also seen in patient samples  (Vane and 
Buggé, 1981, Khan et al., 1996).  Studies relating to retinoic acid metabolism have 
mainly focused on oxidation by CYP26 isoforms, as these are induced by retinoic acid 
(White et al., 1997).  CYP26A1 has been shown to be induced by ATRA, with inhibition 
of CYP26A1 by retinoic acid metabolism blocking agents (RAMBAs) significantly 
increasing plasma concentrations of ATRA both in vitro and in mouse models of 
neuroblastoma and prostate cancer (Armstrong et al., 2005, Huynh et al., 2006).    
 
 
Figure 1-17. Biosynthetic pathway for the metabolism of retinol. 
Perlmann, T. Nature Genetics, 31, 7 – 8; 2002. 
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As retinoids are metabolised by CYPs, it possible that CYP polymorphisms may play a 
role in determining the extent of metabolism.  However, relatively little is currently 
known about the impact of CYP polymorphisms on retinoid metabolism, although 
CYP2C8 isoform has been shown not to affect 13-cis RA metabolism (Rowbotham et 
al., 2010a). 
 
1.8.1 4-HPR Metabolism 
Metabolism of 4-HPR occurs by methylation, oxidation or esterification.  An early 
study of 4-HPR biotransformation in rats identified the major metabolite produced in 
vivo as N-(4-methoxyphenyl) retinamide (4-MPR) (Swanson et al., 1981).  The 
presence of 4-MPR and a 4-HPR-ester were subsequently confirmed by further studies 
in female rats and mice in 1986, when a cis isomer of 4-HPR as well as an additional 
unidentified metabolite were also discovered (Hultin et al., 1986).  This additional 
major metabolite was not identified until 2004, when it was characterised as 4’-oxo 4-
HPR, resulting from an oxidation in the cyclohexene ring, as shown in Figure 1-18.  4-
MPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR were also the major metabolites detected in breast cancer 
patients (Mehta et al., 1991, Mehta et al., 1998) as well as in cell lines (Appierto et al., 
2001).  4’-oxo 4-HPR was subsequently found to be an active metabolite that inhibits 
cell proliferation.  The active metabolite was identified following formation of the 
metabolite by CYP26A1 induction (Villani et al., 2004).  Further analysis of the growth-
inhibitory properties of 4’-oxo 4-HPR determined that the metabolite is more effective 
at inhibiting growth in several cell lines than its parent molecule, 4-HPR.  4’-oxo 4-
HPR is also able to inhibit growth in cell lines that are resistant to 4-HPR itself and has 
been shown to exert a synergistic effect with 4-HPR (Villani et al., 2006).  Although 4-
MPR has been shown to have modest growth inhibitory effects in some cell lines, 
overall it is now generally thought to be inactive (Sabichi et al., 2003, Mehta et al., 
1998).   
 
As CYP26 isoforms are major metabolisers of retinoids, inhibitors of CYP26 
metabolism have been developed that are able to significantly increase plasma 
concentrations of ATRA and 13-cis-RA in mice (Armstrong et al., 2005, Armstrong et 
al., 2007b, Huynh et al., 2006, Njar et al., 2006).  4-HPR is metabolised to its 4’-oxo 
metabolite by CYP26A1, and is also able to upregulate the expression of this enzyme.  
Unlike ATRA, the auto-induction of 4-HPR metabolism does not result in a decrease in 
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plasma concentrations of the drug during long-term treatment (Formelli et al., 1993). 
However there is some evidence that continuous treatment of an ovarian carcinoma cell 
line with 4-HPR up-regulated CYP26, resulting in increased metabolism of 4-HPR to its 
4’-oxo 4-HPR metabolite (Villani et al., 2004).  In contrast to the detrimental effect of 
ATRA metabolism on drug efficacy, oxidative metabolism of 4-HPR may result in an 
increase in efficacy due to 4’-oxo 4-HPR being an active metabolite (Villani et al., 
2006).   
 
Figure 1-18. Structures of A) 4-HPR, B) 4’-oxo 4-HPR and C) 4-MPR. 
 
1.9 4-HPR Mechanism of Action  
4-HPR is able to cause caspase-dependent apoptosis in human neuroblastoma cells. It 
has been demonstrated that treatment of cells with 4-HPR causes poly ADP ribose 
polymerase (PARP) cleavage by caspase 3 and that 4-HPR-induced apoptosis is 
inhibited by DEVD, (a caspase 3 specific inhibitor) (Lovat et al., 2000).  However, 
these data contrast with those obtained from subsequent studies, in different cell lines, 
that found DEVD only partially inhibited apoptosis, and therefore suggested that 4-
HPR-induced apoptosis is partially caspase-independent (Vene et al., 2007).   
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Most retinoids act via retinoid receptor dependent pathways, requiring direct interaction 
with either RARs or RXRs.  4-HPR is unusual as it has been shown to induce apoptosis 
by both retinoid receptor dependent and independent pathways (Dmitrovsky, 2004).  It 
has been demonstrated that 4-HPR is able to selectively activate retinoid receptors in 
breast cancer cell lines.  4-HPR is a potent activator of RARγ, exhibits moderate activity 
with RARβ and no activity with RARα or RXRα (Fanjul et al., 1996).  Similar results 
were obtained in neuroblastoma cell lines, demonstrating that 4-HPR-induced apoptosis 
is blocked by RARβ and RARγ inhibitors, but not by RARα inhibitors (Lovat et al., 
2000).  However, in epithelial cells RAR antagonists had no effect on 4-HPR-induced 
apoptosis (Kitareewan et al., 1999).  The use of wild-type and retinoid receptor knock-
out F9 murine embryonal carcinoma cells showed two distinct effects of 4-HPR.  At 
high concentrations of 4-HPR (>10µM) there was a rapid induction of apoptosis in both 
the wild-type and knock-out cell lines, suggesting that apoptosis was induced by 
retinoid independent pathways.  At lower 4-HPR concentrations (<1μM) there was a 
slow induction of differentiation and an accumulation of cells in G1.  This second effect 
was only seen in the wild-type cells, indicating that this effect was via retinoid 
dependent pathways (Sabichi et al., 2003). 
 
The differences seen in retinoid receptor effects between cell lines may also be due to 
differences in 4-HPR metabolism, as the effects of the 4’-oxo 4-HPR metabolite are  
retinoid receptor independent (Villani et al., 2006).  Therefore, it is possible that cell 
lines that efficiently metabolise 4-HPR may utilise the retinoid receptor dependent 
mechanisms of action of 4-HPR itself, as well as the retinoid receptor independent 
mechanisms of action of the 4-oxo metabolite.     
 
Unlike other retinoids, 4-HPR is able to induce apoptosis by induction of reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) (Delia et al., 1997, Myatt and Burchill, 2008), as shown in Figure 
1-19.  Experiments in Ewing’s sarcoma cell lines showed that free radicals increased 
within 2 hours of 4-HPR treatment, while addition of antioxidants inhibited this increase 
in free radicals and also inhibited apoptosis.  The generation of free radicals was not 
affected by the addition of inhibitors of caspase 3 or RARs, showing that generation of 
free radicals is via a separate pathway (Lovat et al., 2000).    
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Figure 1-19. Level of reactive oxygen species (ROS) produced in Ewing’s sarcoma cell lines 
after exposure to Fenretinide. 
(i) A673, (ii) TC-32 and (iii) TTC-466 cells were treated with fenretinide (0.7–6µM) for 1h or 
24h and ROS and viable cell number determined respectively. Modified from Myatt and Burchill 
Oncogene 27(7): 985-996; 2008. 
 
It has been established that lipid oxygenases are the primary source of ROS, as 
inhibitors of the nitric oxide, CYP and NADPH oxidase pathways all had negligible 
effects on 4-HPR induced ROS (Lovat et al., 2003c).  It was subsequently demonstrated 
that phospholipase A2 (PLA2) and 12-lipoxygenase (12-Lox) are the only enzymes 
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involved in ROS generation in response to 4-HPR.  PLA2 is able to release arachidonic 
acid (AA), that then acts as a substrate for 12-Lox.  The pro-apoptotic factors Gadd153 
and Bak are then upregulated, resulting in cytochrome C release and apoptosis (Lovat et 
al., 2003a, Corazzari et al., 2005).  Bak and Gadd153 are both major components in the 
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress pathway, and may also be acting through this to 
induce apoptosis, as shown in Figure 1-20.  However, as Gadd153 inhibition only partly 
inhibits Bak, it is likely there is also a Gadd153-independent mechanism contributing to 
Bak induction (Lovat et al., 2003b). 
 
 
Figure 1-20. Schematic of 4-HPR induced apoptotic pathway 
Corazzari et al. Biochem & Biophys Res Com 331(3): 810-815; 2005. 
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4-HPR treatment also results in the induction of ceramide, an intracellular lipid 
messenger able to cause apoptosis via several p53-independent pathways.  Ceramide 
can work either directly as a lipid-signaling molecule or by metabolism to lipid 
mediators, e.g. gangliosides.  Ceramide is also able to function in hypoxic conditions, 
causing activation of the JNK/SAPK cascade, via activation of caspase 3 (Maurer et al., 
1999).  Ceramide induction can be a result of either de novo synthesis by ceramide 
synthase, or from hydrolysis of membrane sphingomyelin.  There is some debate over 
which of these methods of ceramide induction is activated by 4-HPR.  Ceramide-
induced apoptosis in neuroblastoma cells is inhibited by sphingomyelinase inhibitors, 
but not by fumosin B1, that is an inhibitor of ceramide synthase (Lovat et al., 2005), 
whereas the opposite effect was found in endothelial cells, suggesting that ceramide 
synthases (not sphingomyelinases) were responsible for apoptosis (Erdreich-Epstein et 
al., 2002).  The different effects of these inhibitors suggests that the method of ceramide 
induction by 4-HPR is dependent on the cell line, as well as the concentration of 4-HPR 
used (high concentrations may activate both pathways together) and also whether or not 
conditions are hypoxic (Lovat et al., 2005). 
 
An additional route of 4-HPR induced apoptosis is through Noxa, a p53-independent 
BH3 domain only protein.  Noxa is able to activate Bak to induce apoptosis by the 
displacement of Bak from its pro-survival partners.  Noxa itself is also able to induce 
ER stress and activate mitochondrial dysfunction by increasing membrane 
permeabilisation, thereby further inducing apoptosis (Armstrong et al., 2007a).  
 
1.10 4-HPR Pre-Clinical Animal Studies 
The first pharmacokinetic study of 4-HPR was carried out in male rats in 1980.  It was 
found that with an intravenous dose of 5mg/kg, or an oral dose of 10mg/kg, 4-HPR had 
a half-life of approximately 12h.  When given orally, 4-HPR plasma concentration 
peaked after 4h (Swanson et al., 1980).  Importantly, it was also shown that 4-HPR does 
not accumulate in the liver, as development of liver disease has been associated with the 
long-term use of retinol (Muenter et al., 1971).  Similar results were obtained from a 
pharmacokinetic study carried out in female rats, and it was ascertained that the 
metabolism of 4-HPR was markedly different in rats compared to mice (Hultin et al., 
1986).  These studies also showed that oral dosing of 4-HPR resulted in an area under 
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the curve (AUC) plasma concentration approximately one third of the AUC observed 
with intravenous dosing, suggesting that the bioavailability of 4-HPR is relatively low. 
 
Due to the low bioavailability of 4-HPR, there have been several investigations into 
ways to increase 4-HPR uptake in cells using in vivo murine models, including 
encapsulating 4-HPR in stabilised immunoliposomes.  These are coupled to an antibody 
to G2, a disialoganglioside that is abundantly expressed in neuroectoderm-derived 
tumours.  It was established that uptake of 4-HPR into neuroblastoma cells was 10- to 
20-fold higher than if non-targeted liposomes were used (Raffaghello et al., 2003).  In 
addition, there have been investigations into ways to improve 4-HPR delivery by the 
use of the Lym-X-Sorb matrix, as shown in Figure 1-21.  
   
Figure 1-21. A) 4-HPR and B) 4-MPR levels obtained in mouse plasma and tissues using 4-
HPR administered in 4-HPR/LYM-X-SORB (LXS) organized lipid matrix or as the 
contents of NCI corn oil capsules. 
Modified from Maurer et al. Clinical Cancer Research 13(10): 3079-3086. 
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Lym-X-Sorb is a matrix of organized lipids and free fatty acids, designed to improve the 
solubility and bioavailability of drugs by forming chylomicron-like particles in the 
stomach, and therefore enhancing drug absorption via the lymphatic system.  In a 
murine neuroblastoma model, significantly higher plasma levels of 4-HPR were 
achieved than when using the traditional corn oil capsule dosing (Maurer et al., 2007), 
although there was still significant metabolism to the inactive metabolite, 4-MPR.   
 
1.11 4-HPR Clinical Pharmacology 
There have been several clinical trials in adults investigating the pharmacokinetics of 4-
HPR, both on a short-term chemotherapeutic schedule, as well as longer-term studies 
relating to its use as a chemopreventative agent.   
 
A 1 year chemoprevention trial in breast cancer patients found that 4-HPR treatment 
caused an initial reduction in plasma retinol levels, that was reversible on cessation of 
treatment (Formelli et al., 1989).  A subsequent phase III five year chemoprevention 
trial showed similar results, with stable drug plasma levels and a constant (reduced) 
level of retinol.  4-HPR concentrations were at the limit of detection within six months 
of cessation of treatment, and retinol concentrations returned to normal levels within 
one month (Formelli et al., 1993).  Long-term 4-HPR administration was tolerated well, 
with the main side effects being decreased night-vision and dermatological disorders 
(Camerini et al., 2001).           
 
More recently, there have been several studies on the pharmacokinetics of 4-HPR in 
children, particularly in neuroblastoma patients.  The first such study, carried out in 
2003, was designed to determine the MTD, toxicity and pharmacokinetics of 4-HPR in 
children with neuroblastoma (Garaventa et al., 2003).  An MTD was not reached, as no 
significant side effects were observed at up to 4,000mg/m
2
/day, and doses higher than 
this were not practical due to capsule numbers (up to 40 capsules per day for the highest 
doses used).  The drug was administered daily for 28 days, with peak plasma 
concentrations being approximately 2-fold higher at the end of the cycle than at the start 
(as shown in Figure 1-22).  This is very different to other retinoids; with ATRA and 9-
cis RA, plasma levels decrease with chronic administration (Muindi et al., 1992, Smith 
et al., 1992).  The plasma concentrations of 4-HPR observed were comparable to those 
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required for cell growth inhibition in vitro.  4-HPR half-life was also significantly 
longer at the end of the cycle than at the start  (Garaventa et al., 2003).   
 
 
 
Figure 1-22. A) 4HPR peak concentrations (Cmax) and B) AUC0–24h  after the first and 28th 
administration of the first course of 4-HPR. 
Patients with grade 2–3 toxicity (open symbols) and patients with grade 1 or without toxicity 
(closed symbols). Garaventa et al. Clinical Cancer Research 9: 2032 – 2039; 2003 
 
A separate phase I trial of 4-HPR in children with high-risk solid tumours also found 4-
HPR was well tolerated but found an increased incidence of toxicity, resulting in an 
MTD of 2,475mg/m
2
/day.  However this lower MTD still produced 4-HPR plasma 
concentrations equivalent to those found to be effective in vitro (approximately 5μM to 
10μM), although there was considerable inter-patient variation, as shown in Figure 1-23 
(Villablanca et al., 2006).   
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Figure 1-23. Graph of A) 4-HPR and B) 4-MPR steady-state trough plasma concentrations 
in a phase I paediatric trial. 
Values were measured on day 7 of the first course of treatment with total daily dosage divided 
into two (diamonds) or three (squares) doses. Villablanca et al. J Clin Oncol 24(21): 3423-3430. 
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1.12 Summary and Aims 
4-HPR is a promising chemotherapeutic compound for the treatment of several types of 
cancer, particularly the paediatric tumours neuroblastoma and Ewing’s sarcoma.  There 
has already been a significant increase in five year survival in neuroblastoma patients 
following the introduction of another retinoic acid analogue, 13-cis RA, in a minimal 
residual disease setting.  4-HPR is effective at reducing the growth of neuroblastoma 
and Ewing’s sarcoma tumour cells both in vitro and in vivo, and has shown some 
effectiveness in clinical trials.  4-HPR has several potential benefits over treatment with 
ATRA or 13-cis RA, including:  
 The ability to induce apoptosis rather than differentiation. 
 Production of an active metabolite, 4’-oxo 4-HPR, that acts synergistically with 
4-HPR itself. 
 A mechanism of action involving both retinoid receptor-dependent and receptor-
independent pathways.   
 Auto-induction of metabolism does not result in a decrease in plasma 
concentrations during long-term treatment. 
 Improved tolerability compared to other retinoids.      
 
Despite these potential benefits, clinical trials in paediatric patients have also 
demonstrated limitations in the use of 4-HPR.  The main issue has been an inability to 
achieve and maintain consistent 4-HPR plasma concentrations following oral 
administration.  However another limitation preventing optimum efficacy of 4-HPR is 
the fact that it is significantly metabolised in vivo.  Some of this metabolism is to an 
active metabolite, 4’-oxo 4-HPR, and is likely to be of benefit to 4-HPR efficacy rather 
than a hindrance, in contrast to the metabolism of other retinoid drugs.  Conversely, 4-
MPR, the other major metabolite of 4-HPR, is inactive.  Factors affecting metabolism of 
4-HPR may therefore have a significant impact on the overall efficacy of 4-HPR 
treatment.  Elucidation of the enzymes of 4-HPR metabolism may become even more 
important if novel formulations of 4-HPR are successful at increasing 4-HPR 
bioavailability and improving compliance in dosing regimens. 
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 The main aims of the work incorporated in this thesis were to: 
 Characterise the oxidative metabolism of 4-HPR by CYP enzymes. 
 Characterise the methylation of 4-HPR to the major metabolite 4-MPR. 
 Characterise the glucuronidation of 4-HPR by UGT enzymes. 
 Characterise the membrane-transport of 4-HPR using cell lines over-expressing 
common drug transporters. 
 Assess the contribution of 4-HPR metabolism to its effectiveness in 
neuroblastoma and Ewing’s sarcoma cell lines. 
It is anticipated that the information gained in meeting these aims may be beneficial in 
guiding the treatment of patients with 4-HPR, particularly children with neuroblastoma 
or Ewing’s sarcoma.   
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Chapter 2 4-HPR Microsomal Metabolism 
2.1 Introduction 
Unlike other retinoid derivatives currently in clinical use, such as ATRA and 13-cis RA, 
4-HPR induces apoptosis as well as differentiation (Kitareewan et al., 1999) and is also 
better tolerated than other retinoid drugs (Garaventa et al., 2003). The metabolism of 
both ATRA and 13-cis RA has previously been characterized.  The main CYPs 
responsible for the metabolism of both compounds are CYPs 2C8, 2C9, 3A4 and 3A5 
(Marill et al., 2002, Marill et al., 2000, McSorley and Daly, 2000).  
 
Whilst 4-HPR metabolism is similar to that of ATRA and 13-cis RA in many respects, 
4-HPR produces an active metabolite, 4’-oxo 4-HPR, that is able to act synergistically 
with 4-HPR and is also active against some 4-HPR-resistant cell lines (Villani et al., 
2006). 4-HPR is also metabolized to an inactive metabolite in the form of 4-methoxy 4-
HPR (4-MPR) (Mehta et al., 1998), with significant metabolism to both of these 
metabolites observed in clinical trials (Villani et al., 2004, Villablanca et al., 2006, 
Formelli et al., 2008).   
 
As one of the main limitations to the clinical development of orally administered 4-HPR 
is the achievement of effective and consistent plasma concentrations in patients (Maurer 
et al., 2007), metabolism of the parent drug is clearly an important issue. In addition, 
many CYPs are polymorphic and this impacts on drug metabolism (Bosch et al., 2006, 
Cholerton et al., 1992, Daly et al., 1998).  Although CYP2C8 polymorphism plays a 
role in determining the effectiveness of several chemotherapeutic drugs (Bahadur et al., 
2002, Dai et al., 2001, Daly et al., 2007), there were no differences reported in 13-cis 
RA metabolism by the major CYP2C8 isoforms (Rowbotham et al., 2010a).    
 
The current study was designed to characterise the in vitro metabolism of 4-HPR in 
human liver microsomes (HLM), Supersomes over-expressing individual human CYPs 
and CYP2C8 variants expressed in E. coli.  In addition, studies were performed to 
determine the effect of CYP2C8 polymorphisms on 4-HPR metabolism, where any 
effect on the formation of the active 4’-oxo metabolite may be important (Illingworth et 
al., 2011).   
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2.2 4-HPR Oxidative Metabolism 
2.2.1 Materials and methods 
2.2.2 Chemicals 
CYP2C8 clones were kindly provided by Dr Frank J Gonzalez of the National Cancer 
Institute, Bethesda, USA.  The human P450 reductase clone was kindly provided by Dr 
Thomas Friedberg of the University of Dundee.  4-HPR and 4-MPR were generously 
provided by the Drug Development Office, Cancer Research UK and 4’-oxo 4-HPR was 
provided by High Force Research Ltd. (Durham, UK).  Anti-cytochrome P450 
reductase, anti-cytochrome P450 2C8 and horseradish peroxidase-linked donkey anti-
rabbit IgG antibodies were purchased from Millipore (Watford, UK).  HLM and 2C8 
Supersomes were supplied by BD Biosciences (Oxford, UK).  Bactopeptone, 
bactotryptone, yeast extract and bactoagar were purchased from Difco Laboratories 
(East Molesey, UK).  ECL Plus Western blotting detection reagents were obtained from 
G E Healthcare (Buckinghamshire).  Tris-glycine gels and Magic Mark
TM
 molecular 
weight protein standard were supplied by Invitrogen (Paisley, UK).  JM109 competent 
cells were purchased from Promega (Southampton, UK).  Carbon monoxide was 
supplied by BOC gases (Guildford, UK).  HPLC-grade solvents were from Fisher 
Scientific (Loughborough, UK).  All other chemicals and reagents were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich (Poole, UK). SpectraMax
®
 250 Microplate Spectrophotometer System 
was from Molecular Devices Corporation (Reading, UK). 
 
2.2.3 LC/MS analysis of 4-HPR and metabolites 
Separation of 4-HPR and its metabolites was achieved using a Perkin Elmer LC 
(Beaconsfield, UK) system, consisting of a vacuum degasser, two series 200 pumps, a 
thermostatically controlled series 200 autosampler and a Waters 2487 UV absorbance 
detector.  Reverse-phase chromatography was performed using a Luna 3µm C18 (50 x 
2mm) column with a flow rate of 250µl/min and an injection volume of 10µl.  Mobile 
phases consisted of (A) 40% acetonitrile / 60% (0.2%) acetic acid and (B) acetonitrile / 
0.2% acetic acid.  A linear gradient ran from 100% A at 0min to 100% B at 3min, at 
which it was maintained for 2.5min before returning to 100% A to re-equilibrate the 
column.  An Applied Biosystems (Warrington, UK) API-2000 LC/MS/MS triple Q 
(quadrupole) mass spectrometer with electrospray ionisation source, controlled by 
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Analyst software, was operated in triple quadrupole negative mode for the detection of 
4-HPR (multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) 392/283), 4’-OH 4-HPR (MRM 407/283) 
and 4’-oxo 4-HPR (MRM 406/283). 
 
2.2.4 HPLC analysis of 4-HPR and metabolites 
Separation of 4-HPR and its metabolites by HPLC analysis was achieved using a 
Waters 2690 Separations Module and 996 Photodiode array (PDA) detector (Waters 
Ltd., Elstree, UK), with Waters Millennium software for data acquisition.  A Waters 
Symmetry C18 3.5µm (4.6 x 150mm) column was used with mobile phases (A) 70% 
acetonitrile / 30% (0.2%) acetic acid and (B) acetonitrile / 0.2% acetic acid.  A linear 
gradient ran at 1ml/min from 100% A at 0min to 100% B at 20min, returning to 100% 
A for 10min to re-equilibrate the column.  A sample volume of 50μl was injected onto 
the column for analysis.  
 
2.2.5 Incubation of 4-HPR with human liver microsomes (HLM), human intestinal 
microsomes (HIM) and CYPs 
To determine optimum experimental conditions, HLM (0.5mg/ml) were incubated with 
varying concentrations of 4-HPR (0-100μM) for 3h, or 4-HPR (50μM) was incubated 
with varying concentrations of HLM (0-1.5mg/ml) for 3h.  In addition, 4-HPR (50μM) 
was incubated with HLM (0.5mg/ml) for varying times (0-3h).  Following optimisation 
of incubation parameters, HLM or a panel of CYP Supersomes (up to 1mg/ml protein) 
over-expressing individual human CYPs were incubated with 4-HPR (50µM) in 
phosphate buffer (100mM, pH 7.4), containing MgCl2 (1mM) and NADPH (2mM) in a 
final volume of 200µl for 3h.  CYPs 1A6, 2B6, 2E1, 3A4, 3A5, 2C8, 2C9 and 2C19 
were used. The reaction was stopped by addition of acetonitrile (400μl) and samples 
were centrifuged at 10,000g for 5min to remove all protein.  Supernatant was then 
retained for HPLC analysis.  Experiments were carried out in parallel, with all 
comparative samples for a defined experiment being analysed within a single assay. 
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2.2.6 Inhibition of CYP metabolism 
Known inhibitors or competitive substrates of CYP metabolism were added to HLM 
incubations.  Compounds used were omeprazole (an inhibitor of CYP2C8 and 2C9) and 
ketoconazole (an inhibitor of CYP3A4), either alone or in combination.  HLM 
(0.5mg/ml) were incubated with 4-HPR (50μM) and inhibitor (0-100µM) in phosphate 
buffer, (100mM, pH 7.4), containing MgCl2 (1mM) and NADPH (2mM) in a final 
volume of 200µl for 3h. The reaction was stopped by addition of acetonitrile (400µl) 
and samples were centrifuged at 10,000g for 5min to remove all protein.  Supernatant 
was then retained for HPLC analysis. 
 
2.2.7 Determination of kinetic parameters for 4’-OH 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR 
formation 
Kinetic parameters for the formation of 4’-OH 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR were 
determined following incubations of HLM or CYP 3A4, 3A5 or 2C8 Supersomes (0-
1mg/ml protein) with 4-HPR (50μM), or 4-HPR (0-100μM) with 0.25mg/ml protein.    
Metabolism to 4’-OH 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR by each CYP was then compared by 
ANOVA, with P ≤ 0.05 used to determine significance.  Calculations were performed 
with GraphPad Prism version 4.0 software (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA, 
USA).  Due to the lack of an authentic standard for 4’-OH 4-HPR, Vmax results were 
calculated in peak area units/min.  Experiments were carried out in parallel, with all 
comparative samples for a defined experiment being analysed within a single assay. 
 
2.2.8 Transformation of E. coli cells to express CYP2C8 variants 
JM109 high competency E. coli cells were transfected with plasmids for CYP2C8 
variants *1 (wild-type), *3, *3A, *3B, *4 or an empty plasmid (control), and co-
transfected with cytochrome P450 reductase in order to assess the impact of CYP2C8 
genotype on 4-HPR metabolism.  CYP2C8 and P450 reductase expression plasmids 
were constructed by Dr. S Rowbotham (Rowbotham et al., 2010a). 
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2.2.8.1 Transformation of E. coli cells 
JM109 high competency cells were transformed by mixing competent cells (100μl) with 
CYP2C8 plasmid DNA (50ng) (isoforms *1, *3, *3A, *3B, *4 or an empty plasmid) 
and P450 reductase plasmid DNA (50ng).  Cells were kept on ice for 10min before 
being heat shocked at 42°C for 45-50s and returned to ice for 2min prior to addition of 
ice-cold SOC medium (900μl) (20g/L Bacto-tryptone, 5g/L yeast extract, 0.5g/L NaCl, 
2.5mM KCl).  Samples were incubated for 1h at 37°C in a shaking incubator (200rpm) 
and then diluted 1:10 and 1:100 in SOC medium.  A 100μl aliquot of each suspension 
was plated on LB agar plates (10g/l NaCl, 10g/l bactopeptone, 5g/l yeast extract and 
15g/l bactoagar), in addition to ampicillin (50µg/ml) and chloramphenicol (25µg/ml).  
Plates were incubated overnight at 37°C.  Individual colonies were picked and grown in 
LB medium (5ml) containing ampicillin (50µg/ml) and chloramphenicol (25µg/ml) 
overnight at 37ºC with shaking (200rpm).  The cultures were then diluted 1:100 in TB 
medium (100ml) (12g/l bactotryptone, 24g/l yeast extract, 2g/l bactopeptone, 0.4% (v/v) 
glycerol, 17mM KH2PO4, 72mM K2HPO4)  with ampicillin (50µg/ml) and 
chloramphenicol (25µg/ml).  These were incubated at 37°C with shaking (200rpm) until 
an optical density of 0.7-1 at 600nm was reached.  Isopropyl β-D-1-
thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) (1mM) and δ-aminolevulinic acid (δ-ALA) (0.5mM) 
were added and expression allowed to proceed overnight (for 19-22h).  Cultures were 
chilled on ice for 10min and centrifuged at 2,800g for 20min at 4ºC. Pellets were 
resuspended in ice-cold 2 x TSE buffer (5ml) (100mM Tris-acetate, 500mM sucrose, 
0.5mM EDTA, pH 7.6) and diluted with ice-cold water (5ml).  Lysozyme (0.25mg/ml) 
was added and stirred gently at 4ºC for 60min.  Spheroplast pellets were generated by 
centrifugation at 2,800g at 4°C for 25min.  Spheroplasts were then resuspended in ice-
cold spheroplast resuspension buffer (4ml) (100mM potassium phosphate, 6mM 
magnesium acetate, 20% (v/v) glycerol, 0.1mM dithiothreitol; pH 7.6).  Aprotinin 
(1µg/ml), leupeptin (1µg/ml) and PMSF (1mM) were added and spheroplasts were 
sonicated on ice (3 x 30s) and centrifuged at 12,000g for 12min at 4°C.  The resulting 
supernatant was transferred to ultracentrifuge tubes and centrifuged at 180,000g for 
60min at 4°C.  The membrane pellet was resuspended in 1 x TSE buffer (1ml). 
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2.2.8.2 Protein analysis 
Protein content was measured using the Bradford assay.  A 10μl aliquot of membrane 
fraction was diluted 1:10 with dH20 and 10μl of the diluted fraction was then added to 
Bradford reagent (200μl) in a 96 well plate, in quadruplicate.  Protein concentration was 
determined from a standard curve of bovine serum albumin (0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1 and 
1.2mg/ml protein) against A595 using SOFTmax PRO analysis software version 3.0. 
 
2.2.8.3 Western Blot analysis 
Co-expression of CYP2C8 and P450 reductase was confirmed by Western Blot 
analysis.  CYP2C8 variant membrane fractions or CYP2C8, 3A4 and reductase-only 
Supersomes were diluted to 1mg/ml in dH2O. A 0.5µl aliquot was added to Laemelli 
sample buffer (19.5µl) (0.25M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 8% SDS, 40% glycerol, 0.008% 
bromophenol blue and 10% β-mercaptoethanol) and heated at 95ºC for 5min.  An 
aliquot (10µl) was then loaded onto a 4-20% tris-glycine gel with 1x running buffer 
(25mM Tris-Base, 0.19M glycine, 0.1% (w/v) SDS, pH 8.5), as well as Magic Mark
TM
 
molecular weight protein standard (4μl). Gels were run in an Invitrogen XCell 
SureLock™ Novex Mini-Cell using a Bio-Rad PowerPac 300 (Hemel Hempstead, UK) 
at a constant 130V for approximately 1h until the dye reached the bottom of the gel.  
Separated proteins were then transferred to a polyvinylidine difluoride (PVDF) 
membrane. The membrane was soaked in methanol for 5min, rinsed several times in 
dH2O and equilibrated in transfer buffer (10mM CAPS, 10% (v/v) methanol) for 10min.  
Transfer to the membrane was carried out in a Bio-Rad Mini-PROTEAN 2-D 
Electrophoresis Cell, using a Bio-Rad PowerPac 300 at a constant 100V for 1.5h.  The 
membrane was then incubated in blocking buffer (50mM Tris-Base, 140mM NaCl, 
0.1% (v/v) Tween-20, 5% (w/v) non-fat milk, pH 7.6) for 1h at room temperature to 
prevent antibody binding to non-specific binding sites, followed by 4 x 10min washes in 
TBS-Tween (50mM Tris-Base, 140mM NaCl, 0.1% (v/v) Tween-20, pH 7.6).  The 
primary antibodies (anti-cytochrome P450 enzyme CYP2C8/9/10 and anti-cytochrome 
P450 reductase) were diluted 1:50,000 in blocking buffer and incubated with the 
membrane at 4ºC overnight.  This was followed by a further 4 x 10min washes in TBS-
Tween.  The secondary antibody (donkey anti-rabbit IgG, HRP conjugate) was then 
diluted 1:5,000 in blocking buffer and incubated with the membrane for 1h at room 
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temperature and again followed by a final 4 x 10min washes in TBS-Tween.  Bound 
antibodies were detected by enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL). 
 
2.2.8.4 P450 CO difference spectral assay 
Cytochrome P450 content was measured using Fe
2+
 -CO vs. Fe
2+
 difference spectra.  
P450 buffer (1.875ml) (100mM Tris-HCL, 10mM CHAPS, 20% glycerol, 1mM EDTA, 
pH 7.4) was added to membrane fraction (125μl) and fresh sodium dithionite powder 
(10mg).  An aliquot (300µl) was removed into one well of a 96-well plate (reference 
well) and CO (1 bubble/sec for 60s) was bubbled through the remaining solution.  A 
second aliquot (300µl) was then transferred into a second well of the 96-well plate 
(sample well).  Absorbance at 400-500nm was measured on a SpectraMax
®
 250 
Microplate Spectrophotometer.  The absorbance of the reference well was subtracted 
from the absorbance of the sample well to generate a P450 absorbance spectrum. 
 
2.2.8.5 Cytochrome C reductase assay 
P450 reductase content was measured using the cytochrome C reductase assay.  
Reaction buffer (296μl) (0.3M potassium phosphate, 50µM cytochrome C, pH 7.7) was 
added to membrane fraction (1μl) in 2 wells of a 96 well plate (one sample well and one 
reference well).  NADPH (3μl) was added to the sample well and H2O (3μl) was added 
to the reference well.  The change in absorbance at 550nm was measured for 15min on a 
SpectraMax
®
 250 Microplate Spectrophotometer.   
 
2.2.9 Determination of kinetic parameters for 4’-OH 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR 
formation by CYP2C8 variants 
Kinetic parameters for the formation of 4’-OH 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR were 
determined following incubations of CYP2C8 isoform membrane fractions (0-1mg/ml 
protein) with 4-HPR (50μM), or 4-HPR (0-100μM) with 0.25mg/ml protein.  Due to the 
lack of an authentic standard for 4’-OH 4-HPR, Vmax results are given in peak area 
units/min.  One-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s post test was used to compare 
Km and Vmax data, with P ≤0.05 used to determine significance.  All calculations were 
performed with GraphPad Prism version 4.0 software (GraphPad Software Inc., San 
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Diego, CA, USA).  Due to the lack of an authentic standard for 4’-OH 4-HPR, Vmax 
results were calculated in peak area units/min.  Experiments were carried out in parallel, 
with all comparative samples for a defined experiment being analysed within a single 
assay. 
 
2.3 4-HPR Methyltransferase Metabolism 
2.3.1 Materials and methods 
2.3.2 Incubation of 4-HPR with HLM and S-adenosyl methionine (SAM) 
Initial incubation of 4-HPR with HLM did not produce any 4-MPR metabolite.  A 
methylating co-factor, S-adenosyl methionine (SAM) was therefore added to the 
incubations.  To determine the optimum concentration of co-factor, SAM (0-1mM) was 
incubated with 4-HPR (50µM) and HLM (0.5mg/ml) for 3h, in a final volume of 100µl.  
The reaction was stopped by addition of acetonitrile (200µl) and samples were 
centrifuged at 10,000g for 5min to remove all protein.  Supernatant was then retained 
for HPLC analysis. 
 
2.3.3 Determination of kinetic parameters for 4-MPR formation 
Kinetic parameters for the formation of 4-MPR were determined following incubations 
of HLM (0-1mg/ml protein) with 4-HPR (50μM) and SAM (0.2mM), or 4-HPR (0-
100μM) with HLM (0.25mg/ml) and SAM (0.2mM).  Calculations were performed with 
GraphPad Prism version 4.0 software (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA, USA).  
Due to the lack of an authentic standard for 4’-OH 4-HPR, Vmax results for all kinetic 
parameters were calculated in peak area units/min.   
 
2.3.4 Inhibition of methyltransferases 
Known inhibitors or competitive substrates of several methylating enzymes were added 
to HLM incubations.  Compounds used were 4-nitrocatechol, nialamide, pargyline 
(inhibitors of catechol-O-methyltransferases (COMT)), acetaminophen (inhibitor of 
phenol methyltransferase (PMT)) and imidazole (competitive substrate for amino-N-
methyltransferase).  HLM (0.5mg/ml) were incubated with 4-HPR (50µM), SAM 
(0.2mM) and inhibitor (0-5mM) in phosphate buffer (100mM, pH 7.4), containing 
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MgCl2 (1mM) and NADPH (2mM) in a final volume of 100µl for 3h. The reaction was 
stopped by addition of acetonitrile (200µl) and samples were centrifuged at 10,000g for 
5min to remove all protein.  Supernatant was then retained for HPLC analysis. 
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2.4 Results – 4-HPR Oxidative Metabolism 
2.4.1 Analytical assays 
Following incubation of 4-HPR (20μM) with HLM (0.25mg/ml), the metabolites 
produced were separated by LC/MS/MS and HPLC analysis, as shown in Figure 2-1.  
Peaks were identified for 4-HPR, its methylated metabolite 4-MPR and its two main 
polar metabolites, 4’OH-4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR.  4-HPR, 4-MPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR 
were identified by co-elution with authentic standards and by their MS/MS profiles.  4’-
OH 4-HPR was identified by its MS/MS profile alone, as no authentic standard was 
available.  Retention times (RT) for the HPLC assay were 3.5min, 3.9min and 13.5min 
for 4’-OH 4-HPR, 4’-oxo 4-HPR and 4-HPR respectively. Additional peaks seen at 
similar retention times to 4-HPR were isomers of 4-HPR.  LC/MS/MS analysis 
identified 4-HPR with an MRM of 392/283 (RT 6.4min), 4’-OH 4-HPR with an MRM 
of 407/298 (RT 4.3min), 4’-oxo 4-HPR with an MRM of 406/297 (RT 5.1min) and 4-
MPR with an MRM of 406/283 (RT 8.4min).  Peak areas for 4’-oxo 4-HPR, 4’-OH 4-
HPR and 4-MPR were approximately 5%, 10% and 5% respectively of the peak area for 
4-HPR.   
 
2.4.2 Incubation of 4-HPR with HLM 
In order to determine the time course of metabolite formation, 4-HPR (50μM) was 
incubated with HLM (0.5mg/ml) for up to 3h, with metabolite formation measured 
every 10min.  As shown in Figure 2-2, initially only 4’-OH 4-HPR was formed, with 
production of the metabolite increasing for approximately 1h before concentrations 
plateau and remain stable.  Formation of 4’-oxo 4-HPR increased rapidly after an initial 
10min lag, and continued to increase until approximately 3h.  All future incubations 
were therefore carried out for 3h.   
 
Incubation of increasing concentrations of HLM (0-1.5mg/ml) with 4-HPR (50μM) for 
3h, as shown in Figure 2-3, demonstrated that production of 4’-oxo 4-HPR and 4’-OH 
4-HPR is linear up to 0.5mg/ml HLM.  This concentration of protein was used for all 
future incubations. 
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Figure 2-1.  Representative chromatograms showing separation of 4-HPR and metabolites 
by A) LC/MS/MS and B) reversed phase HPLC.  
Metabolites were generated following a 3h incubation of 4-HPR (50µM) with HLM (0.5mg/ml). 
 
Incubation of increasing concentrations of 4-HPR (0-100μM) with HLM (0.5mg/ml) for 
3h, as shown in Figure 2-4, demonstrated that production of 4’-oxo 4-HPR is dependent 
on 4-HPR concentration up to 50μM HPR.  Formation of 4’-OH 4-HPR was dependent 
on 4-HPR concentration up to 15μM 4-HPR.  This is likely to be due to conversion of 
4’-OH 4-HPR to 4’-oxo 4-HPR and therefore the highest concentration at which 
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production of 4’-oxo 4-HPR was still dependent on 4-HPR concentration was used for 
all future incubations (50μM). 
 
 
Figure 2-2. Formation of 4’-OH 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR by HLM over time.  
Metabolites were generated by incubation of 4-HPR (50μM) with HLM (0.5mg/ml) for up to 4h. 
Metabolite formation was determined by HPLC analysis. Results are the mean of 3 independent 
determinations (error bars are standard deviation). 
 
 
Figure 2-3. Formation of 4’-OH 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR with increasing HLM.  
Metabolites were generated by incubation of 4-HPR (50μM) with HLM (0-1.5mg/ml) for 3h. 
Metabolite formation was determined by HPLC analysis. Results are the mean of 3 independent 
determinations (error bars are standard deviation). 
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Figure 2-4. Formation of 4’-OH 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR with increasing 4-HPR. 
Metabolites were generated by incubation of 4-HPR (0-100μM) with HLM (0.5mg/ml) for 3h. 
Metabolite formation was determined by HPLC analysis. Results are the mean of 3 independent 
determinations (error bars are standard deviation). 
 
2.4.3 Identification and characterization of 4-HPR metabolism by individual CYP 
isoforms  
4-HPR (50μM) was incubated with a panel of Supersomes over-expressing individual 
human CYPs, to identify the enzymes responsible for the oxidation and hydroxylation 
of 4-HPR.  While all CYPs tested were able to generate 4’-OH 4-HPR, as shown in 
Figure 2-5, CYPs 3A4, 3A5 and 2C8 clearly produced the highest levels.  Only CYPs 
3A4 and 2C8 were able to generate 4’-oxo 4-HPR, the known active metabolite of 4-
HPR. 
 
4-HPR (0-100μM) was incubated with HLM or Supersomes over-expressing individual 
human CYPs (0.5mg/ml) for 3h, to determine enzyme kinetic parameters.  CYPs 3A4, 
3A5 and 2C8 were used, as these had been shown to metabolise 4-HPR to 4’-OH 4-
HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR. 
 
Metabolite production was related to 4-HPR concentration as shown in Figure 2-6, with 
kinetic parameters for all three CYPs and HLM provided in Table 2-1.  HLM were the 
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most effective at metabolising 4-HPR to the known active metabolite 4’-oxo 4-HPR, 
with a Vmax of 131 peak area units/min, compared to Vmax values of 30 and 25 peak area 
units/min for of the individual CYPs 2C8 and 3A4 respectively.  In terms of 4’-OH 4-
HPR production, HLM exhibited a Vmax of 28 peak area units/min, compared to Vmax 
values of 115-282 peak area units/min for Supersomes expressing individual CYPs. 
 
 
 
Figure 2-5.  Formation of A) 4’-OH 4-HPR and B) 4’-oxo 4-HPR metabolites of 4-HPR by 
a panel of Supersomes over-expressing individual human CYPs.   
Metabolite formation was determined by HPLC analysis.  Control Supersomes were from E. coli 
cells transfected with an empty vector.  Metabolites were generated by incubation of 4-HPR 
(20µM) with Supersomes over-expressing individual CYPs (0.5mg/ml) for 3h.  Results are the 
mean of 3 independent determinations (error bars are standard deviation). 
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Figure 2-6.  Effect of increasing 4-HPR concentration on the formation of A) 4’-OH 4-HPR 
and B) 4’-oxo 4-HPR by a panel of Supersomes over-expressing individual human CYPs.   
Metabolite formation was determined by HPLC analysis.  Control Supersomes were from E. coli 
cells transfected with an empty vector.  Metabolites were generated by incubation of 4-HPR (0-
100µM) with individual Supersomes (0.5mg/ml) for 3h.  Results are the mean of 3 independent 
determinations (error bars are standard deviation). 
 
Results expressed as values normalized for CYP content are also shown for the 
individual human CYPs in Table 2-1.  Significant differences were observed in Vmax 
values between CYP2C8 and CYP3A4 for both 4’-oxo and 4’-OH metabolite formation 
(p=0.0368 and p=0.0004 respectively) by one way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s 
post test.  Significant differences in Km values were also observed for 4’-OH 4-HPR 
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(p<0.0001), but not for 4’-oxo 4-HPR (p=0.0598).  Due to the level of metabolism seen 
with CYP2C8, and as 2C8 is known to be polymorphic, the effect of CYP2C8 variants 
on metabolism was subsequently investigated. 
 
 4’-oxo 4-HPR 4’-OH 4-HPR 
Km (µM) Vmax Km (µM) Vmax 
(peak area 
units/min) 
(peak area 
units/min/pmol 
CYP 
(peak area 
units/min) 
(peak area 
units/min/pmol 
CYP 
HLM  9 ± 3 131 ± 14 N/A 18 ± 9 28 ± 6 N/A 
3A4  3 ± 1 25 ± 2 0.5 ± 0.1 5 ± 1 115 ± 7 2 ± 0.1 
3A5  N/D N/D N/D 19 ± 5 118 ± 6 2 ± 0.1 
2C8  5 ± 3 30 ± 5 0.2 ± 0.1 2 ± 1 282 ± 24 1 ± 0.1 
 
Table 2-1. Kinetic parameters for the formation of 4’-OH 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR by 
HLM and a panel of Supersomes over-expressing individual human CYPs.  
The major CYPs found to metabolise 4-HPR (CYPs 3A4, 3A5 and 2C8) were incubated with 4-
HPR (0-100μM) for 3h.  Metabolite formation was determined by HPLC analysis. Results are 
expressed as mean ± SD from n≥3 experiments.  N/A – no data available; N/D – not detected. 
 
2.4.4 Transformation of E. coli cells to express CYP2C8 variants  
E. coli cells were transfected with plasmids for CYP2C8 variants *1 (wild-type), *3, 
*3A, *3B, *4 or an empty plasmid (control), and co-transfected with cytochrome P450 
reductase. Co-transfection of CYP2C8 and P450 reductase was confirmed by Western 
Blot, as shown in Figure 2-7.  Bands were clearly visible for CYP2C8 and P450 
reductase in all CYP2C8 variant samples, at the same molecular weight as those seen in 
CYP2C8 Supersomes (56kDa and 78kDa respectively).  There appeared to be some 
cross-reactivity with other CYPs, as a band also appeared for CYP3A4 (lane 2), 
however this band had a distinctively different appearance to the CYP 2C8 band.  There 
was no CYP band visible in the samples only expressing P450 reductase (lanes 3 and 4).   
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Figure 2-7. Western Blot for CYP Supersomes and E. coli membrane fractions transfected 
to over-express CYP2C8 variants and P450 reductase.  
Lane 1= 2C8 Supersomes; 2= 3A4 Supersomes, 3= Reductase only supersome; 4= Reductase 
only variant; 5=*1, 6=*3; 7=*3A; 8=*3B; 9=*4; 10=*3, *3A *3B combined.  Blots were probed 
with anti-cytochrome P450 enzyme CYP2C8/9/10 and anti-cytochrome P450 reductase diluted 
1:50,000 in blocking buffer and incubated with the membrane at 4ºC overnight, followed by 
secondary antibody (donkey anti-rabbit IgG, HRP conjugate) diluted 1:5,000 in blocking buffer 
and incubated with the membrane for 1h at room temperature.  Typical blot from 3 independent 
preparations of membrane fractions shown. 
 
Following confirmation of the co-transfection of P450 reductase and CYP2C8, 
expression was quantified using the Fe
2+
 -CO vs. Fe
2+
 difference spectra (as shown in 
Figure 2-8) and the cytochrome C reductase assay (as shown in Figure 2-9).  The Fe
2+
 -
CO vs. Fe
2+
 difference spectra show a clear peak at 450nm, representing absorbance by 
cytochrome P450, as well as a peak at approximately 420nm due to the presence of 
denatured P450.  There was no peak at 450nm for the reductase only control.   
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Figure 2-8.  Graphs showing Fe
2+
 -CO vs. Fe
2+
 difference spectra for E. coli  membrane 
fractions transfected to over-express CYP2C8 variants *1, *3 or *4, as compared to 
reductase-only control.  
Cytochrome P450 content was measured using Fe
2+
 -CO vs. Fe
2+
 difference spectra.  P450 buffer 
was added to membrane fraction (125μl) and fresh sodium dithionite powder (10mg). 
Absorbance at 400-500nm was subtracted from absorbance of the sample in the presence of CO 
(1 bubble/s for 60s).  Typical spectra from 3 independent preparations of membrane fractions 
shown. 
 
The cytochrome C reductase assay (Figure 2-9) shows an increase in absorbance at 
550nm due to the reduction of cytochrome C in the presence of transfected membrane 
fractions.  No reduction of cytochrome C was seen in control samples (without 
NADPH). 
 
CYP content of E. coli transfectants varied from 175 - 295pmol/mg of protein, and was 
comparable to CYP2C8 Supersomes, that contained 293pmol of CYP/mg protein.  
Cytochrome P450 reductase concentrations ranged from 180 – 213nmol/mg/min, again 
comparable to CYP2C8 Supersomes (176nmol/mg/min), as shown in Table 2-2. 
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Figure 2-9. Graph showing P450 reductase activity for Supersomes and E. coli membrane 
fractions transfected to over-express CYP2C8 variants.   
Reaction buffer (296μl) was added to membrane fraction (1μl), with NADPH (3μl) added to the 
sample well and H2O (3μl) added to the reference well.  The change in absorbance at 550nm was 
measured for 15min.  Typical spectra from 3 preparations of membrane fractions shown.   
 
2.4.5 Kinetic parameters for 4’-OH 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR formation by 
CYP2C8 variants 
4-HPR (0-100μM) was incubated with each CYP2C8 variant to determine enzymatic 
kinetic parameters.  Metabolite production with increasing 4-HPR concentration is 
shown in Figure 2-10, with kinetic parameters provided in Table 2-3.  Differences in 
metabolism to 4’-OH 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR were observed with the 2C8 variants, 
most notably with CYP2C8*4. In terms of 4’-OH 4-HPR production, although there 
were no significant differences in Km values for *1, *3 and *4 (6, 9 and 4µM 
respectively), Vmax values for *1 and *3 (both 0.2 peak area units/min/pmol CYP) were 
significantly different from *4, that had a Vmax of 0.1 peak area units/min/pmol CYP 
(P= 0.0025).  Vmax/Km ratios for 4’-OH 4-HPR were 0.028 and 0.026 for *3 and *4, 
respectively, compared to 0.036 for *1.  Formation of 4’-oxo 4-HPR by CYP2C8*1 was 
characterised by a Vmax of 0.04 peak area units/min/pmol CYP and a Km of 19µM.  
These results were comparable to Vmax and Km values of 0.05 and 19µM, respectively, 
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for CYP2C8*3.  For CYP2C8*4, the Vmax was 0.1 peak area units/min/pmol CYP and 
the Km was 60µM, that was significantly different from CYP2C8 *1 (p=0.004). 
 
 
 P450 (pmol/mg protein) P450 Reductase 
(nm/mg/min) 
2C8*1 295 ± 14 180 ± 15 
2C8*3 192 ± 12 192 ± 22 
2C8*4 175 ± 5 189 ± 12 
Control 0 213 ± 12 
2C8 Supersomes 293 ± 6 176± 10 
3A4 Supersomes 284 203 
Reductase-only Supersomes 0 192 
 
Table 2-2. P450 content and P450 reductase activity in Supersomes and E. coli  membrane 
fractions transfected to over-express CYP2C8 variants.   
Cytochrome P450 content was measured using Fe
2+
 -CO vs. Fe
2+
 difference spectra.  P450 buffer 
was added to membrane fraction (125μl) and fresh sodium dithionite powder (10mg). 
Absorbance at 400-500nm was subtracted from absorbance of the sample in the presence of CO 
(1 bubble/sec for 60s).  P450 reductase activity was measured using the cytochrome C assay. 
Reaction buffer (296μl) was added to membrane fraction (1μl), with NADPH (3μl) added to the 
sample well and H2O (3μl) added to the reference well.  The change in absorbance at 550nm was 
measured for 15min.  Results are mean ± SD from 3 independent preparations of membrane 
fractions.   
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 4’-oxo 4-HPR 4’-OH 4-HPR 
Km (µM) Vmax 
(peak area 
units/min)/pmol 
CYP 
Vmax / 
Km 
Km 
(µM) 
Vmax 
(peak area 
units/min)/pmol 
CYP 
Vmax / 
Km 
2C8 *1  19 ± 6 0.04 ± 0.01 0.002 6 ± 2 0.2 ± 0.1 0.036 
2C8 *3  19 ± 8 0.05 ± 0.01 0.003 9 ± 3 0.2 ± 0.1 0.028 
2C8 *4  60 ± 23 0.13 ± 0.01 0.002 4 ± 2 0.1 ± 0.1 0.026 
 
Table 2-3. Kinetic parameters for the formation of 4’-OH 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR by 
CYP2C8 variants.  
Individual CYP2C8 variants co-expressing P450 reductase, were incubated with 4-HPR (0-
100μM) for 3h.  Metabolite formation was determined by HPLC analysis. Results are expressed 
as mean ± SD from n≥3 experiments. Vmax for 4’-oxo 4-HPR was significantly different for *1 
and *4 (P=0.0037); Km for 4’-oxo 4-HPR was significantly different for *1 and *4 (P=0.0035); 
Vmax for 4’-OH 4-HPR was significantly different for *1 and *4. 
 
2.4.6 Inhibition of CYP metabolism 
4-HPR (50μM) was incubated with HLM (0.5mg/ml) and CYP inhibitors omeprazole 
(inhibitor of CYP2C8 and 2C9) and ketoconazole (inhibitor of CYP3A4), either alone 
or in combination (0-100μM), as shown in Figure 2-11.  Ketoconazole (100µM) 
considerably inhibited the production of both metabolites, with 75% inhibition of 4’-OH 
4-HPR and 85% inhibition of 4’-oxo 4-HPR. Omeprazole alone at a concentration of 
100µM had very little effect on the production of either metabolite, but in combination 
with 100µM ketoconazole resulted in complete inhibition of the production of 4’-OH 4-
HPR.  The addition of omeprazole did not have any effect on the inhibition of 4’-oxo 4-
HPR production seen with ketoconazole.      
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Figure 2-10.  Effect of increasing 4-HPR concentration on the formation of A) 4’-OH 4-
HPR and B) 4’-oxo 4-HPR by CYP2C8 variants.   
E. coli membrane fractions (0.5mg/ml) co-expressing CYP2C8 variants and P450 reductase were 
incubated with 4-HPR (0-100μM) for 3h.  Metabolite formation was determined by HPLC 
analysis. Results are mean ± SD from 3 independent experiments. 
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Figure 2-11.  Inhibition of A) 4’-OH 4-HPR and B) 4’-oxo 4-HPR formation in HLM by 
CYP inhibitors. 
 4-HPR (50μM) was incubated with HLM (0.5mg/ml) and omeprazole, ketoconazole or both in 
combination (0-100μM) for 3h.  Results are mean ± SD from 3 independent experiments. 
 
2.5 Results – 4-HPR Methyltransferase Metabolism 
2.5.1 Incubation of 4-HPR with HLM and SAM 
Addition of the methylation co-factor SAM to incubations of HLM and 4-HPR resulted 
in production of 4-MPR (as shown in Figure 2-12), with 4-MPR peak area increasing 
with increasing SAM concentrations up to 0.2mM (Figure 2-13).  This concentration of 
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SAM was subsequently added to all microsomal reactions investigating the production 
of 4-MPR. 
 
The extent of formation of 4-MPR following incubations of 4-HPR (0-100μM) is shown 
in Figure 2-14.  A Km value of 236µM was determined for 4-MPR formation, markedly 
higher than those observed for 4’-OH and 4’-oxo 4-HPR.  Similarly, a calculated Vmax 
value of 823 peak area units/min for 4-MPR was higher than those observed for the 4’-
OH and 4’-oxo metabolites, however kinetic parameters for the methylation of 4-HPR 
were difficult to obtain due to limitations of substrate solubility as it was not possible to 
use concentrations of 4-HPR greater than 100μM.   
 
Figure 2-12. Representative chromatograms showing separation of 4-HPR and metabolites 
by reversed phase HPLC.   
Metabolites were generated following a 3h incubation of 4-HPR (50µM) with HLM (0.5mg/ml) 
(top chromatogram) and in the presence of SAM (0.2mM) (bottom chromatogram). 
 
2.5.2 Inhibition of methyltransferases 
Known inhibitors or competitive substrates of several methylating enzymes were added 
to HLM incubations.  While inhibitors of COMT and PMT had no effect on 4-MPR 
production, imidazole (a competitive substrate for amine-N-methyltransferase) inhibited 
80% of 4-MPR production at a concentration of 5mM, as shown in Figure 2-15. 
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Figure 2-13. Formation of 4-MPR in the presence of SAM.  
4-MPR was generated following a 3h incubation of 4-HPR (50µM) with HLM (0.5mg/ml) and 
SAM (0-1mM). Results are mean ± SD from 3 independent experiments. 
 
 
Figure 2-14. Kinetic parameters for the formation of 4-MPR. 
4-HPR (0-100μM) was incubated with HLM (0.5mg/ml) for 3h. Results are mean ± SD from 3 
independent experiments. 
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Figure 2-15. Inhibition of 4-HPR methylation. 
4-HPR (50μM) was incubated with HLM (0.5mg/ml) for 3h in the presence of SAM (0.2mM) 
and methylation inhibitors (0-5mM).  Results are mean ± SD from 3 independent experiments. 
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2.6 Discussion 
The in vitro metabolism of 4-HPR was investigated to characterise the key metabolic 
pathways and enzymes involved.  Elucidation of these enzymes is particularly important 
as 4-HPR is significantly metabolized in vivo to both active and inactive moieties, in the 
form of 4’-oxo 4-HPR and 4-MPR, respectively (Villani et al., 2004, Villablanca et al., 
2006, Formelli et al., 2008).  This study has also identified 4’-OH 4-HPR as an 
additional polar metabolite of 4-HPR formed in vitro (predicted structure shown in 
Figure 2-16).  This metabolite is likely to be one of several additional unidentified polar 
metabolites previously observed by Formelli et al in breast cancer patients treated with 
4-HPR (Formelli et al., 1989).  4-HPR metabolism is of particular relevance to its 
clinical utility as the achievement of effective and consistent plasma concentrations of 
parent drug in patients has been a key limitation to its clinical development (Maurer et 
al., 2007).  It is expected that 4’-OH 4-HPR may be an intermediate in the metabolism 
of 4-HPR to 4’-oxo 4-HPR, as 4’-OH 4-HPR is formed before 4’-oxo 4-HPR.  The 
formation of 4’-OH 4-HPR then remains stable as concentrations of 4’-oxo 4-HPR 
increase.  As the same enzymes are responsible for the formation of both metabolites, 
the levelling off of 4’-OH 4-HPR formation is unlikely to be due to substrate or enzyme 
saturation, and it is probable that this is due to 4’-oxo 4-HPR being formed from 4’-OH 
4-HPR.   
 
 
Figure 2-16. Predicted structure of 4’-OH 4-HPR. 
 
Initial experiments were carried out to identify the metabolites produced from 
incubations of 4-HPR with HLM.  The individual enzymes responsible for production 
of these metabolites were then investigated by incubation of 4-HPR with Supersomes 
over-expressing individual human CYP enzymes.  The panel of CYPs tested contained 
those known to be involved in drug metabolism, including CYP3A4, as well as those 
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known to metabolize other retinoids (Marill et al., 2000, McSorley and Daly, 2000, 
Marill et al., 2002, Zhang et al., 2000).  Metabolism to the newly identified metabolite, 
4’-OH 4-HPR, was catalysed by all CYPs tested, but to the greatest extent by CYPs 
3A4, 3A5 and 2C8.  Due to the unavailability of authentic standards for the oxidative 
metabolites of 4-HPR, it was not possible to apply corrections for microsomal binding 
and therefore calculations were based on the assumption that all drug present was free 
and unbound.  This error could have been reduced by minimising the concentration of 
protein used as quite high protein concentrations were used in order to maintain a 
reasonable rate of reaction.  Metabolism to the active metabolite 4’-oxo 4-HPR was 
only achieved following incubations with CYPs 2C8 and 3A4.  This is a similar profile 
of CYP isoforms to those previously identified as being involved in the metabolism of 
9-cis RA, 13-cis RA and ATRA to their corresponding 4-oxo metabolites (Marill et al., 
2000, McSorley and Daly, 2000, Marill et al., 2002).  Metabolism by CYP2C8 was 
further investigated, as it is known to be highly polymorphic in the general population 
(Bahadur et al., 2002).  CYP2C8 has previously been shown to play a role in the 
metabolism of cancer drugs, particularly paclitaxel, where metabolism by CYP2C8*3 
was reduced by 85% compared to the wild-type protein, CYP2C8*1  (Dai et al., 2001). 
 
Analysis of kinetic parameters of CYP2C8 isoforms demonstrated differences in the 
metabolism of 4-HPR in terms of metabolism to 4’-oxo 4-HPR and 4’-OH 4-HPR. Most 
notably, the Vmax for the formation of 4’-OH 4-HPR was higher for wild-type 
CYP2C8*1 (Vmax 0.2 peak area units/min/pmol CYP) as compared to CYP2C8*4 (Vmax 
0.11 peak area units/min/pmol CYP), with Vmax/Km ratios of 0.028 and 0.026 
determined for *3 and *4, respectively, as compared to 0.036 for *1.  Conversely, the 
Vmax for the formation of 4’-oxo 4-HPR was lower for wild-type CYP2C8*1 (Vmax 0.04 
peak area peak area units/min/pmol CYP) as compared to CYP2C8*4 (Vmax 0.128 peak 
area peak area units/min/pmol CYP).  In fact, the Vmax for the production of 4’-oxo 4-
HPR by CYP2C8*4 may be even higher than this, as drug solubility issues limited the 
maximum concentration of substrate that could be used.  These data suggest that 
CYP2C8 genotype may have a considerable impact on the metabolism of 4-HPR, and 
consequently on the clinical effects of this drug.  This pathway of metabolism may be 
particularly important in tumour cells that are resistant to 4-HPR, but sensitive to the 4’-
oxo metabolite (Villani et al., 2006).  Of interest, lower activity for CYP2C8*3 and *4, 
as compared to wild-type, has previously been reported in vitro for the metabolism of 
arachidonic acid to epoxyeicosatrienoic acids, with a greater risk of renal toxicity 
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associated with CYP2C8*3 genotype in patients treated with calcineurin inhibitors 
(Smith et al., 2008). As different expression systems were used, it was not possible to 
directly compare kinetic parameters obtained from CYP2C8 variants expressed in E. 
coli with those obtained from Supersomes over-expressing CYP2C8.  However, it is 
reassuring that Vmax/Km ratios of comparable magnitude were generated from 
experiments using the two different approaches.  
 
The effect of known CYP inhibitors was also investigated to further corroborate the 
involvement of CYPs 3A4 and 2C8 in 4-HPR metabolism.  4-HPR was incubated with 
HLM in the presence and absence of ketoconazole and/or omeprazole.  Ketoconazole 
considerably inhibited the production of both metabolites, with 75% inhibition of 4’-OH 
4-HPR and 85% inhibition of 4’-oxo 4-HPR at 100μM.  Omeprazole alone at a 
concentration of 100μM had very little effect on either metabolite, but in combination 
with 100μM ketoconazole resulted in complete inhibition of 4’-OH 4-HPR, whereas no 
additional effect was seen on inhibition of 4’-oxo 4-HPR.  No effect was seen with 
omeprazole in the absence of ketoconazole as HLM have approximately 25 times more 
CYP3A4 activity than CYP2C8.  Any inhibition of CYP2C8 alone may be masked by 
the greater activity of CYP3A4 in this system.  It should be noted that these CYP 
inhibitors may be relatively non-selective at the concentrations used in these 
experiments.  For example, ketoconazole has been shown to markedly inhibit CYP2C8, 
as well as CYP3A4, at concentrations >10μM (Ong et al., 2000).  Similarly omeprazole 
has been shown to inhibit CYPs 2C9 and 2C19 (Li et al., 2004), although the role 
played by these two enzymes in the metabolism of 4-HPR would appear to be minimal.  
The results obtained in the current study are comparable to the effect of CYP inhibitors 
on other retinoids.  ATRA metabolism, for example, has previously been shown to be 
inhibited approximately 90% by ketoconazole (Schwartz et al., 1995).   
 
Retinoids are also known to be significantly metabolized by CYP26 isoforms.  The 
contribution of CYP26 cannot be determined by the same methods as the other CYPs 
investigated, as Supersomes over-expressing CYP26 are not currently available.  
 
In addition to 4’-OH 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR, 4-MPR has previously been identified 
as a major metabolite of 4-HPR (Swanson et al., 1980) and its pharmacokinetic 
properties have subsequently been investigated (Hultin et al., 1990, Mehta et al., 1998, 
Vratilova et al., 2004).  However, the enzymes responsible for this methylation reaction 
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have not previously been characterized.  The identification of SAM as a necessary 
cofactor for 4-HPR methylation enabled investigations into the formation of all three 
major 4-HPR metabolites in a single in vitro system.  Out of several candidate 
methylation enzymes that require SAM as a cofactor, only a limited number are 
microsomal.  The current study showed that 4-MPR production was not affected by 
inhibitors of COMT or PMT but was inhibited up to 80% by imidazole (5mM), a 
competitive substrate for amine-N-methyltransferases, that are known to be microsomal 
and are involved in the metabolism of many drugs and carcinogens (Ansher and Jakoby, 
1986).  It was not possible to definitively identify the enzyme involved in this important 
pathway of 4-HPR metabolism.  Kinetic parameters for the methylation of 4-HPR were 
difficult to obtain due to limitations of substrate solubility.  It was not possible to use 
concentrations of 4-HPR greater than 100μM and comparison of the slope of the plot 
with derived values for Km/Vmax suggest that the calculated Vmax may have been 
underestimated by up to two-fold. 
 
The achievement of effective and consistent plasma concentrations in patients has been 
a major limitation to the clinical development of 4-HPR. Clinical trials in 
neuroblastoma patients have shown marked variability in peak plasma concentrations of 
4-HPR, varying from 1- 20μM at higher doses (Villablanca et al., 2006).  Differences in 
CYP expression in human tissues may have a substantial impact on the metabolism of 
4-HPR in patients, as demonstrated by the CYP inhibition experiments described above, 
where formation of 4’-oxo 4-HPR was not reduced by inhibition of CYP2C8 unless 
CYP3A4 activity was additionally inhibited.  As CYP expression varies greatly in 
different tissues and particularly in tumours, and even differs between foetal and adult 
tissues (Choudhary et al., 2005), the contribution of CYP isoforms to 4-HPR 
metabolism and efficacy is likely to vary between tissues as well as between patients.  
For example, CYP2C9 activity in human liver microsomes is more than 5-fold greater 
than in human intestinal microsomes, whereas CYP3A4 activity only differs by 25% 
between the same two tissue types.  In addition, CYP expression has also been linked to 
expression of inflammatory cytokines, with a down-regulation in expression of hepatic 
CYPs in the presence of cytokines (Abdel-Razzak et al., 1993).  This has been shown to 
alter the metabolism of epoxyeicosatrienoic and dihydroxyeicosatrienoic acids in vivo 
(Theken et al., 2011).  Concurrent medications may also have an effect on CYP 
expression (Zhou, 2008), as can co-morbidities such as diabetes, that is associated with 
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a significant decrease in both CYP3A4 protein and mRNA expression (Dostalek et al., 
2011).    
 
Inhibition of CYP3A4 with ketoconazole has been investigated as a possible means of 
increasing 4-HPR concentrations.  Co-administration of 4-HPR and ketoconazole is 
currently being investigated in clinical trials following a 2- to 3-fold increase in peak 4-
HPR plasma concentrations observed in an animal model.  However treatment with 
ketoconozole also resulted in a 2-fold increase in 4’-oxo 4-HPR plasma concentrations, 
rather than the expected decrease in this metabolite.  This is possibly due to inhibition 
of other 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR metabolites, or due to the contribution of other CYPs 
to 4-HPR metabolism (Cooper et al., 2011).  Therefore due to the fact that the major 
metabolite of 4-HPR is 4-MPR, an inactive compound, it may be more beneficial to 
modulate 4-HPR metabolism by inhibiting or blocking methylation of 4-HPR.  This has 
the potential to further increase plasma concentrations of 4-HPR and subsequently 
increase metabolism to the active metabolite, 4’-oxo 4-HPR.  
 
In addition to variations in peak plasma concentrations of 4-HPR due to inter patient 
differences in metabolism, considerable variation due to bioavailability may also be an 
issue.  4-HPR is currently given orally in capsule form, with 4-HPR (typically 100mg) 
dissolved in a corn oil mixture.  In a phase I trial of 4-HPR in neuroblastoma patients, 
dosing with the corn oil capsules resulted in huge variability in maximum plasma 
concentrations reached, with variation of up to 74% at the highest dose (4,000mg/m
2
) 
(Formelli et al., 2008).  Reformulation of 4-HPR from the currently used oil-based 
capsules to a lipid matrix has been shown to increase plasma concentrations up to 7-fold 
in a mouse model (Maurer et al., 2007).  In a phase I trial in neuroblastoma patients, 
dosing with the lipid matrix reduced inter-patient variation and increased maximum 4-
HPR concentrations 2- to 5-fold higher than with corn oil dosing.  The improved 
formulation was also well tolerated, with no MTD reached at the highest doses used, 
(2,210mg/m
2
/day), despite the higher 4-HPR concentrations achieved (Marachelian et 
al., 2009). While this largely represents a formulation and bioavailability issue, it is 
clearly not advantageous for a significant percentage of 4-HPR to be metabolized to 
inactive metabolites. Indeed as 4-HPR bioavailability is improved, the level of 
metabolism to its active, synergistic 4’-oxo 4-HPR metabolite, as compared to the 
inactive 4-MPR metabolite, may become a more significant factor in determining its 
overall effectiveness.   
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Identification of the enzymes responsible for 4-HPR metabolism in the current study 
provides a stepping stone for future studies to determine the potential role of these 
enzymes in determining the efficacy of 4-HPR. 
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Chapter 3 Glucuronidation 
3.1 Introduction 
Glucuronidation is one of the major phase II detoxification pathways.  UGTs (Uridine 
5'-diphospho-glucuronosyltransferases) conjugate toxic compounds with glucuronic 
acid in order to increase their polarity and make them more soluble.  This enables 
excretion of toxic compounds and their metabolites through the kidneys.  Nineteen 
human UGTs are currently known, and these are primarily expressed in the liver.  There 
are five UGT1 isoforms substantially expressed in human liver microsomes (1A1, 1A3, 
1A4, 1A6 and 1A9) along with five UGT2 isoforms (2B4, 2B7, 2B10, 2B15 and 2B17) 
(Izukawa et al., 2009).  There is also substantial extra-hepatic expression of UGTs, 
particularly in the intestinal epithelium, with expression also observed in the kidney, 
brain and skin (Radominska-Pandya et al., 1998, Ohno and Nakajin, 2009). UGTs 1A7, 
1A8 and 1A10 have been found to be expressed only in extra-hepatic (gastric) tissue 
(Strassburg et al., 1997).  Polymorphisms of UGTs have been shown to have a major 
effect on drug metabolism.  Irinotecan toxicity, particularly, is known to be associated 
with polymorphisms of UGT1A1 due to significantly lower metabolism of SN-38, the 
active metabolite of irinotecan  (Ando et al., 2000, O'Dwyer and Catalano, 2006, United 
States Food and Drug Administration, 2010, Gagné et al., 2002).  Several other UGTs 
have also been associated with inter-patient variation in toxicity or drug clearance and 
accumulation, including UGTs 1A9 and 2B15.  Polymorphisms in UGT1A9 can either 
significantly increase or significantly decrease exposure to mycophenolic acid 
depending on the polymorphism present (Levesque et al., 2007, Miura et al., 2008), 
whilst significantly lower clearance of lorazepam has been observed in patients who 
express a variant allele of UGT2B15 (Chung et al., 2005).  
 
Several studies have investigated the major UGTs responsible for the glucuronidation of 
retinoid-based drugs, including ATRA (Czernik et al., 2000, Samokyszyn et al., 2000).  
These studies showed that both hepatic and intestinal UGTs are able to metabolise 
ATRA, with 50-80% more metabolism by hepatic UGTs than with intestinal UGTs.    
 
Variable expression of UGTs in different tissues means it is important to have an 
understanding of both hepatic and intestinal glucuronidation and the likely impact on 
overall metabolism, particularly for orally administered drugs.  Due to the wide 
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variability in 4-HPR plasma concentrations in patients (Garaventa et al., 2003, Formelli 
et al., 2008), the contribution of UGTs to 4-HPR metabolism was investigated.  In 
addition, as 13-cis RA is currently used during the maintenance chemotherapy regimen 
of treatment for high risk neuroblastoma, and as it shares many structural similarities 
with 4-HPR, the glucuronidation of 13-cis RA was also investigated (Rowbotham et al., 
2010b, Illingworth et al., 2011).  In common with 4-HPR, 13-cis RA also exhibits 
variable plasma concentrations following oral administration for children with cancer 
(Veal et al., 2007). 
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3.2 Materials and Methods  
 
3.2.1 Chemicals 
13-cis RA and β-glucuronidase (from Helix pomatia) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (Poole, UK). 4-oxo 13-cis RA was generously provided by Hoffmann-La Roche 
(Basel, Switzerland).  4-HPR, 4-MPR and 4-EPR (4-ethoxy retinamide) were 
generously provided by Cancer Research UK and 4’-oxo 4-HPR was provided by High 
Force Research Ltd. (Durham, UK).  UGT Reaction Mix Solution A (25mM uridine 5`-
diphosphoglucuronic acid) and UGT Reaction Mix Solution B (250mM Tris-HCl, 
40mM MgCl2, 0.125mg/ml alamethicin) were purchased from BD Gentest (Oxford, 
UK). Pooled human liver and intestinal microsomes as well as Supersomes expressing 
the recombinant human UGT1A1, UGT1A3, UGT1A4, UGT1A6, UGT1A7, UGT1A8, 
UGT1A9, UGT1A10, UGT2B4, UGT2B7, UGT2B15 and UGT2B17 enzymes as well 
as control microsomes with wild-type baculovirus were also purchased from BD 
Gentest.  HPLC-grade solvents were from Fisher Scientific (Loughborough, UK).  All 
other chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Poole, UK). 
 
3.2.2 Incubation of 13-cis RA and 4-oxo 13-cis RA with UGTs, HLM and HIM 
Glucuronidation activity was determined in pooled human liver microsomes (HLM), 
human intestinal microsomes (HIM) and Supersomes over-expressing individual UGT 
isoforms (UGT1A1, UGT1A3, UGT1A4, UGT1A6, UGT1A7, UGT1A8, UGT1A9,  
UGT1A10, UGT2B4, UGT2B7, UGT2B15, UGT2B17 and control).  The incubation 
mixture consisted of Supersomes (0.5mg/ml), 13-cis RA (100µM) or 4-oxo 13-cis RA 
(100μM), 0.25% methanol and UGT solution mixes A and B (consisting of alamethecin 
(25μg/ml), MgCl2 (8mM) and UDPGA (2mM)), made up to a final volume of 200μl 
with Tris-HCl buffer (50mM, pH 7.5). Incubations were carried out at 37°C for 1h. 
Reactions were initiated by the addition of enzyme and terminated with ice-cold 
acetonitrile (400μl).  Samples were vortex mixed and centrifuged at 10,000g for 5min. 
Supernatant (200μl) was removed and evaporated to dryness and the residue 
reconstituted in 0.1% glacial acetic acid pH 5.0 (200μl), prior to HPLC analysis.  All 
incubations were performed in triplicate. 
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3.2.3 HPLC analysis of 13-cis RA glucuronide and 4-oxo 13-cis RA glucuronide 
Separation of 13-cis RA, 4-oxo 13-cis RA and glucuronide metabolites by HPLC 
analysis was carried out using a Waters 2690 Separations Module and 996 Photodiode 
array (PDA) detector (Waters Ltd., Elstree, UK), with Waters Millennium software for 
data acquisition.  Separation of 13-cis RA and its glucuronide metabolites was achieved 
using a Luna C18 (2) column (50 x 2.0mm, 3μm) (Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA) 
with mobile phases (A) 0.1% acetic acid, pH 5.0 and (B) 100% acetonitrile.  The 
gradient ran as shown in Table 3-1.  Separation of 4-oxo 13-cis RA and its glucuronide 
metabolites was achieved as for 13-cis RA, except that after returning to 60% A by 
5min, it remained at 60% A until 20min to re-equilibrate for the next sample.  Sample 
volumes of 20μl were injected onto the column for analysis.  
 
Time (min) %A %B 
0 60 40 
2 40 60 
4 40 60 
5 60 40 
15 60 40 
16 0 100 
26 0 100 
30 60 40 
40 60 40 
 
Table 3-1.  Chromatographic conditions for the separation of 13-cis RA, 4-oxo 13-cis RA 
and glucuronide metabolites by HPLC.   
Mobile phase (A) 0.1% acetic acid, pH 5.0 and (B) 100% acetonitrile. 
 
3.2.4 Determination of kinetic parameters for 13-cis RA glucuronide and 4-oxo 13-
cis RA glucuronide formation 
Kinetic parameters for 13-cis RA and 4-oxo 13-cis RA glucuronide formation were 
determined for Supersomes that had been shown to generate the glucuronide metabolite 
(UGTs 1A1, 1A3, 1A7, 1A8 and 1A9), as well as HIM and HLM.  All incubations were 
carried out as described above with 4-oxo 13-cis RA and 13-cis RA concentrations 
ranging from 0 – 100μM.  Metabolism to 13-cis RA glucuronide and 4-oxo 13-cis RA 
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glucuronide by each UGT was then compared by ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s 
post test, with P ≤ 0.05 used to determine significance.  All calculations were performed 
with GraphPad Prism version 4.0 software.  
 
3.2.5 Incubation of 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR with UGTs, HLM and HIM 
HLM, HIM or a panel of UGT Supersomes over-expressing individual UGTs were 
incubated with 4-HPR or 4’-oxo 4-HPR (200μM) in an incubation mixture consisting of 
alamethecin (25μg/ml), MgCl2 (8mM), UDPGA (2mM) and methanol (0.25%), made up 
to a final volume of 50μl with Tris-HCl buffer (50mM, pH 7.5). UGTs 1A1, 1A3, 1A4, 
1A6, 1A7, 1A8, 1A9, 1A10, 2B4, 2B7, 2B15 and 2B17 were used. Incubations were 
carried out at 37°C for 3h, at which point the reaction was still linear. Incubations were 
also carried out with 4-MPR (200μM) and 4-EPR (200μM) with HLM (0.5mg/ml).  
Reactions were initiated by the addition of enzyme and terminated with ice-cold 
acetonitrile (100μl). To confirm the metabolite produced was a glucuronide, β-
glucuronidase (800U) in potassium phosphate buffer (75mM, pH 6.8) was added to 
samples prepared from the incubations as described above and the mixture was 
incubated at 37°C for an additional 30min. All reactions were terminated by the 
addition of ice-cold acetonitrile (100μl) and samples were centrifuged at 10,000g for 
5min to remove all protein. Supernatant was then retained for HPLC analysis. Due to 
the lack of authentic standard of 4’-oxo 4-HPR for standard curves, experiments were 
carried out in parallel, with all comparative samples for a defined experiment being 
analysed within a single assay. 
 
3.2.6 HPLC analysis of 4-HPR glucuronide and 4’-oxo 4-HPR glucuronide 
Separation of 4-HPR, 4’-oxo 4-HPR and glucuronide metabolites by HPLC was carried 
out using a Luna C18 (2) column (50 x 2.0mm, 3μm) (Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, 
USA) with mobile phases (A) 0.1% acetic acid, pH 5.0 and (B) 100% acetonitrile. A 
linear gradient ran at 0.2ml/min
 
from 60% A at 0min to 100% B at 6min, maintaining at 
100% B for 4min and returning to 60% A for 10min to re-equilibrate the column, as 
shown in Table 3-2. A sample volume of 20μl was injected onto the column for 
analysis. The limit of quantification of the assay was 0.01μg/ml and the inter-assay 
coefficients of variation were 4.3 – 6.5% for 4-HPR and metabolites. 
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Time (min) %A %B 
0 60 40 
6 0 100 
10 0 100 
11 60 40 
21 60 40 
 
Table 3-2. Chromatographic conditions for the separation of 4-HPR, 4’-oxo 4-HPR and 
glucuronide metabolites by HPLC.  
Mobile phase (A) 0.1% acetic acid, pH 5.0 and (B) 100% acetonitrile. 
 
3.2.7 Determination of kinetic parameters for 4-HPR glucuronide and 4’-oxo 4-
HPR glucuronide formation 
Kinetic parameters for the formation of the glucuronide metabolite of 4-HPR were 
determined following incubations of HLM, HIM or UGTs 1A1, 1A3 or 1A6 (0-
1.5mg/ml protein) with 4-HPR (200μM), or 0-2,000μM 4-HPR with 1mg/ml protein. 
Kinetic parameters for the formation of the glucuronide metabolite of 4’-oxo 4-HPR 
were determined following incubations of HLM, HIM or UGTs 1A1, 1A3, 1A8 and 
1A9  (0-1.5mg/ml protein) with a fixed concentration of 4-HPR or 4’-oxo 4-HPR 
(200μM) or alternatively at a fixed protein concentration (1mg/ml) over a range of 4-
HPR concentrations (0-2,000μM) or 4’-oxo 4-HPR concentrations (0-500μM).  4’-oxo 
4-HPR could not be used at concentrations above 500μM as the highest stock solution 
concentration available was 10mM, dissolved in ethanol.  Use of concentrations higher 
than 500μM resulted in enzyme inhibition due to the presence of ethanol quantities 
>5%.  Metabolism to 4-HPR glucuronide and 4’-oxo 4-HPR glucuronide by each UGT 
was then compared by ANOVA, with P ≤ 0.05 used to determine significance.  
Calculations were performed with GraphPad Prism version 4.0 software. Due to the 
lack of authentic standards for 4’-oxo 4-HPR and 4-HPR glucuronides, Vmax results 
were expressed as peak area units/min.  
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3.3 Results 
3.3.1 Incubation of 13-cis RA and 4-oxo 13-cis RA with UGTs, HLM and HIM 
13-cis RA or 4-oxo 13-cis RA (100μM) were incubated with a panel of Supersomes 
expressing individual UGT enzymes, as well as HIM and HLM (1mg/ml), to identify 
the enzymes responsible for the production of the glucuronide metabolite (Figure 3-1). 
Of the UGTs included in the screen only UGTs 1A1, 1A3, 1A7, 1A8 and 1A9, in 
addition to HIM and HLM, produced 13-cis RA glucuronide or 4-oxo 13-cis RA 
glucuronide.  
 
3.3.2 Kinetic parameters for 13-cis RA glucuronide and 4-oxo 13-cis RA 
glucuronide formation 
13-cis RA or 4-oxo 13-cis RA (0-100μM) were incubated with HLM, HIM or individual 
UGT enzymes (0.5mg/ml) for 1h to determine enzyme kinetic parameters. UGTs 1A1, 
1A3, 1A7, 1A8 and 1A9 were used, as well as HLM and HIM, as these had been shown 
to metabolize 13-cis RA and 4-oxo 13-cis RA to their glucuronide metabolites (as 
shown in Figure 3-1).  Glucuronide production was related to substrate concentration, as 
shown in Figure 3-2, with kinetic parameters provided in Table 3-3 and Table 3-4. Vmax 
values for formation of 13-cis RA glucuronide were highest for UGT1A3 (26 ± 5 peak 
area units/min/pmol UGT) and lowest for UGT1A9 (0.04 ± 0.01 peak area 
units/min/pmol UGT).  Km values ranged from 3μM for UGT1A9 to 170μM for 
UGT1A7.  Vmax/Km ratios ranged from 0.006 for UGT1A7 to 0.25 for UGT1A3. 
 
Vmax values for the formation of 4-oxo 13-cis RA glucuronide were also highest for 
UGT1A3 and lowest for UGT1A9 (89 ± 20 peak area units/min/pmol UGT for 
UGT1A3 and 0.2 ± 0.01 peak area units/min/pmol UGT for UGT1A9).  Km values 
ranged from 18μM for UGT1A9 to 266μM for UGT1A3.  Vmax/Km ratios for production 
of 13-cis RA glucuronide were identical to those for the formation of 4-oxo 13-cis RA 
for UGTs 1A1, 1A7 and 1A9 (0.01 for both UGT1A1 and UGT1A9 and 0.006 for 
UGT1A7).  Vmax/Km ratios were higher for 4’-oxo 13-cis RA glucuronide than 13-cis 
RA glucuronide for UGT1A3 (2.98 compared to 0.25) and UGT1A8 (0.09 compared to 
0.03).   
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Figure 3-1.  Formation of glucuronide metabolites of A) 13-cis RA and B) 4-oxo 13-cis RA 
by a panel of Supersomes over-expressing individual human UGTs.  
Metabolite formation was determined by HPLC analysis.  Metabolites were generated following 
a 1h incubation of 4-oxo 13-cis RA or 13-cis RA (100µM) with 1mg/ml protein.  Results are the 
mean of 3 independent determinations (error bars are standard deviation). 
 
Maximum rates of metabolism to 13-cis RA glucuronide and 4-oxo 13-cis RA 
glucuronide per pmol of each UGT were compared by ANOVA followed by 
Bonferroni’s post test, with P ≤ 0.05 used to determine significance.  Statistically 
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significant differences were seen in metabolism to 13-cis RA glucuronide and 4-oxo 13-
cis RA glucuronide (p<0.0001 for both).      
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-2.  Effect of increasing substrate on the formation of A) 13-cis RA glucuronide 
and B) 4-oxo 13-cis RA glucuronide by a panel of Supersomes over-expressing individual 
human UGTs.   
UGTs found to metabolise 4-oxo 13-cis RA or 13-cis RA, as well as HIM and HLM (0.5mg/ml), 
were incubated with 13-cis RA or 4’-oxo 13-cis RA (0-100µM) for 1h.  Metabolite formation 
was determined by HPLC analysis.  Results are mean ± SD from 3 independent experiments. 
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Km (µM) 
Vmax 
(peak area 
units/min) 
(peak area 
units/min/pmol UGT 
Vmax/Km 
UGT1A1 33 ± 15 503 ± 81 0.5 ± 0.1 0.015 
UGT1A3  103 ± 36 3852 ± 784 26 ± 5 0.250 
UGT1A7  170 ± 89 4153 ± 1499 1 ± 0.3 0.006 
UGT1A8  28 ± 26 416 ± 132 1 ± 0.3 0.035 
UGT1A9 3 ± 1 340 ± 27 0.1 ± 0.1 0.013 
HIM 4.8 ± 1.2 3926 ± 174 N/A N/A 
HLM 8 ± 2 335 ± 131 N/A N/A 
 
Table 3-3.  Kinetic parameters for the formation of the glucuronide metabolite of 13-cis RA 
by a panel of UGT enzymes, HIM and HLM.   
The major UGTs found to metabolize 13-cis RA (1A1, 1A3, 1A7, 1A8 and 1A9 as well as HIM 
and HLM) were incubated with 0-100μM 13-cis RA for 1h. Metabolite formation was 
determined by HPLC analysis. Results are expressed as mean ± SD from n≥3 experiments.  (N/A 
=  not applicable as data on the individual UGT activities of HIM and HLM were not available). 
 
3.3.3 Incubation of 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR with UGTs, HLM and HIM  
Incubation of 4-HPR or 4’-oxo 4-HPR (200μM) with HLM (0.5mg/ml) resulted in the 
formation of metabolites that were not present in control samples incubated without 
UGT cofactors (UDPGA).  Subsequent incubation of 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR 
(200μM) with β-glucuronidase (800U) and HLM (0.5mg/ml) resulted in complete 
removal of the metabolite peak, confirming it as a glucuronide, as shown in Figure 3-3.  
Incubations of HLM or HIM with 4-MPR and 4-EPR (4-ethoxyphenyl retinamide) did 
not result in formation of a glucuronide metabolite.  4-HPR or 4’-oxo 4-HPR (200μM) 
were incubated with a panel of Supersomes expressing individual UGT enzymes, as 
well as HIM and HLM, to identify the enzymes responsible for the production of the 
glucuronide metabolite (Figure 3-4). Of the UGTs included in the screen, only UGTs 
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1A1, 1A3 and 1A6, in addition to HIM and HLM, were able to produce 4-HPR 
glucuronide.    
 
  
 
Km (µM) 
Vmax 
(peak area 
units/min) 
(peak area 
units/min/pmol UGT 
Vmax/Km 
UGT1A1 174 ± 27 2425 ± 265 3 ± 0.3 0.015 
UGT1A3  266 ± 76 13354 ± 3004 89 ± 20 0.335 
UGT1A7  51 ± 17 1157 ± 168 0.3 ± 0.1 0.006 
UGT1A8  36 ± 7 1441 ± 104 3 ± 0.2 0.093 
UGT1A9 18 ± 3 1774 ± 81 0.2 ± 0.1 0.011 
HIM 69 ± 14 16822 ± 1818 N/A N/A 
HLM 95 ± 58 11978 ± 4165 N/A N/A 
 
Table 3-4.  Kinetic parameters for the formation of the glucuronide metabolite of 4-oxo 13-
cis RA by a panel of UGT enzymes, HIM and HLM.   
The major UGTs found to metabolize 4-oxo 13-cis RA (1A1, 1A3, 1A7, 1A8 and 1A9 as well as 
HIM and HLM) were incubated with 0-100μM 4-oxo 13-cis RA for 1h. Metabolite formation 
was determined by HPLC analysis. Results are expressed as mean ± SD from n≥3 experiments.  
(N/A =  not applicable as data on the individual UGT activities of HIM and HLM were not 
available). 
 
Metabolism to 4’-oxo 4-HPR glucuronide was markedly different to glucuronidation of 
4-HPR.  Although metabolism was observed for both substrates when incubated with 
UGTs 1A1 and 1A3, HIM and HLM, no metabolism was seen with UGT1A6 in the 
case of 4’-oxo 4-HPR.  However, the 4’-oxo 4-HPR glucuronide metabolite was 
produced by UGTs 1A8 and 1A9, whereas neither of these UGTs were able to 
metabolise 4-HPR itself. 
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3.3.4 Kinetic parameters for 4-HPR glucuronide and 4’-oxo 4-HPR glucuronide 
formation 
4-HPR (0-2,000μM) or 4’-oxo 4-HPR (0-500μM) were incubated with HLM, HIM or 
individual UGT enzymes (0.5mg/ml) for 3h to determine enzyme kinetic parameters. 
UGTs 1A1, 1A3 and 1A6 were incubated with 4-HPR, and UGTs 1A1, 1A3, 1A8 and 
1A9 were incubated with 4’-oxo 4-HPR, as these had been shown to metabolize 4-HPR 
and 4’-oxo 4-HPR respectively to their glucuronide metabolites in previous experiments 
(as shown in Figure 3-4). 
 
Figure 3-3. Representative chromatograms showing separation of A) 4-HPR and 
glucuronide metabolites and B) 4’-oxo 4-HPR and glucuronide metabolites.   
The lower trace in each panel shows additional incubation with β-glucuronidase, resulting in 
breakdown of the glucuronide metabolite (as indicated by the arrow). Metabolites were 
generated following a 3.5h incubation of 4-HPR or 4’-oxo 4-HPR (200µM) with HLM 
(0.5mg/ml) ± β-glucuronidase (800U). 
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Figure 3-4.  Formation of glucuronide metabolites of A) 4’-oxo 4-HPR and B) 4-HPR by a 
panel of Supersomes over-expressing individual human UGTs. 
Metabolite formation was determined by HPLC analysis.  Metabolites were generated following 
a 3h incubation of 4-HPR or 4’-oxo 4-HPR (200µM) and HIM, HLM or UGT Supersomes 
(0.5mg/ml). Results are the mean of 3 independent determinations (error bars are standard 
deviation). 
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Figure 3-5.  Effect of increasing protein concentration on the formation of A) 4-HPR 
glucuronide and B) 4’-oxo 4-HPR glucuronide by a panel of Supersomes over-expressing 
individual human UGTs.   
The UGTs found to metabolise 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR, as well as HIM and HLM (0-
1.5mg/ml), were incubated with 4-HPR or 4’-oxo 4-HPR (200µM) for 3h.  Metabolite formation 
was determined by HPLC analysis. Results are mean ± SD from 3 independent experiments. 
 
Glucuronide production was related to protein concentration (Figure 3-5), incubation 
time (Figure 3-6) and substrate concentration (Figure 3-7) with kinetic parameters for 4-
HPR glucuronide and 4’-oxo 4-HPR glucuronide formation provided in Table 3-5 and 
Table 3-6.  Vmax values for formation of 4’-oxo 4-HPR glucuronide of 0.6, 22, 0.7 and 
0.07 (peak area units min/pmol UGT) were determined for UGTs 1A1, 1A3, 1A8 and 
1A9 respectively and 456 and 870 peak area units/min for HIM and HLM.  Km values 
ranged from 230μM for UGT1A1 to 1151μM for UGT1A3. Metabolism to 4-HPR 
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glucuronide was markedly different to that for 4’-oxo 4-HPR, as not only was the 
glucuronide metabolite produced by UGT1A6 as well as 1A1 and 1A3 (Vmax values of 
0.2, 0.6 and 2.1 peak area units min/pmol UGT respectively), no metabolite was 
produced by UGTs 1A8 or 1A9.  Again, Km values were variable for all UGTs 
investigated, ranging from 389μM for UGT1A3 to 716μM for UGT1A1.  Kinetic 
parameters for the glucuronidation of 4’-oxo 4-HPR were difficult to obtain due to 
limitations of substrate solubility.  It was not possible to use concentrations of 4’-oxo 4-
HPR greater than 500μM, however comparison of the slope of the plot with derived 
values for Km/Vmax suggest that the calculated Vmax was accurately calculated. 
 
 
Figure 3-6.  Formation of A) 4-HPR glucuronide and B) 4’-oxo 4-HPR glucuronide over 
time by a panel of Supersomes over-expressing individual human UGTs.   
The UGTs found to metabolise 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR, as well as HIM and HLM (0.5mg/ml), 
were incubated with 4-HPR (200µM) or 4’-oxo 4-HPR (200μM) for 0-4h.  Metabolite formation 
was determined by HPLC analysis. Results are mean ± SD from 3 independent experiments. 
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Figure 3-7.  Effect of increasing substrate concentration on formation of A) 4-HPR 
glucuronide and B) 4’-oxo 4-HPR glucuronide by a panel of Supersomes over-expressing 
individual human UGTs.   
The UGTs found to metabolise 4-HPR, as well as HIM and HLM (0.5mg/ml), were incubated 
with 4-HPR (0-2,000µM), or 4’-oxo 4-HPR (0-500µM) for 3h.  Metabolite formation was 
determined by HPLC analysis. Results are mean ± SD from 3 independent experiments. 
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Km (µM) 
Vmax 
(peak area 
units/min) 
(peak area 
units/min/pmol UGT 
Vmax/Km 
UGT1A1 716 ± 87 577 ± 34 0.6 ± 0.1 0.001 
UGT1A3  389 ± 53 317 ± 18 2 ± 0.1 0.005 
UGT1A6  422 ± 46 124 ± 6 0.2 ± 0.1 0.0005 
HIM 1212 ± 202 418 ± 38 N/A N/A 
HLM 540 ± 69 679 ± 39 N/A N/A 
 
Table 3-5.  Kinetic parameters for the formation of the glucuronide metabolites of 4-HPR 
by a panel of UGT enzymes, HIM and HLM.   
The UGTs found to metabolize 4-HPR as well as HIM and HLM (0.5mg/ml) were incubated 
with 4-HPR (0-2,000μM) for 3h. Metabolite formation was determined by HPLC analysis. 
Results are expressed as mean ± SD from n≥3 experiments. (N/A =  not applicable as data on the 
individual UGT activities of HIM and HLM were not available). 
Maximum rates of metabolism to 4-HPR glucuronide and 4’-oxo 4-HPR glucuronide 
per pmol of each UGT were compared by ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s post test, 
with P ≤ 0.05 used to determine significance.  Statistically significant differences were 
seen in metabolism to 4-HPR glucuronide and 4’-oxo 4-HPR glucuronide (P< 0.0001 
and P=0.0001 respectively).      
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Km (µM) 
Vmax 
(peak area 
units/min) 
(peak area 
units/min/pmol UGT 
Vmax/Km 
UGT1A1 230 ± 95 569 ± 119 0.6 ± 0.1 0.0026 
UGT1A3  1151 ± 96 3295 ± 2126 22 ± 14 0.0191 
UGT1A8 437 ± 160 294 ± 66 0.7 ± 0.2 0.0016 
UGT1A9 551 ± 224 596 ± 159 0.1 ± 0.1 0.0001 
HIM 261 ± 97 456 ± 327 N/A N/A 
HLM 454 ± 273 870 ± 327 N/A N/A 
 
Table 3-6.  Kinetic parameters for the formation of the glucuronide metabolites of 4’-oxo 4-
HPR by a panel of UGT enzymes, HIM and HLM.   
The UGTs found to metabolize 4’-oxo 4-HPR as well as HIM and HLM (0.5mg/ml) were 
incubated with 4’-oxo 4-HPR (0-500μM) for 3h. Metabolite formation was determined by HPLC 
analysis. Results are expressed as mean ± SD from n≥3 experiments. (N/A =  not applicable as 
data on the individual UGT activities of HIM and HLM were not available). 
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3.4 Discussion 
The metabolism of 13-cis RA, 4-oxo 13-cis RA, 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR by UGTs 
was investigated in order to assess the potential role played by these enzymes in vivo 
and the likely impact of phase II detoxification on drug efficacy. 
 
Both 13-cis RA and 4-HPR have been used to treat neuroblastoma, with 13-cis RA 
currently included in the standard treatment protocol for high risk patients.  There is 
therefore considerable interest in comparing metabolism of both parent retinoid and 4-
oxo metabolite for both 13-cis RA and 4-HPR.  Although several studies have been 
carried out to assess the contribution of CYP metabolism to 13-cis RA and its efficacy, 
there are currently no data on metabolism by glucuronidation of either 13-cis RA or its 
4-oxo metabolite.  As both 13-cis RA and 4-HPR are administered orally for the 
treatment of neuroblastoma, enzyme kinetic studies for the glucuronidation of 13-cis 
RA and 4-oxo 13-cis RA were performed with microsomes from human liver and 
intestine (HLM and HIM), as the majority of UGTs are primarily expressed in the liver, 
with extra-hepatic expression mainly occurring in the intestinal epithelium (Bock, 
2010).  There were considerable differences in the kinetic parameters observed for 13-
cis RA and its oxidative metabolite, 4-oxo 13-cis RA.  Although both substrates were 
extensively glucuronidated by HIM, they had remarkably different metabolism profiles, 
for example a Km of 5μM was observed for 13-cis RA compared to 69μM for 4-oxo 13-
cis RA.  Comparable data were also observed for HLM.  Similarly, although the Vmax 
for glucuronidation of 13-cis RA by HLM was much lower than that for 4-oxo 13-cis 
RA (335 peak area units/min and 11,978 peak area units/min respectively), a markedly 
lower Km value was observed for 13-cis RA (8μM compared to 95μM for 4-oxo 13-cis 
RA).  This would suggest that glucuronidation of 13-cis RA by HLM and HIM is more 
likely to be clinically relevant than glucuronidation of its 4-oxo metabolite.  Maximum 
plasma concentrations achieved in a clinical trial in neuroblastoma patients were 2.8μM 
for 13-cis RA and 4.7μM for 4-oxo 13-cis RA on day 14 following two courses of 
80mg/m
2
/day of 13-cis RA (Veal et al., 2007).    
 
Enzyme kinetic studies for the glucuronidation of 13-cis RA and 4-oxo 13-cis RA were 
also performed in Supersomes over-expressing human UGTs 1A1, 1A3, 1A7, 1A8 and 
1A9.  These were the UGTs found to generate the glucuronide metabolite of both 
substrates and therefore were utilised further to elucidate the individual UGTs likely to 
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be responsible for the metabolism by HIM and HLM.  UGT1A3 clearly had the highest 
rate of activity for the glucuronidation of both 13-cis RA and 4-oxo 13-cis RA (25.7 and 
89.0 peak area units/min/pmol UGT respectively).  It is again, however, doubtful that 
glucuronidation by UGT1A3 has significant clinical relevance as, despite the high rate 
of the reaction, the Km values observed were at least 20-fold higher than peak plasma 
concentrations reported in vivo (Veal et al., 2007, Villablanca et al., 1995).  Based on 
these criteria, the only UGT that may be of clinical relevance is UGT1A9.  Although 
this UGT had a low rate of reaction for both substrates (Vmax values of 0.04 and 0.2 
peak area units/min/pmol UGT for 13-cis RA and 4-oxo 13-cis RA respectively), the 
Km value of 3μM for 13-cis RA is well within clinically achievable plasma 
concentrations.  The Km value of UGT1A9 for 4-oxo 13-cis RA (18μM) was 
approximately 4-fold higher than clinically relevant plasma concentrations, however 
this was still the lowest Km value for any of the UGTs tested.  As UGT1A9 is highly 
expressed in the liver and gastro-intestinal tract (Ohno and Nakajin, 2009), it is likely to 
be the UGT enzyme of most clinical interest when investigating the glucuronidation of 
both 13-cis RA and 4-oxo 13-cis RA.  It is therefore possible that polymorphisms in 
UGT1A9 may therefore be a factor in determining the efficacy of 13-cis RA.   
 
There are several known polymorphisms of UGT1A9, some of which have already been 
associated with affecting drug exposure.  For example, significantly lower exposure to 
mycophenolic acid (an immunosuppressive drug) occurs in patients with UGT1A9-
275/-2152 polymorphisms, whereas patients expressing UGT1A9*3 had significantly 
higher exposure to the drug. (Levesque et al., 2007, Miura et al., 2008).  In addition, 
although dose reduction of irinotecan is advised for patients homozygous for 
UGT1A1*28 in order to reduce toxicity due to altered clearance of SN-38 (the active 
metabolite of irinotecan) (United States Food and Drug Administration, 2010), there is 
also evidence that isoforms of UGT1A9 may also play a role in determining drug 
disposition.  Studies involving recombinant UGT enzymes have shown that 
glucuronidation of SN-38 is significantly lower for UGT1A9*3 than for the wild-type 
allele, UGT1A9*1.  This may therefore result in lower clearance of SN-38 and a 
corresponding increase in risk of acute toxicity (Villeneuve et al., 2003).  As UGT1A9 
polymorphisms are found in approximately 5% of Caucasians, the impact on 
glucuronidation and therefore clearance of any drug metabolised by UGT1A9 could be 
significant, and may be a factor in the high inter-patient variability seen in 13-cis RA 
plasma concentrations in clinical trials (Veal et al., 2007).  Currently, there is a lack of 
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evidence for the detection of glucuronide metabolites of 13-cis RA and its metabolites, 
or 4-HPR and its metabolites, although 13-cis retinoyl-beta-glucuronide and all-trans 
retinoyl-beta-glucuronide have been identified as major metabolites of 13-cis RA and 
ATRA in monkeys (Kraft et al., 1991).  
 
Significant inter-patient pharmacokinetic variability is also observed in clinical trials of 
neuroblastoma patients treated with 4-HPR (Garaventa et al., 2003, Formelli et al., 
2008).  If glucuronides of 4-HPR are extensively produced, it could be of particular 
clinical interest, as 4-HPR glucuronide has been found to have cytotoxic properties, and 
is in fact more potent at inducing cell death in a breast cancer cell line than 4-HPR itself 
(Bhatnagar et al., 1991). Enzyme kinetic studies for the glucuronidation of 4-HPR and 
4’-oxo 4-HPR were consequently performed with microsomes from human liver and 
intestine (HLM and HIM), as well as a panel of Supersomes over-expressing individual 
human UGT enzymes. 
 
As predicted, both HLM and HIM were able to glucuronidate 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-
HPR, with the metabolite produced confirmed as a glucuronide by its breakdown by β-
glucuronidase.  Metabolism of 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR by HLM was similar for both 
substrates, with Km values of 540 and 454μM and Vmax values of 679 and 870 peak area 
units/min respectively.  However, the glucuronidation reaction observed in HIM 
differed substantially between 4’-oxo 4-HPR and 4-HPR.  The Km for glucuronidation 
of 4-HPR by HIM was 1212μM compared to 261μM for 4’-oxo 4-HPR, with 
comparable Vmax values of 418 peak area units/min for 4-HPR and 456 peak area 
units/min for 4’-oxo 4-HPR.   
 
In order to ascertain the position of glucuronidation on 4-HPR, incubations were also 
carried out with 4-MPR and 4-EPR.  No glucuronide metabolite was produced with 
either of these metabolites, indicating that the presence of the methoxy or ethoxy group 
was able to prevent 4-HPR glucuronidation.  This means that the expected position of 
the glucuronosyl is on the 4
th
 carbon of the amide ring, as shown in Figure 3-8.  It is 
predicted that glucuronidation of 4’-oxo 4-HPR would also occur at the same position.   
 
Enzyme kinetic studies for the glucuronidation of 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR were also 
performed in Supersomes over-expressing human UGTs in order to elucidate the 
individual UGTs likely to be responsible for the metabolism by HIM and HLM.   
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Figure 3-8.  Structure of 4-HPR and proposed structure of 4-HPR glucuronide, 
demonstrating the likely position of glucuronidation. 
 
Enzyme kinetics of 4-HPR glucuronidation were investigated with UGTs 1A1, 1A3 and 
1A6, as these were the UGTs found to produce the glucuronide metabolite of 4-HPR.  
Similarly glucuronidation of 4’-oxo 4-HPR was investigated with UGTs 1A1, 1A3, 1A8 
and 1A9, as these were the UGTs found to produce the glucuronide metabolite of 4’-
oxo 4-HPR.  This represents a key difference in the pattern of glucuronidation seen with 
4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR as compared to 13-cis RA and 4-oxo 13-cis RA, where the 
same panel of UGTs was able to glucuronidate both 13-cis RA and 4-oxo 13-cis RA.  
Glucuronidation by any of the UGTs tested represented a relatively slow reaction, 
yielding relatively low concentrations of glucuronide metabolites.  The highest 
concentrations of glucuronides were generated with UGT1A3, with Vmax values of 22.0 
peak area units/min/pmol UGT for 4’-oxo 4-HPR, and 2.11 peak area units/min/pmol 
UGT for 4-HPR.  Vmax values for all other UGTs were at least 30-fold lower for 
glucuronidation of 4’-oxo 4-HPR than observed for UGT1A3, and at least 3-fold lower 
for glucuronidation of 4-HPR.  Km values for all UGTs were relatively high, with the 
lowest Km value for glucuronidation of 4-HPR found with UGT1A3 (389μM) and for 
glucuronidation of 4’-oxo 4-HPR by UGT1A1 (230μM).  As clinical trials involving 4-
HPR administration have failed to result in consistent peak plasma concentrations of 4-
HPR above 10μM (Formelli et al., 2003, Garaventa et al., 2003, Formelli et al., 2008), it 
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is unlikely that metabolism by glucuronidation will play a major role in the clearance of 
4-HPR at clinically relevant levels, or that polymorphisms of UGT enzymes would have 
a major clinical impact.  However, UGT polymorphisms have been found to 
significantly alter the metabolism of other chemotherapeutic compounds, despite Cmax 
values in patients being much lower than the Km determined in vitro.  Cmax values of 
SN-38, the active metabolite of irinotecan, observed in patients are less than 1μM 
(Chabot, 1997, Sasaki et al., 1995), with in vitro Km values of greater than 10μM (Jinno 
et al., 2003, Hanioka et al., 2001).  Despite this 10-fold or greater difference in Km and 
Cmax concentrations, irinotecan toxicity is associated with polymorphisms in UGT1A1 
and 1A9 (Gagné et al., 2002, Villeneuve et al., 2003).  It is possible therefore, that 
improvements in bioavailability of 4-HPR by novel formulations may result in an 
increased impact of glucuronidation and consequently of UGT polymorphisms.    
 
Elucidation of the contribution of glucuronidation to the metabolism of 13-cis RA, 4-
HPR and their respective oxidative metabolites suggests that clearance by 
glucuronidation may play a much greater role in the metabolism of 13-cis RA than that 
of 4-HPR, and that the contribution of glucuronidation to the clearance of 4-HPR and 
4’-oxo 4-HPR is unlikely to be significant at currently clinically achievable 
concentrations of 4-HPR.  The possible impact of clearance via glucuronidation for 13-
cis RA and 4-oxo 13-cis RA is relatively high, and merits further investigation in a 
patient population, particularly in regard to polymorphisms of UGT1A9.   
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Chapter 4 In Vitro 4-HPR metabolism with Ewing’s sarcoma and 
neuroblastoma cell lines 
4.1 Introduction 
Neuroblastoma and Ewing’s sarcoma have relatively low five year survival rates, 
despite intensive, multimodal treatment (Cancer Research UK, 2005).  Standard 
treatment of high risk neuroblastoma currently consists of high dose induction 
chemotherapy, followed by myeloablative therapy and autologous bone marrow 
transplantation.  For the last 10 years, this has been followed by minimal residual 
disease treatment with 13-cis RA.  A phase III clinical trial in neuroblastoma patients 
showed an increase in five-year survival from 29 to 46%, that was further increased to 
59% when combined with autologous bone marrow transplantation (p=0.054) (Matthay 
et al., 1999, Matthay et al., 2009).  Ewing’s sarcoma treatment currently involves 
surgery, radiation and chemotherapy. Multidrug chemotherapy for high risk ESFT 
includes vincristine, doxorubicin, ifosfamide, and etoposide, with most protocols also 
including cyclophosphamide (Juergens et al., 2006).  
 
Both neuroblastoma and, particularly, Ewing’s sarcoma cell lines have been found to be 
sensitive to 4-HPR treatment in vitro (Lovat et al., 2000, Myatt and Burchill, 2008), as 
well as being sensitive to the 4’-oxo metabolite of 4-HPR (Villani et al., 2006).  This 
active metabolite has also been found in plasma samples during phase I clinical trials of 
4-HPR in neuroblastoma patients (Villablanca et al., 2006, Formelli et al., 2008).   
 
As previously described in chapter 2, metabolism by CYPs plays a significant part in 
the metabolism of many drugs, including 4-HPR.  A group of these enzymes, known as 
the CYP26 family, are induced by retinoic acid (White et al., 1997).  CYP26A1 is 
induced by ATRA and 13-cis RA, with inhibition of CYP26A1 by retinoic acid 
metabolism blocking agents (RAMBAs) significantly increasing plasma concentrations 
of ATRA and 13-cis retinoic acid both in vitro and in a neuroblastoma mouse model 
(Armstrong et al., 2005, Armstrong et al., 2007b).  Due to the structural similarities 
between 4-HPR and the other analogues of retinoic acid, metabolism by CYP26A1 may 
impact on 4-HPR oxidation.  
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Little is currently known about intracellular 4-HPR metabolism and its effects on 
tumour cell sensitivity.  This study therefore investigated intracellular 4-HPR 
metabolism, the contribution of CYP26A1 to 4-HPR metabolism and the possible 
modulation of CYP26 metabolism with RAMBAs.    
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4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Chemicals 
Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640 medium, ATRA, L-glutamine and 
sodium pyruvate were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Poole, UK).  Foetal calf serum 
was provided by Gibco (Paisley, Scotland).  CellTiter 96
®
 AQueous Non-Radioactive 
Cell Proliferation Assay (MTS assay) was supplied by Promega (Southampton, UK).  
Tissue culture plasticware was purchased from Nunc (Denmark).  Bio-Rad Protein 
Assay Dye and Bovine Serum Albumin Standard were from Bio-Rad Labs Ltd (UK).  
The MicroAmpTM Fast Optical 96-well 0.1ml reaction plate, ABI 7500 Fast Real-Time 
PCR system, GeneAmp 2700 PCR system, SNP genotyping assay mix, TaqMan
®
 
Genotyping PCR master mix and cDNA reverse transcription kit with RNase inhibitor 
were supplied by Applied Biosystems (UK).  The SpectraMax
®
 250 Microplate 
Spectrophotometer System was from Molecular Devices Corporation (Reading, UK).  
The NanoDrop
TM
 1000 spectrophotometer was purchased from Thermo Scientific 
(Hampshire, UK).   
 
4.2.2 Culture of cell lines 
The neuroblastoma cell line SH-SY5Y was obtained from Dr C. Redfern (NICR, 
Newcastle University).  The Ewing’s sarcoma cell lines RD-ES, TC-32, TCC-446 and 
SK-ES were provided by Prof. S. Burchill (Experimental Oncology, Leeds University, 
UK).  Cell lines were grown in monolayer culture in complete RPMI 1640 medium 
containing 10% foetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% L-glutamine and 1% sodium pyruvate.  
Cells were incubated at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 and were 
maintained in an exponential growth phase by passage every 3-4 days with addition of 
fresh medium as required. Cells were harvested by trypsinisation using 0.25% Trypsin-
EDTA when 70-80% confluent, centrifuged at 1,000g for 5min at room temperature and 
resuspended in fresh medium at the appropriate dilution factor.  
 
4.2.3 Incubation of 4-HPR with cell lines 
Cells were seeded in 6-well plates (20,000 cells per well) in complete RPMI (2ml) and 
left to adhere for 24h.  The medium was then removed and replaced with medium 
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containing 4-HPR (2 or 20μM) and incubated for a further 3, 6 or 24h (2μM 4-HPR was 
used for 24h incubations to avoid effects on cell viability; 20μM was used for 3h and 6h 
incubations).  Medium was then discarded and the cells were rinsed with ice-cold PBS 
(1ml).  Cells were harvested by addition of trypsin (1ml) for 3-5min at 37°C to allow 
detachment of cells from the wells.  The cell/trypsin solution was transferred into 
centrifuge tubes and centrifuged at 15,000g for 5min.  Supernatant was discarded and 
the cell pellet was vortexed to break up the cells.  Cell pellets were stored at -20°C until 
required for analysis.       
 
4.2.4 Determination of intracellular concentrations of 4-HPR and metabolites 
Cell pellets were defrosted on ice and acetonitrile (100μl) added, cells were vortexed 
and then centrifuged at 15,000g for 5min.  The supernatant obtained was used for 
analysis of 4-HPR and metabolite levels, and the cell pellet was retained for protein 
analysis and determination of CYP26A1 expression.  HPLC analysis of intracellular 4-
HPR concentrations was achieved using a Waters 2690 Separations Module and 996 
Photodiode array (PDA) detector (Waters Ltd., Elstree, UK), with Waters Millennium 
software for data acquisition.  A Waters Symmetry C18 3.5 µm (4.6 x 150 mm) column 
was used with mobile phases (A) 70% acetonitrile / 30% (0.2%) acetic acid and (B) 
acetonitrile / 0.2% acetic acid.  A linear gradient ran at 1ml/min from 100% A at 0min 
to 100% B at 20min, returning to 100% A for 10min to re-equilibrate the column.  A 
sample volume of 50μl was injected onto the column for analysis. 
 
4.2.5 Pre-incubation of cell lines with ATRA 
In order to investigate the effect of up-regulation of CYP26A1 expression on 4-HPR 
metabolism, cells were pre-incubated with ATRA prior to incubation with 4-HPR 
(Armstrong et al., 2005, Armstrong et al., 2007b). Cells seeded in 6- or 96-well plates 
were allowed to establish growth for 24h, and then medium was replaced with fresh 
medium containing ATRA (10μM).  Cells were incubated for 24h, before medium was 
removed and replaced with medium containing 4-HPR (20μM), as described in section 
4.2.3.  Control cells not pre-treated with ATRA had their medium replaced with 
medium containing an equivalent concentration of ethanol as that used for ATRA pre-
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treated cells.  Cell pellets from 6-well plates were retained for protein analysis and 
determination of CYP26A1 expression. 
 
4.2.6 Cell viability assay 
Cell viability was determined using the CellTiter 96
®
 AQueous Non-Radioactive Cell 
Proliferation Assay (MTS assay).  Cells were seeded in 96-well plates at a density of 
5,000 cells per well in RPMI (200μl).  The cells were left to adhere for 24h, then the 
medium was removed and replaced with medium (200μl) containing 4-HPR (0-50μM).  
Cells were incubated with drug for 96h, and then medium was removed and replaced 
with medium containing MTS reagent (12μl per 200μl of medium). Cells were 
incubated with MTS for 1-4h and the absorbance at 490nm was measured using a 
SpectraMax
®
 250 Microplate Spectrophotometer.  Absorbance values in wells 
containing 4-HPR were compared to absorbance values in untreated wells and used to 
determine the effect of drug concentration on cell proliferation.  Experiments were 
carried out in triplicate, with 6 wells treated with each concentration of drug for each 
replicate.   
 
4.2.7 Protein analysis   
In order to adjust for different cell numbers for intracellular 4-HPR concentration 
assays, cell pellets were retained for protein analysis utilising the Bradford assay.  Cell 
pellets were defrosted on ice and dH2O (50μl) was added.  Pellets were vortexed and 
vigorously mixed by pipetting to homogenise the sample. An aliquot of sample (10μl) 
was then added to 4 wells of a 96 well plate.  Bradford reagent (190μl) was added to 
each well and samples were mixed by pipetting.  Absorbance was measured at 595nm 
using a SpectraMax
®
 250 Microplate Spectrophotometer and compared to standards of 
known concentrations of BSA (bovine serum albumin). 
 
4.2.8 Inhibition of HLM metabolism with R116010 
HLM (0.5mg/ml)  and the CYP26 inhibitor R116010 (0-100μM)  were incubated with 
4-HPR (50µM) in phosphate buffer (100mM, pH 7.4), containing MgCl2 (1mM) and 
NADPH (2mM) in a final volume of 200µl at 37°C for 3h.  The reaction was stopped by 
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addition of acetonitrile (200µl) and samples were centrifuged at 10,000g for 5min to 
remove all protein.  Supernatant was then retained for HPLC analysis.   
 
4.2.9 Determination of CYP26A1 expression in cell lines 
CYP26A1 expression in cell lines was determined by real-time assay before and after 
incubation of cells with ATRA (10μM) for 24h, as previously described (Armstrong et 
al., 2005, Armstrong et al., 2007b) and in section 4.2.5.  CYP26A1 expression was 
measured by fold-increase, relative to cells treated with 0.01μM ATRA.  This provides 
a base-line expression for comparison to expression before and after ATRA pre-
treatment.  Pre- and post-incubation CYP26A1 expression was compared for each cell 
line with a Student’s T-test.  P ≤0.05 used to determine significance.  All calculations 
were performed with GraphPad Prism version 4.0 software.   
 
4.2.9.1 RNA extraction from cell pellets 
RNA was extracted from cell pellets using the RNeasy
®
 mini kit (Qiagen, Crawley UK), 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  Buffer RLT with β-mercaptoethanol 
(350μl) was added to the cell pellet and vortexed.  The sample was homogenised by 
passing the solution through a narrow gauge needle several times, prior to addition of 
70% ethanol (350μl) and mixed by pipetting.  The homogenate was then added to an 
RNeasy column and centrifuged at 8,000g for 15s.  The flow through was discarded and 
RW1 buffer (350μl) was added to the column before it was again centrifuged at 18,000g 
for 15s.  DNaseI (80μl) was added to the column and incubated for 15min.  A further 
aliquot of RW1 buffer (350μl) was then added to the column and the flow through was 
discarded after centrifugation for 15s at 8,000g.  Buffer RW1 (700μl) was added to the 
column and it was again centrifuged at 8,000g for 15s. The flow through was discarded, 
and a fresh collection tube used with the column.  Buffer RPE (500μl) was added to the 
column and centrifuged at 8,000g for 15s.  The flow through was discarded and buffer 
RPE (500μl) was added to the column for a second time, followed by centrifugation at 
8,000g for 2min.  The flow through and collection tube were then discarded.  RNA was 
finally eluted from the column into a sterile 1.5ml collection tube by the addition of 
RNase-free water (35μl) and centrifugation at 8,000g for 1min.  The quality and 
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concentration of RNA extracted was analysed on a NanoDrop
TM
 1000 
spectrophotometer.  RNA was stored at -80°C until required. 
 
4.2.9.2 Reverse transcription of RNA 
RNA extracted from cell pellets was reverse transcribed using the high capacity cDNA 
reverse transcription kit with RNase inhibitor according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions.  A master mix was made up containing 10 x RT buffer, dNTP (100mM), 
10 x random hexamers and reverse transcriptase (20U/μl).  The master mix was made 
up to the appropriate volume for the number of samples with nuclease free H2O.  Master 
mix (10μl) was added to 1μg of RNA and made up to a 20μl final volume with sterile 
H2O.  The solution was then mixed by pipetting and samples were incubated on the 
GeneAmp 2700 PCR system with the following conditions applied: 25°C for 10min, 
followed by 37°C for 2h, then 85°C for 5s and then a 4°C hold.  cDNA was stored at -
80°C until required. 
 
4.2.9.3 CYP26A1 Real-Time assay 
 cDNA was diluted in sterile H2O to give a final concentration of 20ng/μl. A master mix 
was then made up containing 2 x TaqMan
®
 Genotyping PCR mastermix and 20 x SNP 
genotyping assay mix.  The master mix was made up to the appropriate volume for the 
number of samples with nuclease free H2O.  An aliquot of mastermix (24μl) was added 
to each well of a Fast Optical 96-well plate.  DNA samples (1μl of 20ng/μl) were added 
to each well (except for two no-template control wells), and mixed by pipetting.  The 
plate was then covered with optical adhesive film and centrifuged at 1,500g for 1min 
before analysis on the ABI 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR system. 
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4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Intracellular concentrations of 4-HPR and metabolites 
Intracellular concentrations of 4-HPR and its metabolites were determined by HPLC 
analysis following a 6h incubation of 4-HPR (20μM) with neuroblastoma and Ewing’s 
sarcoma cell lines.  As shown in Figure 4-1, all five cell lines tested were able to 
metabolise 4-HPR to its inactive metabolite 4-MPR.   
 
 
Figure 4-1. Intracellular concentrations of A) 4-HPR and B) 4-MPR following incubation 
of Ewing’s sarcoma and neuroblastoma cell lines with 4-HPR.   
Metabolite peak area was normalized to protein concentration (determined by Bradford assay).  
Metabolites were generated by incubation of 4-HPR (20µM) with each cell line for 6h.  Results 
are the mean of 3 independent determinations (error bars are standard deviation).   
Mean intracellular concentrations of 4-HPR varied, ranging from 1.4x10
7 
peak area 
units in SH-SY5Y cells to 3.1x10
7 
peak area units in TC-32 cells.  Mean intracellular 
concentrations of 4-MPR also varied, ranging from 8.8x10
4 
peak area units in SH-SY5Y 
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cells to 2.6x10
5 
peak area units in TCC-446 cells.  There was no correlation between 
peak area of 4-HPR and peak area of 4-MPR, with ratios of 4-HPR:4-MPR peak area 
units varying from 83 for SK-ES to 340 for TC-32.  Other ratios were 107, 162 and 188 
for TCC-446, SH-SY5Y and RD-ES respectively. 
 
As shown in Figure 4-2, all four Ewing’s sarcoma cell lines were able to metabolise 4-
HPR to both 4’-OH 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR, whereas no metabolism to these 
oxidative metabolites was observed in the neuroblastoma cell line SH-SY5Y.   
 
Figure 4-2.  Intracellular concentrations of A) 4’-OH 4-HPR and B) 4’-oxo 4-HPR 
metabolites following incubation of Ewing’s sarcoma and neuroblastoma cell lines with 4-
HPR.   
Metabolite peak area was normalized to protein concentration (determined by Bradford assay).  
Metabolites were generated by incubation of 4-HPR (20µM) with each cell line for 6h.  Results 
are the mean of 3 independent determinations (error bars are standard deviation). 
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Intracellular concentrations of both oxidative metabolites varied between Ewing’s 
sarcoma cell lines, although 4’-oxo 4-HPR was the major oxidative metabolite in all 
cases.  4’-OH 4-HPR concentrations ranged from 1,206 peak area units for TCC-446 
cells, to 4,933 peak area units for RD-ES cells.  Mean concentrations of the active 
metabolite, 4’-oxo 4-HPR were highest in TC-32 cells (10,942 peak area units).  Mean 
4’-oxo 4-HPR concentrations were lower in RD-ES cells (8,297 peak are units), 
although markedly higher than concentrations seen in TCC-446 and SK-ES cells (3,565 
and 3,977 peak area units respectively).  There was no correlation between peak area of 
4-HPR and peak area of either 4’-OH 4-HPR or 4’-oxo 4-HPR.   
 
4.3.2 Effect of ATRA on intracellular concentrations of 4-HPR and metabolites 
In order to investigate the potential contribution of CYP26 to 4-HPR metabolism, cells 
were pre-treated with ATRA (10μM) for 24h to upregulate CYP26A1 expression.  As 
shown in Figure 4-3, pre-incubation of cell lines with ATRA had no marked effect on 
intracellular concentrations of 4-HPR or its inactive metabolite, 4-MPR.   
 
However, as shown in Figure 4-4, intracellular concentrations of the oxidative 
metabolites were higher in all cell lines following pre-treatment with ATRA.  Authentic 
standards for 4’-OH 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR were not available, so it was assumed 
that there was a linear relationship between metabolite peak area and metabolite 
concentration, as there is for 4-HPR and 4-MPR.  The greatest increase in extent of 
metabolism was seen in TC-32 cells, where metabolism to 4’-OH 4-HPR increased by 
236% (from 1,226 peak area units to 4,126 peak area units), and metabolism to 4’-oxo 
4-HPR increased by 90% (from 10,942 peak area units to 20,826 peak area units). For 
the neuroblastoma cell line, SH-SY5Y, both oxidative metabolites were only produced 
when cells were pre-treated with ATRA.  The highest concentrations of the active 
metabolite 4’-oxo 4-HPR were found in the Ewing’s sarcoma cell line TC-32 following 
pre-treatment with ATRA (20,754 peak area units).  The increase in metabolism to 4’-
OH 4-HPR was significant for SH-SY5Y cells (p < 0.001), TCC-446 cells (p = 0.02) 
and TC-32 cells (p = 0.02).  Although there was a substantial increase in metabolism to 
4’-OH 4-HPR in SK-ES cells, the increase did not reach significance (p = 0.13), and 
was also not significant in RD-ES cells (p = 0.22).  Similar results were seen for the 
increase in metabolism to 4’-oxo 4-HPR, with significant increases seen in SH-SY5Y, 
TCC-446 and TC-32 cells (p <0.001, p = 0.03 and p = 0.004 respectively).  Again, the 
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increase in metabolism by SK-ES cells did not reach significance (p = 0.15) and was 
also not significant for RD-ES cells (p = 0.15).    
 
 
Figure 4-3. Intracellular concentrations of A) 4-HPR and B) 4-MPR by Ewing’s sarcoma 
and neuroblastoma cell lines following pre-treatment with ATRA.   
Peak areas were normalized to protein concentration (determined by Bradford assay).  
Metabolites were generated by incubation of 4-HPR (20µM) with each cell line for 6h, following 
pre-incubation with ATRA (10μM) for 24h. Results are the mean of 3 independent 
determinations (error bars are standard deviation). 
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Figure 4-4.  Intracellular concentrations of A) 4’-OH 4-HPR and B) 4’-oxo 4-HPR 
metabolites by Ewing’s sarcoma and neuroblastoma cell lines following pre-treatment with 
ATRA.   
Metabolite peak area was normalized to protein concentration (determined by Bradford assay).  
Metabolites were generated by incubation of 4-HPR (20µM) with each cell line for 6h, following 
incubation with ATRA (10μM) for 24h. Results are the mean of 3 independent determinations 
(error bars are standard deviation). 
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4.3.3 CYP26A1 expression in cell lines 
CYP26A1 expression was determined by Real-Time PCR in cell lines, as shown in 
Figure 4-5. Expression was calculated by fold-increase relative to a base line expression 
determined by incubation of cells with 0.01μM ATRA for 24h. This enabled 
calculations of the relative increase in CYP26A1 expression following incubations with 
ATRA in cell lines not expressing endogenous CYP26A1. CYP26A1 was endogenously 
expressed at relatively low levels in SH-SY5Y, SK-ES and TC-32 cells, (0.3-, 0.02- and 
0.1-fold respectively) and was not expressed at all in RD-ES cells.  TCC-446 cells 
expressed the highest endogenous levels of CYP26A1 (1.1-fold). After pre-treatment of 
cells with ATRA, CYP26A1 expression significantly increased in all cell lines 
(p=0.0065, p=0.0060, p=0.0222 and p=0.0047 for SH-SY5Y, SK-ES, TC-32 and 
RDES, respectively, by one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s post test) except 
TCC-446 (p=0.5569), which retained similar expression levels regardless of the 
addition of ATRA (1.5-fold with ATRA pre-treatment compared to 1.1-fold without).   
 
Figure 4-5.  Induction of CYP26A1 in Ewing’s sarcoma and neuroblastoma cell lines.   
Cell lines were incubated with ATRA (10μM) or an equivalent concentration of ethanol for 24h.  
RNA was extracted from cell pellets and reverse transcribed, then CYP26A1 expression was 
analysed by Real-Time PCR.  Results are the mean of 3 independent determinations and are 
expressed as fold-increase relative to induction by 0.01µM ATRA (error bars are standard 
deviation). 
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There was no correlation between the fold-increase in CYP26A1 expression following 
incubation with ATRA and the increase in production of oxidative metabolites of 4-
HPR (as shown in Figure 4-6).    
 
 
Figure 4-6. Correlation between increase in CYP26A1 expression and increase in 
production of A) 4’-OH 4-HPR and B) 4’-oxo 4-HPR.  
Cell lines were incubated with ATRA (10μM). Metabolite peak area was normalized to protein 
concentration (determined by Bradford assay). Metabolites were generated by incubation of 4-
HPR (20µM) with each cell line for 6h. RNA was extracted from cell pellets and reverse 
transcribed, then CYP26A1 expression was analysed by Real-Time PCR. R
2
 for A) is <0.001, R
2
 
for B) is 0.064.  Results are the mean of 3 independent determinations (error bars are standard 
deviation).     
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4.3.4 Effect of intracellular metabolite concentrations and CYP26A1 expression on  
sensitivity of cell lines to 4-HPR 
Cell sensitivity to 4-HPR was determined by MTS assay, as shown in Figure 4-7.  Cells 
were pre-treated with ATRA (10μM), or an equivalent concentration of ethanol prior to 
incubation with 4-HPR (0-50μM) for 96h.   
 
 
Figure 4-7.  Sensitivity of neuroblastoma A) SH-SY5Y, and Ewing’s sarcoma cell lines B) 
SK-ES, C) TCC-446, D) TC-32 or E) RD-ES, to 4-HPR with and without ATRA pre-
treatment. 
Cell viability was determined by MTS assay following incubations with 4-HPR (0-100μM) for 
96h with or without ATRA (10μM) for 24h prior to addition of 4-HPR. Results are the mean of 3 
independent determinations (error bars are standard deviation). 
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As shown in Table 4-1, 4-HPR IC50 values varied considerably between cell lines, 
ranging from 0.01μM for TCC-446 cells, to 16μM for SH-SY5Y cells.  4-HPR IC50 was 
several-fold higher in the neuroblastoma cell line tested, SH-SY5Y (16μM), than in any 
of the Ewing’s sarcoma cell lines, with IC50 values ranging from 0.01μM in TCC-446 
cells to 1μM in TC-32 cells.  SH-SY5Y was also the only cell line where metabolism of 
4-HPR to its oxiditative metabolites was not observed, as shown in Figure 4-2.  
However, induction of CYP26A1 and the resulting increase in metabolism by SH-SY5Y 
cells to both oxidative metabolites (as shown in Figure 4-4) had no significant effect on 
4-HPR IC50 (16μM without ATRA pre-treatment compared to 17μM following ATRA 
pre-treatment).   
 
Cell Line IC50 (μM) (- ATRA) IC50 (μM) (+ ATRA) 
SH-SY5Y 16 ± 5 17 ± 6 
SK-ES 0.05 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 
TCC-446 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 
TC-32 1 ± 0.2 1 ± 0.2 
RD-ES 0.02 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.01 
 
Table 4-1.  Effect of ATRA pre-treatment on sensitivity to 4-HPR in Ewing’s sarcoma and 
neuroblastoma cell lines.   
Cell sensitivity was determined by MTS assay.  Cells were incubated with ATRA (10μM) for 
24h prior to incubation with 4-HPR (0-50μM) for 96h.  Results are the mean of 3 independent 
determinations (± standard deviation). 
 
4.3.5 Inhibition of HLM metabolism with R116010 
HLM were incubated with 4-HPR and the CYP26A1 inhibitor R116010 (0-100μM).  
Figure 4-8 shows that concentrations of 4’-OH 4-HPR did not appear to be affected by 
the addition of inhibitor.  Concentrations of the active oxidative metabolite (4’-oxo 4-
HPR) decreased, but only when incubated with R116010 at concentrations above 40μM.  
At these concentrations it is likely that R116010 will have non-specific inhibitory 
effects on other CYP enzymes.   
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Figure 4-8.  Inhibition of 4-HPR metabolism in HLM by the CYP26A1 inhibitor R116010. 
Metabolites were generated by incubation of 4-HPR (20µM) with HLM (0.5mg/ml) and  
R116010 (0-100μM) for 3h.  Results are the mean of 3 independent determinations (error bars 
are standard deviation). 
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4.4 Discussion 
4-HPR is extensively metabolised in patient samples to both an active metabolite (4’-
oxo 4-HPR) and an inactive metabolite (4-MPR) (Formelli et al., 1993, Garaventa et al., 
2003, Villani et al., 2004, Formelli et al., 2008).  In addition, 4-HPR has also been 
found to be metabolised to a second oxidative metabolite, 4’-OH 4-HPR, as described in 
chapter 2.  In order to further understand the mechanisms of 4-HPR metabolism and 
possible benefits of modulation of metabolism, cell lines derived from neuroblastoma 
and Ewing’s sarcoma tumours were incubated with 4-HPR and the intracellular 
metabolism of 4-HPR investigated.   
 
It is important to characterise metabolism in appropriate tumour cell lines in addition to 
characterisation of the contribution of individual metabolising enzymes, such as CYPs 
and UGTs, due to differences in cellular metabolism that have been seen with other 
retinoic acid analogues.  Previous studies with ATRA and 13-cis RA have shown that 
isomerisation can have a significant impact on drug uptake and cell sensitivity, and that 
saturation of retinoid receptors can result in a lack of correlation between intracellular 
retinoid concentrations and growth inhibitory effects (Veal et al., 2002).  In addition, 4-
HPR has been shown to cause cell differentiation when present at low concentrations 
(<1μM) in a prostate cancer cell line, but can trigger apoptosis when present at higher 
concentrations (>5μM) (Sabichi et al., 2003).  As 4-HPR is also metabolised to an 
active metabolite, 4’-oxo 4-HPR, it is particularly important to gain an understanding of 
the intracellular concentrations of 4-HPR and its metabolites that are achieved in vitro, 
and the effect that drug metabolism may have on growth inhibition.       
 
4-HPR is a synthetic analogue of retinoic acid, and as such has significant structural 
homology with the retinoic acid derivative ATRA.  There have been several studies 
carried out on the metabolism of ATRA and its isomeric form 13-cis RA.  These studies 
have demonstrated that ATRA and 13-cis RA are able to induce their own metabolism, 
via induction of CYP26 (White et al., 1997, Yamamoto et al., 2000, McSorley and Daly, 
2000).  There is some evidence that continuous treatment of an ovarian carcinoma cell 
line with 4-HPR is also able to up-regulate CYP26, and that increased expression of 
CYP26 results in increased metabolism of 4-HPR to its active 4’-oxo 4-HPR metabolite 
(Villani et al., 2004).  The effect of up-regulation of CYP26A1 on 4-HPR metabolism 
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and cell sensitivity to 4-HPR treatment was therefore investigated by pre-treatment of 
neuroblastoma and Ewing’s sarcoma cell lines with ATRA. 
 
Incubation of 4-HPR with neuroblastoma and Ewing’s sarcoma cells resulted in 
metabolism of 4-HPR to its inactive metabolite 4-MPR in all cell lines tested.  
Metabolism to the oxidative metabolites of 4-HPR varied considerably between cell 
lines, with no oxidative metabolites produced by SH-SY5Y cells.  In comparison, the 
Ewing’s sarcoma cell lines investigated all produced both 4’-oxo 4-HPR and 4’-OH 4-
HPR.  The lack of oxidative metabolism in SH-SY5Y cells is probably due to a lower 
expression of CYPs compared to the other cell lines tested, as up-regulation of 
CYP26A1 by pre-treatment of cell lines with ATRA resulted in the formation of both 4’-
oxo 4-HPR and 4’-OH 4-HPR at similar levels to those seen in the Ewing’s sarcoma 
cell lines.  This hypothesis is supported by data generated from a study of CYP26A1 
expression in a panel of neuroblastoma cell lines, that found no endogenous CYP26A1 
expression in any of the cell lines tested (Armstrong et al., 2007b).   
 
The lack of oxidative metabolism of 4-HPR by SH-SY5Y cells did not appear to have a 
corresponding effect on growth inhibition, as formation of the oxidative metabolites 
following pre-incubation with ATRA had no effect on the 4-HPR IC50 value in this cell 
line.  In fact ATRA pre-treatment had no effect on 4-HPR IC50 in any cell line tested, 
suggesting that up-regulation of CYP26A1 and the corresponding up-regulation in 
oxidative metabolism is not an important factor in determining 4-HPR sensitivity.  In 
addition, there was no correlation between constitutive CYP26A1 expression and 
metabolite production or between CYP26A1 expression and 4-HPR IC50 value.  This 
may be due to the relatively small amount of overall metabolism that occurred, with 
metabolite peak areas varying from 0.01% to 2% of the parent peak area.  Even a 
significant increase in concentration of the active metabolite 4’-oxo 4-HPR is therefore 
unlikely to have a significant effect on growth inhibition, as the vast majority of any 
cytotoxic effect is likely to be provided by the parent compound, 4-HPR.  However, as 
4’-oxo 4-HPR has been shown to be cytotoxic in cell lines resistant to 4-HPR itself 
(Villani et al., 2006), the contribution of metabolism to 4’-oxo 4-HPR could be a factor 
in determining IC50 in 4-HPR resistant cell lines.  Metabolism to both 4’-oxo 4-HPR 
and 4-MPR is also significantly higher in patients and in mice treated with 4-HPR than 
observed in the current study, with plasma concentrations of 4’-oxo 4-HPR and 4-MPR 
accounting for up to 20% of 4-HPR concentrations (Cooper et al., 2011, Formelli et al., 
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2003, Formelli et al., 2008, Formelli et al., 1993).  This is closer to the amount of 
metabolism seen in human liver and intestinal microsomes, and indicates that the 
majority of 4-HPR metabolism occurs during first pass metabolism, and that 
metabolism within tumours may have less of an impact on drug efficacy.  In addition, 
CYP26A1 expression and intracellular metabolite concentrations were analysed 
following a 6h incubation with 4-HPR, whereas cell sensitivity was determined 
following a 96h incubation with 4-HPR.  It is likely that the up-regulation of CYP26A1 
expression observed would have returned to baseline levels within the 96h incubation 
time, and this may therefore have limited any effect from an initial increase in 
metabolism to the active metabolite 4’-oxo 4-HPR.       
 
There have been several studies investigating the metabolism of ATRA and 13-cis RA 
and the potential benefits of modulation of metabolism.  These studies have 
demonstrated that different factors need to be taken into account when considering the 
benefits of blocking the metabolism of ATRA or 13-cis RA, as compared to those that 
need to be considered for 4-HPR.  As none of the known metabolites of ATRA or 13-cis 
RA are active metabolites, any reduction in metabolism and corresponding increase in 
parent compound is likely to increase growth inhibition.  Also, ATRA and 13-cis RA 
are able to up-regulate CYP26A1, a major retinoic acid metabolising enzyme, leading to 
extensive metabolism (Pavez Lorie et al., 2009b, White et al., 1997, Yamamoto et al., 
2000).  Increasing doses of these retinoids will result in an increase in metabolism, and 
may limit maximum plasma concentrations that can be achieved.  Extensive metabolism 
of 13-cis RA has been observed in neuroblastoma patients (Veal et al., 2007).  Similar 
results were observed in ATRA treatment of APL patients, with the subsequent 
progressive reduction in plasma concentrations of ATRA associated with relapse 
(Muindi et al., 1992). Studies have therefore been carried out to block metabolism by 
CYP26, using RAMBAs (Njar et al., 2006).   
 
Incubation of neuroblastoma cell lines with 13-cis RA or ATRA and the RAMBA 
R116010 have been shown to result in decreased expression of CYP26A1 and a 
corresponding increase in intracellular concentrations of ATRA (Armstrong et al., 
2005), with a similar effect seen in a mouse model of neuroblastoma (Armstrong et al., 
2007b).  Reductions in CYP26 expression and ATRA metabolism have also been shown 
in smooth muscle cells (Ocaya et al., 2007), epidermal cells (Pavez Lorie et al., 2009a) 
and in a prostate cancer cell line (Huynh et al., 2006).  In the current study, 4-HPR was 
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incubated with human liver microsomes and the RAMBA R116010, resulting in a 
decrease in concentrations of 4’-oxo 4-HPR.  However, this effect was only seen at high 
concentrations of R116010 (above 40μM) and no effect was seen on 4’-OH 4-HPR.  At 
these concentrations it is probable that R116010 will also be inhibiting other CYPs, as it 
has been shown to inhibit CYP3A4 metabolism at concentrations above 10μM (Van 
heusden et al., 2002).  In addition it is questionable whether inhibition of metabolism of 
4-HPR by CYP26 would be advantageous.  Not only is 4’-oxo 4-HPR an active 
metabolite of 4-HPR, it has also been shown to act synergistically with 4-HPR and to 
have activity in cell lines resistant to 4-HPR (Villani et al., 2006).  In contrast to 
metabolism of ATRA and 13-cis RA, metabolism of 4-HPR to 4’-oxo 4-HPR therefore 
has the potential to be beneficial.   
 
Although 4-HPR has also been shown to up-regulate CYP26 in an ovarian carcinoma 
cell line (Villani et al., 2004), this was only following continuous incubation of 5μM 4-
HPR, whereas a single incubation of 5μM 4-HPR for 6h only resulted in a modest 
increase in CYP26 expression.  Inhibition of CYP26 is therefore unlikely to have a 
significant effect on the efficacy of 4-HPR, as the majority of its metabolism to 4’-oxo 
4-HPR seems to be via other CYPs.  This is supported by experiments showing that up-
regulation of CYP26A1 expression and increased metabolism to 4’-oxo 4-HPR had no 
effect on sensitivity to 4-HPR in the cell lines investigated.   
 
Modulation of metabolism of 4-HPR to the inactive metabolite 4-MPR may be of more 
interest in terms of potentially increasing the efficacy of 4-HPR.  4-MPR was produced 
in all cell lines tested and peak areas were at least 10-fold higher than those seen for 4’-
oxo 4-HPR.  4-MPR is also the major metabolite observed in patients (Hultin et al., 
1990, Formelli et al., 2008, Marachelian et al., 2009), indicating that methylation is a 
major pathway of metabolism for 4-HPR.  Inhibition of methylation of 4-HPR should 
subsequently increase concentrations of 4-HPR, and may well additionally increase 
concentrations of the active metabolite, as concentrations of 4’-oxo 4-HPR have been 
shown to increase with 4-HPR concentrations (as shown in chapter 2). 
 
Characterisation of 4-HPR metabolism in neuroblastoma and Ewing’s sarcoma cell 
lines suggests that metabolism within tumour cells to the active metabolite 4’-oxo 4-
HPR has little effect on the efficacy of 4-HPR. This is most likely due to the minimal 
amount of metabolism that occurs.  Although significantly more metabolism is seen in 
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vivo, a more effective strategy to improve 4-HPR efficacy may be to investigate 
modulation of metabolism to the inactive metabolite 4-MPR.  
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Chapter 5 Drug Transport 
5.1 Introduction 
The mammalian ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters are a family of proteins 
responsible for the efflux of many xenobiotic drugs and metabolites.  They are 
transmembrane proteins that utilise the hydrolysis of ATP to transport substrates across 
the cell membrane (Higgins, 1992).  The expression of these transporters has been 
shown to be responsible for drug resistance in many cancers, due to decreased 
intracellular drug concentrations in tumour cells (Gottesman et al., 2002), generally as a 
result of increased drug efflux, as is seen in resistance to vincristine, doxorubicin and 
paclitaxel (Ambudkar et al., 1999).  In addition, the expression of drug transporters in 
other tissues can also affect drug disposition, for example by altering uptake into the 
liver and kidneys, and subsequently altering either drug metabolism or excretion 
(Yamazaki et al., 1996).  Forty-eight ABC transporter genes have so far been identified 
in humans, with MDR1 (also known as ABCB1 or p-glycoprotein), MRP2 (ABCC2) 
and BCRP (ABCG2) being among the best characterised (Fletcher et al., 2010).   
 
Methods for investigating multidrug resistance involving the ABC transporters 
generally include culturing cells with a constant low level of drug in order to select for 
resistant cells, or transfection of cells with the relevant transcripts, resulting in over-
expression of a particular transporter (Evers et al., 1998).  The second method has the 
advantage of allowing research into the effects of each individual ABC transporter in 
the same cell line, as well as allowing comparison to a ‘wild-type’ cell line transfected 
with an empty plasmid.  Intracellular accumulation of drugs can then be investigated in 
the presence or absence of inhibitors of ABC transporters.   
 
It is important to determine whether 4-HPR is a substrate for these drug transporters, 
and whether this is likely to have any effect on sensitivity to 4-HPR.  This may be 
particularly important as resistance to histone deacetylase inhibitors (HDACIs), linked 
to ABC transporter expression, has previously been reported in Ewing’s sarcoma cells 
(Okada et al., 2006), as has up-regulation of MDR1 in neuroblastoma tumour samples 
(Bates et al., 1991).   Additionally, 4-HPR also has relatively low bioavailability 
(Reynolds et al., 2003) and it is possible this may be related to exclusion by MDR1 in 
the intestine. 
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The aim of the current study was therefore to investigate intracellular and extracellular 
concentrations of 4-HPR and its metabolites using cells transfected to over-express 
MDR1, MRP2 or BCRP as compared to WT cells.  In addition, the effect of over-
expression of individual ABC transporters on 4-HPR sensitivity was investigated.    
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5.2 Materials and Methods 
5.2.1 Chemicals 
Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640 media, L-glutamine and sodium 
pyruvate were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Poole, UK).  Foetal calf serum was 
provided by Gibco (Paisley, Scotland).  CellTiter 96
®
 AQueous Non-Radioactive Cell 
Proliferation Assay (MTS assay) was supplied by Promega (Southampton, UK).  Tissue 
culture plasticware was purchased from Nunc (Denmark).  Bio-Rad Protein Assay Dye 
reagent Concentrate and Bovine Serum Albumin Standard were from Bio-Rad Labs Ltd 
(UK). The SpectraMax
®
 250 Microplate Spectrophotometer System was from 
Molecular Devices Corporation (Reading, UK). 
 
5.2.2 Culture of cell lines 
MDCK-II (Madin-Darby Canine Kidney) cells transfected to over-express human ABC 
transporters MDR1, MRP2, BCRP or a blank plasmid (referred to as wild-type (WT)) 
were provided by Dr. Alfred Schinkel (The Netherlands Cancer Institute).  Cell lines 
were grown in monolayer culture in complete RPMI 1640 medium containing 10% 
foetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% L-glutamine and 1% sodium pyruvate.  Cells were 
incubated at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 and were maintained in an 
exponential growth phase by passage every 3-4 days, with addition of fresh medium as 
required. Cells were harvested by trypsinisation using 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA when 70-
80% confluent, centrifuged at 1,000g for 5min at room temperature and resuspended in 
fresh medium at the appropriate dilution factor.  
 
5.2.3 Incubation of 4-HPR with cell lines 
Cells were seeded in 6-well plates (20,000 cells per well) in complete RPMI (2ml) and 
left to adhere for 24h.  The medium was then removed and replaced with medium 
containing 4-HPR (20μM) and incubated for a further 6h.  Medium was retained for 
extracellular 4-HPR analysis and the cells rinsed with ice-cold PBS (1ml).  Cells were 
harvested by addition of trypsin (1ml) for 3-5min at 37°C to allow detachment of cells 
from the wells.  The cell/trypsin solution was transferred into centrifuge tubes and 
centrifuged at 15,000g for 5min.  Supernatant was discarded and the cell pellet was 
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vortexed to break up the cells.  Cell pellets were stored at -20°C until required for 
analysis.      
 
5.2.4 Inhibition of cell transport 
Cells were seeded in 6-well plates (20,000 cells per well) in complete RPMI (2ml) and 
left to adhere for 24h.  The medium was then removed and replaced with medium 
containing 4-HPR (20μM) and an ABC transport inhibitor, and incubated for a further 
6h.  Each cell line was incubated with a concentration of inhibitor known to be 
acceptable for use on cells for 96h without causing toxicity, as well a concentration 10-
fold higher.  MDR1 over-expressing cells were incubated with verapamil (5μM and 
50μM); MRP2 over-expressing cells were incubated with MK571 (2μM and 20μM); 
and BCRP over-expressing cells were incubated with KO143 (10μM and 100μM).  
Cells were incubated with 4-HPR (20μM) and experiments were also carried out using 
WT cells.  Following incubation with 4-HPR and transport inhibitors, medium was 
discarded and the cells rinsed with ice-cold PBS (1ml).  Cells were then harvested by 
addition of trypsin (1ml) for 3-5min at 37°C to allow detachment of cells from the 
wells.  The cell/trypsin solution was transferred into centrifuge tubes and centrifuged at 
15,000g for 5min.  Supernatant was discarded and the cell pellet vortexed to break up 
the cells.  Cell pellets were stored at -20°C until required for analysis.     
 
5.2.5 Cell viability assay  
Cell viability was determined using the CellTiter 96
®
 AQueous Non-Radioactive Cell 
Proliferation Assay (MTS assay).  Cells were seeded in 96-well plates at a density of 
5,000 cells per well in RPMI (200μl).  The cells were left to establish growth for 24h, 
then the medium was removed and replaced with fresh medium (200µl) containing 4-
HPR (0-100μM) and an inhibitor of ABC transport.  MDR1 over-expressing cells were 
incubated with verapamil (5μM); MRP2 over-expressing cells were incubated with 
MK571 (2μM); and BCRP over-expressing cells were incubated with KO143 (10μM).  
Each inhibitor was also incubated with 4-HPR (20μM) and WT cells.  Cells were 
incubated with drug for 96h then medium was removed and replaced with medium 
containing MTS reagent (12μl per 200μl of medium). Cells were incubated with MTS 
for 1-4h and then absorbance at 490nm was measured using a SpectraMax
®
 250 
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Microplate Spectrophotometer.  Absorbance values determined in wells containing 4-
HPR in the presence or absence of inhibitors were compared to absorbance values 
determined in untreated wells to establish the effect on cell proliferation.  Experiments 
were carried out in triplicate, with 6 wells treated with each concentration of drug 
within each replicate.   
 
5.2.6 Protein analysis   
In order to adjust for different levels of cell recovery from intracellular 4-HPR 
concentration assays, cell pellets were retained for protein analysis utilizing the 
Bradford assay.  Cell pellets were defrosted on ice and dH2O (50μl) was added.  Pellets 
were vortexed and vigorously mixed by pipetting to homogenise the sample. Samples 
were then added to 4 wells of a 96-well plate (10μl per well).  Bradford reagent (190μl) 
was added to each well, and samples were mixed by pipetting.  Absorbance was then 
measured at 595nm using a SpectraMax
®
 250 Microplate Spectrophotometer and 
compared to standards of known concentrations of BSA (bovine serum albumin). 
 
5.2.7 Determination of intracellular and extracellular concentrations of 4-HPR and 
metabolites 
For the determination of intracellular 4-HPR concentrations, cell pellets were defrosted 
on ice, acetonitrile (100μl) was added and cells were vortexed and centrifuged at 
15,000g for 5min.  The supernatant obtained was used for analysis of 4-HPR and 
metabolite concentrations, and the cell pellet was retained for protein analysis.  
Extracellular 4-HPR concentrations were determined by addition of acetonitrile (400μl) 
to medium (200μl) collected from cell incubations.  Medium was vortexed and then 
centrifuged at 15,000g for 5min.  The supernatant obtained was used for analysis of 4-
HPR and metabolite concentrations.  HPLC analysis of 4-HPR concentrations was 
achieved using a Waters 2690 Separations Module and 996 Photodiode array (PDA) 
detector (Waters Ltd., Elstree, UK), with Waters Millennium software for data 
acquisition.  A Waters Symmetry C18 3.5µm (4.6 x 150mm) column was used with 
mobile phases (A) 70% acetonitrile / 30% (0.2%) acetic acid and (B) acetonitrile / 0.2% 
acetic acid.  A linear gradient ran at 1ml/min from 100% A at 0min to 100% B at 
20min, returning to 100% A for 10min to re-equilibrate the column.  A sample volume 
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of 50μl was injected onto the column for analysis.  Intracellular and extracellular 
concentrations of 4-HPR in cell lines over-expressing transporters were compared to 
concentrations in WT cells.  One-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s post test was 
used to compare intracellular and extracellular 4-HPR concentrations in cell lines over-
expressing transporters to intracellular and extracellular concentrations in WT cells, 
with P<0.05 used to determine significance.  All calculations were performed with 
GraphPad Prism version 4.0 software.   
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5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Intracellular and extracellular concentrations of 4-HPR and metabolites 
Cells over-expressing ABC transporters (MDR1, MRP2 or BCRP) were incubated with 
4-HPR (20μM) for 6h to determine intracellular and extracellular 4-HPR and 4-MPR 
concentrations compared to WT cells.   
 
 
Figure 5-1. Intracellular 4-HPR concentrations in MDCK-II cells over-expressing ABC 
transporters.   
4-HPR peak areas were normalized to protein concentration (determined by Bradford assay).  
Each cell line was incubated with 4-HPR (20µM) for 6h.  Results are the mean of 3 independent 
determinations (error bars are standard deviation). * means significantly different to WT cells, P 
<0.05, (** P <0.001.) 
 
Lower concentrations of 4-HPR were seen in all cell lines over-expressing ABC 
transporters as compared to wild-type cells, as shown in Figure 5-1.  Concentrations of 
4-HPR were significantly lower in cells over-expressing MRP2 (68% of WT, P = 
0.0061) and in cells over-expressing BCRP (51% of WT, P < 0.0001) versus WT cells.  
4-HPR concentrations were also lower in MDR1 (84% of WT), however the decrease 
was not statistically significant (p = 0.0988).  Results for 4-MPR, the inactive 
metabolite of 4-HPR, were comparable to results for 4-HPR (as shown in Figure 5-2), 
with significantly lower concentrations of 4-MPR seen in all cell lines over-expressing 
ABC transporters than in WT cells.  Intracellular 4-MPR concentrations were 46% of 
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WT in MDR1 over-expressing cells (p = 0.045), 34% of WT in MRP2 over-expressing 
cells (p = 0.012) and 17% of WT in BCRP over-expressing cells (p = 0.0013).  The 
oxidative metabolites 4’-oxo 4-HPR and 4’-OH 4-HPR were not seen in any 
incubations with MDCK-II cells.    
 
 
Figure 5-2. Intracellular 4-MPR concentrations in MDCK-II cells over-expressing ABC 
transporters.   
4-MPR peak areas were normalized to protein concentration (determined by Bradford assay).  
Each cell line was incubated with 4-HPR (20µM) for 6h. Results are the mean of 3 independent 
determinations (error bars are standard deviation).  * means significantly different to WT cells, P 
<0.05. 
 
Cells over-expressing ABC transporters (MDR1, MRP2 or BCRP) were incubated with 
4-HPR (20μM) for 6h to determine extracellular 4-HPR and 4-MPR concentrations 
compared to WT cells.  There was no significant difference seen between extracellular 
4-HPR concentrations in the cell lines over-expressing ABC transporters compared to 
the wild-type cells (as shown in Figure 5-3).  However, as shown in Figure 5-4, 
significantly lower extracellular concentrations of 4-MPR were determined in all cell 
lines over-expressing ABC transporters as compared to WT cells.  Extracellular 4-MPR 
concentrations were 67% of WT in MDR1 over-expressing cells (p = 0.0009), 71% of 
WT in MRP2 over-expressing cells (p = <0.0001) and 29% of WT in BCRP over-
expressing cells (p = <0.0001). 
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Figure 5-3. Extracellular 4-HPR concentrations in MDCK-II cells over-expressing ABC 
transporters.   
Each cell line was incubated with 4-HPR (20µM) for 6h. Results are the mean of 3 independent 
determinations (error bars are standard deviation).  
 
 
Figure 5-4. Extracellular 4-MPR concentrations in MDCK-II cells over-expressing ABC 
transporters.   
Each cell line was incubated with 4-HPR (20µM) for 6h. Results are the mean of 3 independent 
determinations (error bars are standard deviation). ** means significantly different to WT cells, 
P <0.001. 
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Incubation of cell lines over-expressing ABC transporters and 4-HPR (20μM) for 3h 
was carried out in the presence and absence of inhibitors of ABC transport.  
Intracellular concentrations of 4-HPR generally increased in the presence of the 
inhibitors, with greater increases observed with higher concentrations of inhibitor.   
 
 
Figure 5-5. Intracellular 4-HPR concentrations in MDCK-II cells over-expressing MDR1 
in the presence or absence of the MDR1 inhibitor verapamil.   
4-HPR peak areas were normalized to protein concentration (determined by Bradford assay).  A 
cell line over-expressing MDR1 was incubated with 4-HPR (20µM) and 0, 5 or 50μM verapamil 
(an inhibitor of MDR1) for 3h.  Results are the mean of 3 independent determinations (error bars 
are standard deviation). * means significantly different to MDR1 over-expressing cells in the 
absence of inhibitor, P <0.05, (** P <0.001). 
 
In the cell line over-expressing MDR1, as shown in Figure 5-5, intracellular 4-HPR 
peak area increased by 15% when incubated with 5μM verapamil (p = 0.015) and by 
48% (p = 0.0007) in the presence of 50μM verapamil.  In the MRP2 over-expressing 
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cell line (Figure 5-6), increases in 4-HPR intracellular peak areas were not significant, 
increasing by 6% with 10μM MK571 and 11% with 100μM MK571 (p = 0.31 and 0.09 
respectively).  In the cell line over-expressing BCRP, intracellular 4-HPR peak area 
increased significantly when incubated with the higher concentration of the inhibitor 
K0143 (100μM), with a 34% increase in peak area observed (p = 0.019).  However the 
increase in intracellular 4-HPR was not significant at the lower concentration of K0143 
(10μM), with a 13% increase in peak area observed (p = 0.11), as shown in Figure 5-7. 
 
 
Figure 5-6. Intracellular 4-HPR concentrations in MDCK-II cells over-expressing MRP2 in 
the presence or absence of the MRP2 inhibitor MK571.   
4-HPR peak areas were normalized to protein concentration (determined by Bradford assay).  A 
cell line over-expressing MRP2 was incubated with 4-HPR (20µM) and 0, 10 or 100μM MK571 
(an inhibitor of MRP2) for 3h.  Results are the mean of 3 independent determinations (error bars 
are standard deviation). 
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Figure 5-7. Intracellular 4-HPR concentrations in MDCK-II cells over-expressing BCRP in 
the presence or absence of the BCRP inhibitor K0143.   
4-HPR peak areas were normalized to protein concentration (determined by Bradford assay).  A 
cell line over-expressing BCRP was incubated with 4-HPR (20µM) and 0, 2 or 20μM K0143 (an 
inhibitor of BCRP) for 3h.  Results are the mean of 3 independent determinations (error bars are 
standard deviation). * means significantly different to MDR1 over-expressing cells in the 
absence of inhibitor, P <0.05. 
 
 
5.3.2 Effect of drug transporters on cell sensitivity 
Cell sensitivity was determined using the MTS cell proliferation assay.  Cells were 
incubated with 4-HPR (0-100μM) for 96h in the presence or absence of inhibitors of 
ABC transporters.  As shown in Figure 5-8, there was little variation in 4-HPR IC50 
values between cell lines.  The BCRP over-expressing cells were the most sensitive to 
4-HPR treatment, with the MRP2 over-expressing cells the most resistant.  The cell line 
over-expressing MDR1 and the WT cell line had intermediate IC50 values.   
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Figure 5-8. Sensitivity to 4-HPR in MDCK-II cells over-expressing ABC transporters.  
Cell viability was determined by MTS assay following incubations with 4-HPR (0-100μM) with 
each cell line for 96h. Results are the mean of 3 independent determinations (error bars are 
standard deviation). 
 
As shown in Table 5-1 and Figure 5-9, 4-HPR IC50 values ranged from 14.7μM for 
BCRP over-expressing cells to 30.5μM for MRP2 over-expressing cells.  For cell lines 
over-expressing any of the transporters studied, there was less than a 2-fold change in 4-
HPR IC50 compared to WT cells.  No marked differences in 4-HPR IC50 were observed 
in any of the cell lines over-expressing transporters in the presence of inhibitors.   
 
Cell Line IC50 (μM) (- inhibitor) IC50 (μM) (+ inhibitor) 
WT 24 ± 2 n/a 
MDR1 19 ± 2 22 ± 2 
MRP2 31 ± 1 34 ± 1 
BCRP 15 ± 1 16 ± 0.3 
 
Table 5-1.  4-HPR IC50 values in MDCK-II cells over-expressing ABC transporters, 
relative to WT cells in the presence or absence of inhibitors of ABC transporters.   
Cell viability was determined by MTS assay following incubations with 4-HPR (0-100μM) and 
either 0 or 5μM verapamil (an inhibitor of MDR1), 0 or 10μM MK571 (an inhibitor of MRP2) or 
0 or 2μM K0143 (an inhibitor of BCRP) with each cell line for 96h.  Results are the mean of 3 
independent determinations (error bars are standard deviation). 
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Figure 5-9. Sensitivity to 4-HPR in MDCK-II cells over-expressing ABC transporters, in 
the presence or absence of inhibitors of ABC transporters.   
Cell viability was determined by MTS assay following incubations with 4-HPR (0-100μM) and 
either A) 0 or 5μM verapamil in MDR1 over-expressing cells, B) 0 or 10μM MK571 in  MRP2 
over-expressing cells or C) 0 or 2μM K0143 in BCRP over-expressing cells. All drug 
incubations were carried out for 96h.  Results are the mean of 3 independent determinations 
(error bars are standard deviation). 
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5.4 Discussion 
The ABC family of transport proteins is responsible for the cellular efflux or influx of 
many xenobiotic compounds.  This includes transport of drugs out of tumour cells, with 
over-expression of these transporters shown to be responsible for drug resistance in 
many cancers, due to decreased intracellular drug concentrations in tumour cells 
(Gottesman et al., 2002).  Increased drug efflux is a major problem for many 
chemotherapeutic drugs, including actinomycin D, vincristine, doxorubicin and 
paclitaxel (Ambudkar et al., 1999).  Modulation of p-glycoprotein (MDR1) has been 
reported in some studies of leukeamic cell lines treated with ATRA (Tokura et al., 2002, 
Tabe et al., 2006), though other studies have found that ATRA had no effect on MDR1 
expression in leukeamic murine cell lines (Sulová et al., 2008).  The latter of these 
studies also determined that ATRA is not a substrate for MDR1, as co-incubation of the 
MDR1 substrate verapamil with ATRA had no effect on cell sensitivity.   
 
Multidrug resistance is a significant cause of relapse in many cancers, including 
neuroblastoma (Munoz et al., 2007), where resistance has been associated with 
expression of MDR1 (Goldstein et al., 1990).  One of the major prognostic factors for 
neuroblastoma patients is the expression of MYCN (Look et al., 1991, Seeger et al., 
1985, Tang et al., 2006), and expression of this protein has also been associated with 
expression of multidrug resistance-associated protein (MRP), with both of these genes 
being down-regulated in cell lines following treatment with ATRA (Bordow et al., 
1994).  The same study found that neither N-myc nor MRP expression was associated 
with MDR1 expression.  MRP expression has also been associated with neuroblastoma 
resistance to irinotecan in vitro (Norris et al., 2005).  An additional study found that 
MDR1, MRP and BCRP (breast cancer resistance protein) were all expressed in 
neuroblastoma cell lines, although only BCRP expression was associated with a 
phenotype resistant to cisplatin (Iwasaki et al., 2002).  In neuroblastoma tumour 
samples, no association was found between expression of multidrug resistance proteins 
and response, relapse or survival in patients treated with combinations of vincristine, 
cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, etoposide, cisplatin, and carboplatin (de Cremoux et 
al., 2007).  
 
Several studies have also been carried out to examine the expression of multidrug 
resistance proteins in Ewing’s sarcoma.  These studies have had mixed results, with 
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some demonstrating increased expression of MDR1 in Ewing’s sarcoma tumour 
samples and cell lines (Noonan et al., 1990, Stein et al., 1993), whereas others have 
shown that there is a greater MRP expression (Oda et al., 1997).  No association was 
found between MDR1 expression and relapse-free survival in Ewing’s sarcoma and 
pPNET tumours (Hijazi et al., 1994).  
 
Expression of drug transporters can also affect drug disposition, for example by altering 
uptake into the liver and kidneys, and subsequently altering either drug metabolism or 
excretion (Yamazaki et al., 1996).  As 4-HPR is highly metabolised to both active and 
inactive metabolites in vivo (Villani et al., 2004, Villablanca et al., 2006, Formelli et al., 
2008), altered uptake of either 4-HPR or its metabolites could have a significant effect 
on its efficacy.     
 
No studies have so far investigated whether 4-HPR is a substrate for multidrug 
resistance proteins, or investigated the potential impact of altered uptake and altered 
metabolism in the liver.  Due to the known expression of MDR1, MRP and BCRP in 
neuroblastoma and Ewing’s sarcoma tumours, the aim of the current study was to 
investigate intracellular and extracellular concentrations of 4-HPR and its metabolites 
using cells stably transfected to over-express MDR1, MRP2 or BCRP.               
 
Initial experiments incubating 4-HPR with cells over-expressing MDR1, MRP2 and 
BCRP suggested that 4-HPR is a substrate for ABC transporters.  There were 
significantly lower intracellular concentrations of 4-HPR in cells over-expressing MRP2 
and BCRP than in a wild-type cell line transfected with an empty vector.  Lower 
intracellular concentrations of 4-HPR were also observed in a cell line over-expressing 
MDR1, although the decrease did not reach significance.  There was no effect on 
extracellular 4-HPR, probably due to the high concentration of 4-HPR present in the 
medium.  In order to observe efflux from cells, the medium containing the drug would 
need to be removed, the cells washed in PBS and then replaced with fresh medium.  
However, it is likely that concentrations of 4-HPR in medium would then be below the 
sensitivity limits of the HPLC assay. 
  
The inactive metabolite 4-MPR was also seen in both intracellular and extracellular 
samples.  Concentrations of 4-MPR were significantly lower in all three cell lines over-
expressing transporter proteins, both intracellularly and extracellularly, than 
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concentrations observed with WT cells.  This may mean that there is either decreased 
methylation of 4-HPR in these cell lines, or that 4-MPR is less stable in the transfected 
cell lines.  No metabolism was seen to 4’-oxo 4-HPR or 4’-OH 4-HPR and 
consequently the effect of expression of MDR1, MRP2 and BCRP on the oxidative 
metabolites of 4-HPR could not be investigated.   
 
In order to confirm that decreased intracellular concentrations of 4-HPR were due to 
increased drug efflux, rather than differences in metabolism or drug uptake, 4-HPR was 
incubated with cells over-expressing ABC transporters, as well as inhibitors of those 
transporters.  Cells over expressing MDR1 were incubated with verapamil, a known 
substrate of MDR1 (Cornwell et al., 1987).  Verapamil should compete with 4-HPR for 
binding to MDR1 and reduce drug efflux caused by the transporter, although verapamil 
has also been shown to reduce MDR1 gene transcription (Muller et al., 1995).  Cells 
over-expressing MRP2 were incubated with MK571, which inhibits efflux by binding to 
the ATP catalytic site.  This less specific mechanism of action means MK571 also 
shows some affinity for MDR1 and BCRP (Matsson et al., 2009).  Cells over-
expressing BCRP were incubated with a potent, specific inhibitor, K0143 (Matsson et 
al., 2009).  Initial experiments were carried out at two different inhibitor concentrations, 
using a lower concentration known to be non-toxic to the cells, which would be 
acceptable for future cell viability studies, and a concentration 10-fold higher to look for 
concentration-dependent effects.  Incubation of MDR1 over-expressing cells with 
verapamil resulted in significantly higher inhibitor concentration-dependent intracellular 
concentrations of 4-HPR.  Incubations of MRP2 over-expressing cells with MK571 
resulted in marginally higher intracellular concentrations of 4-HPR, that increased in a 
concentration-dependent way; however the increases observed were small and did not 
reach significance.  Incubations of BCRP over-expressing cells with K0143 resulted in 
significantly higher intracellular concentrations of 4-HPR with the highest concentration 
of K0143 tested.  An increase in intracellular 4-HPR was also seen at the lower 
concentration of K0143, although this did not reach significance.  The increases in 
intracellular 4-HPR observed were all inhibitor-concentration dependent, thereby 
supporting the evidence that 4-HPR is a substrate for ABC transporters MDR1, MRP2 
and BCRP.   
 
Experiments to determine the impact of over-expression of ABC transporters on cell 
sensitivity to 4-HPR demonstrated an approximate 2-fold variability to IC50 value.  
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Surprisingly, the cell line with the lowest IC50 value (BCRP over-expressing cells) also 
had the lowest intracellular concentrations of 4-HPR, and only one of the ABC 
transporter over-expressing cell lines (MRP2) had a higher IC50 value than the wild-
type, meaning there was no correlation between intracellular concentrations of 4-HPR 
and IC50 value.  The apparent disparity between intracellular 4-HPR concentrations and 
IC50 values may well be explained by the fact that cell sensitivity experiments were 
carried out over 96h, whereas the intracellular and extracellular concentrations of 4-
HPR and 4-MPR were carried out following 6h incubations.  This may also be due to 
differences in metabolism, as significantly less metabolism to 4-MPR was seen in cell 
lines over-expressing transporters, that over time could result in a higher proportion of 
4-HPR within these cells.   
 
4-HPR causes apoptosis by the generation of reactive oxygen species, that results in 
oxidative stress triggering programmed cell death (Lovat et al., 2000).  Several studies 
have shown that high levels of reactive species act to down-regulate MDR1 expression 
(Wartenberg et al., 2003, Comerford et al., 2002). It is possible that over a longer time 
course a reduction in 4-HPR metabolism will result in increased generation of reactive 
oxygen species and a corresponding decrease in MDR1 expression.  The only ABC 
transporter over-expressing cell line that was more resistant to 4-HPR than the wild-
type cells were the MRP2 over-expressing cells.  MRP has been associated with the 
regulation of glutathione, with increased MRP expression resulting in increased 
glutathione release within cells (Hirrlinger et al., 2001).  As glutathione is known to 
protect against oxidative stress caused by reactive oxygen species (Akerboom et al., 
1982, Sies and Akerboom, 1984, Ishikawa and Sies, 1989), any increase in glutathione 
would protect against 4-HPR induced apoptosis and would result in cells more resistant 
to 4-HPR treatment. BCRP expression is also modulated by reactive oxygen species, 
due to the presence of an anti-oxidant response element (Singh et al., 2010).  It is 
unclear why attenuation of BCRP expression would result in cells being more sensitive 
to 4-HPR treatment than wild-type cells, however significantly reduced metabolism to 
4-MPR was also observed in BCRP over-expressing cells, that could again have 
increased 4-HPR exposure over time.   
 
Incubation of ABC over-expressing cell lines with specific inhibitors of ABC transport 
did not increase sensitivity to 4-HPR in any of the cell lines tested.  This could be 
because at the concentration of inhibitors used for the cell sensitivity experiments, there 
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was only a relatively small increase in intracellular 4-HPR concentrations (a maximum 
of 15%).  As the ABC over-expressing cells were all relatively resistant to 4-HPR (IC50 
values ranged from 14.7μM to 30.5μM), this relatively small increase in 4-HPR may 
have little effect.  In addition, if generation of reactive oxygen species from treatment 
with 4-HPR resulted in down-regulation of ABC transporter expression, or an increase 
in production of glutathione, inhibition of ABC transport would subsequently have little 
effect on cell sensitivity.       
 
This study was able to identify that 4-HPR is likely to be a substrate for ABC transport 
by MRP2 and BCRP, but not by MDR1.  However, due to the complications of possible 
down-regulation of exporter expression and upregulation of glutathione in response to 
4-HPR treatment, in addition to altered 4-HPR metabolism, it is not possible to 
determine the full effects of ABC transport over-expression on the efficacy of 4-HPR.  
This would require investigation into intracellular 4-HPR concentrations over a longer 
time period (96h), at varying concentrations of 4-HPR.  It would also be beneficial to 
investigate the effect of transporter over-expression in cell lines more sensitive to 4-
HPR than MDCK-II, and particularly in a cell line able to metabolise 4-HPR to its 
active metabolite, 4’-oxo 4-HPR, as this may also be a substrate for ABC transporter 
efflux.  This study has not investigated the possible impact of expression of influx 
transporters, such as the organic anion-transporting polypeptides (OATPs).  These are 
expressed in the liver and intestine (amongst other tissues) and are able to mediate the 
uptake of drugs into these organs.  Similarly to ABC transporters, OATPs are subject to 
genetic polymorphisms that can effect drug uptake and subsequently drug metabolism 
(Kim, 2003).  Therefore, the combined impact of uptake and efflux must be taken into 
consideration to fully characterise the disposition of xenobiotic compounds. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 
Retinoids were first recognized for their role in cell differentiation almost 100 years ago 
(Wolbach and Howe, 1925), and since then the use of retinoid derivatives as 
chemopreventative and chemotherapeutic agents had been widely explored. Two 
retinoid analogues in particular, ATRA and its stereoisomeric form, 13-cis RA, have 
significantly increased life expectancy for patients suffering from acute promyelocytic 
leukaemia (APL) and high-risk neuroblastoma respectively.  Nevertheless, despite the 
successes seen with retinoid-based chemotherapy, there are still several aspects of 
retinoid therapy that need to be improved.  For example, 13-cis RA and ATRA work by 
causing differentiation of cancerous cells rather than apoptosis, and many patients suffer 
a relapse upon cessation of treatment when used as single agent therapy (Sanz et al., 
2009).  In addition, both compounds are able to induce their own metabolism via up-
regulation of CYP26.  This limits achievable peak plasma concentrations, particularly 
following multiple courses of treatment (Muindi et al., 1992, Smith et al., 1992), though 
this is less of a problem for 13-cis RA, where plasma concentrations have been found to 
be relatively consistent over multiple courses, (Veal et al., 2007).  Both of these retinoid 
derivatives are also reliant on normal expression of retinoid receptors, the expression of 
that is aberrant in many cancers (Sun and Lotan, 2002).   
 
4-HPR is a synthetic analogue of retinoic acid, and a more recent addition to the 
chemotherapeutic retinoid family, that overcomes several of the limitations described 
above.  4-HPR is able to cause apoptosis rather than differentiation of cells (Kitareewan 
et al., 1999, Lovat et al., 2000, Vene et al., 2007), and is also effective at treating cell 
lines expressing either aberrant or wild-type retinoid receptors, suggesting its 
mechanism of action is independent of retinoid receptor status (Dmitrovsky, 2004).  In 
clinical trials in neuroblastoma patients, 4-HPR has been better tolerated than 13-cis 
RA, with one trial using doses of 4,000mg/m
2
/day without reaching an MTD, and 
another trial determining an MTD of 2,475mg/m
2
/day (Villablanca et al., 2006, 
Garaventa et al., 2003).  Both of these trials reported 4-HPR peak plasma concentrations 
of a similar magnitude to those found to be effective in vitro.  4-HPR was investigated 
as a chemotherapeutic agent for the treatment of neuroblastoma and Ewing’s sarcoma 
after cell lines derived from these tumours were shown to be sensitive to 4-HPR in 
vitro, and 4-HPR was shown to reduce tumour growth in mouse models (Di Vinci et al., 
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1994, Myatt et al., 2005).  Both Ewing’s sarcoma and neuroblastoma represent cancer 
types where improved treatments are needed as high risk patients or those who relapse 
currently have a five year survival of less than 50% (Damron et al., 2007, Laverdière et 
al., 2009). 
 
In clinical trials in neuroblastoma patients the major limitation in the use of 4-HPR has 
been the ability to achieve and maintain consistent plasma concentrations following oral 
administration (Villablanca et al., 2006).  This is in part due to the relatively low 
bioavailability of 4-HPR, an issue currently being addressed by the use of novel 
formulations of 4-HPR, such as liposomal delivery methods (Raffaghello et al., 2003, 
Maurer et al., 2007, Orienti et al., 2009).  However, the metabolism of 4-HPR is also 
likely to have a significant impact on clinically achievable maximum plasma 
concentrations, as 4-HPR is metabolised in vivo to two major metabolites, 4’-oxo 4-
HPR and 4-MPR (Mehta et al., 1991, Mehta et al., 1998, Garaventa et al., 2003, 
Villablanca et al., 2006).  The former of these metabolites is active, even in some cell 
lines resistant to 4-HPR, and is able to work synergistically with 4-HPR itself (Villani et 
al., 2006), whilst the latter is an inactive metabolite (Sabichi et al., 2003, Mehta et al., 
1998).  The work described in this thesis therefore investigated the enzymes involved in 
4-HPR metabolism and the impact of metabolism on efficacy in neuroblastoma and 
Ewing’s sarcoma cell lines, as well as assessing the potential for 4-HPR to act as a 
substrate for common drug transporters. 
 
As predicted, several members of the CYP family of enzymes were able to metabolise 
4-HPR to its active metabolite, 4’-oxo 4-HPR, in addition to the previously unidentified 
metabolite 4’-OH 4-HPR.  The activity of this newly identified metabolite is not yet 
known, however it appears to be a precursor for 4’oxo 4-HPR.  Therefore, factors 
affecting metabolism to 4’-OH 4-HPR may have an effect on the efficacy of 4-HPR 
regardless of whether 4’-OH 4-HPR itself proves to be an active or inactive metabolite.  
Oxidative metabolism was predominantly carried out by CYPs 3A4, 3A5 and 2C8.  
These CYPs are all expressed at relatively high levels in HIM and HLM, and are likely 
to be responsible for the majority of oxidative metabolism observed.  In addition, 
oxidative metabolism in cell lines was increased following upregulation of CYP26A1, 
suggesting that 4-HPR is also a substrate for metabolism by CYP26.  These findings are 
consistent with those for metabolism of 13-cis RA and ATRA (Perlmann, 2002). 
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Several CYPs are known to be highly polymorphic, including CYP2C8, with 
polymorphisms *2 and *3, both resulting in significantly lower clearance of paclitaxel 
and arachidonic acid, with consequential clinical implications for patients homozygous 
for these alleles (Bahadur et al., 2002, Dai et al., 2001, Daly et al., 2007).  Although the 
different CYP2C8 isoforms have been shown to have similar activity for 13-cis RA 
metabolism (Rowbotham et al., 2010a), oxidative metabolism of 4-HPR is of particular 
interest due to production of the active metabolite 4’-oxo 4-HPR and therefore the 
impact of CYP2C8 polymorphisms was investigated.  Incubation of 4-HPR with 
microsomes prepared from E. coli cells transfected to over-express individual human 
CYP2C8 variants *1 (wild-type), *3 or *4 resulted in significant differences in 
metabolism.  The CYP2C8*4 variant had significantly higher Km and Vmax values for 
production of 4’-oxo 4’-HPR, and lower Km and Vmax values for production of 4’-OH 4-
HPR.  As CYP2C8*4 alleles are found in just over 2% of Caucasians (Henningsson et 
al., 2005), slower metabolism to the active metabolite 4’-oxo 4-HPR may be of clinical 
relevance and would justify further examination in a patient population.   
 
In investigating the metabolism of 4-HPR to its inactive metabolite, 4-MPR, it was 
found that methylation is likely to be carried out by an amine-N-methyltransferase, and 
methylation was not the result of metabolism by catechol-O-methyltransferases or 
phenol methyltransferases.  Due to the lack of a specific inhibitor of amine-N-
methyltransferase, inhibition of 4-HPR methylation could only be investigated with 
imidazole, a competitive substrate (Ansher and Jakoby, 1986) meaning it was not 
possible to definitively identify the enzyme involved in this important pathway of 4-
HPR metabolism.  Inhibition of methylation was seen only at high concentrations of 
imidazole, that limited investigations into the effect of inhibition of methylation on cell 
sensitivity and on 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR concentrations; however it would be useful 
to explore this further.  
 
Following characterisation of the enzymes involved in phase I metabolism, the 
contribution of phase II metabolising enzymes was also investigated.  Glucuronidation 
is one of the major phase II detoxification pathways occurring in the liver and intestine, 
and several studies have investigated the major UGTs responsible for the 
glucuronidation of retinoid-based drugs, including ATRA (Czernik et al., 2000, 
Samokyszyn et al., 2000), phase II metabolism of 13-cis RA has not been fully 
characterised.  It is particularly important to identify whether glucuronidation plays a 
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major part in the metabolism of 4-HPR as polymorphisms of UGT enzymes can have a 
significant effect on drug toxicity, in much the same way as for CYPs.  For example, 
patients with a variant allele for UGT1A1 have significantly lower glucuronidation of 
SN-38, the active metabolite of irinotecan.  This can result in a higher risk of treatment 
related toxicity and has lead to dose-reduction advice for patients homozygous for the 
risk-allele being included on the product label (Ando et al., 2000, O'Dwyer and 
Catalano, 2006, United States Food and Drug Administration, 2010, Gagné et al., 2002).    
Due to the wide inter-patient variation in peak plasma concentrations seen in vivo for 4-
HPR in clinical trials, this study characterised the glucuronidation of 4-HPR and 4’-oxo 
4-HPR.  Parallel investigations of the glucuronidation of 13cis RA and its 4-oxo 
metabolite were performed, as this pathway of metabolism had not been previously 
characterised. 
 
Glucuronidation of 13-cis RA and 4-oxo 13-cis RA was carried out by UGTs 1A1, 1A3, 
1A7, 1A8 and 1A9, and it is expected that these UGTs are also responsible for 
glucuronidation by HIM and HLM.  As maximum plasma concentrations achieved in a 
clinical trial in neuroblastoma patients were 2.8μM for 13-cis RA and 4.7μM for 4-oxo 
13-cis RA (Veal et al., 2007), UGT1A9 was the only UGT investigated that is likely to 
metabolise 13-cis RA and 4-oxo 13-cis RA at clinically relevant concentrations, with 
Km values of 3μM and 18μM respectively.  However, metabolism by this UGT 
exhibited relatively low maximum rates of reaction with Vmax values of 0.04 and 0.2 
peak area units/min/pmol UGT for 13-cis RA and 4-oxo 13-cis RA respectively.  
Glucuronidation by UGT1A9 may be of clinical relevance, as polymorphisms in 
UGT1A9 occur in approximately 5% of Caucasians, and have previously been shown to 
influence exposure to SN-38 and mycophenolic acid (Villeneuve et al., 2003, Levesque 
et al., 2007, Miura et al., 2008).   
 
The glucuronidation of 4-HPR was carried out by UGTs 1A1, 1A3 and 1A6, whereas 
glucuronidation of 4’-oxo 4-HPR was due to UGTs 1A1, 1A3, 1A8 and 1A9.  It is 
consequently likely that these UGTs are responsible for glucuronidation by HIM and 
HLM of each substrate.  One of the major differences in glucuronidation seen with 4-
HPR and 4’-oxo 4-HPR compared to 13-cis RA and 4-oxo 13-cis RA was that the same 
panel of UGTs were able to glucuronidate both 13-cis RA and 4-oxo 13-cis RA, 
whereas different UGTs were responsible for the glucuronidation of 4-HPR than those 
responsible for the glucuronidation of 4’-oxo 4-HPR.  4-MPR and 4-EPR were not 
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glucuronidated by HIM, HLM or any of the individual UGT enzymes tested.  This 
indicated that the likely position of the glucuronidation is at the hydroxyl group on the 
4
th
 carbon of the amide ring.  It is probable that 4’-oxo 4-HPR will be glucuronidated in 
the same position.  The fundamental difference between glucuronidation of 13-cis RA 
and of 4-HPR is that the former is metabolised to an acyl glucuronide, while the latter 
would form an ether glucuronide. 
 
Glucuronidation by any of the UGTs tested was a relatively slow reaction, yielding low 
concentrations of glucuronide metabolites.  Km values for all UGTs were high, with the 
lowest Km value for glucuronidation of 4-HPR found with UGT1A3 (389μM) and for 
glucuronidation of 4’-oxo 4-HPR with UGT1A1 (230μM).  As clinical trials involving 
4-HPR administration have struggled to obtain peak plasma concentrations of 4-HPR 
above 10μM (Formelli et al., 2003, Garaventa et al., 2003, Formelli et al., 2008), is it 
highly unlikely that metabolism by glucuronidation will play a major part in the 
clearance of 4-HPR at clinically relevant levels, and it is doubtful that polymorphisms 
of UGT enzymes would have a major impact on the clinical pharmacology of the drug.  
However, as glucuronidation has a significant impact on exposure to SN-38 (Gagné et 
al., 2002), despite comparatively high in vitro Km values (Jinno et al., 2003) and low 
clinical Cmax concentrations (Chabot, 1997), it is possible that 4-HPR glucuronidation 
could play a role in determining efficacy.  In particular, glucuronidation of 4-HPR and 
its metabolites may be of greater interest where 4-HPR is administered in combination 
with compounds affecting the metabolism of 4-HPR by CYPs.  In a Ewing’s sarcoma 
mouse model, co-administration of 4-HPR and ketoconazole (an inhibitor of CYP3A4) 
resulted in increased concentrations of both 4-HPR and, surprisingly, 4’-oxo 4-HPR 
(Cooper et al., 2011).  Metabolism of 4-HPR to 4’-oxo 4-HPR is carried out by CYPs 
3A4 and 2C8.  As CYP3A4 is expressed in both the liver and the intestine, whereas 
CYP2C8 is only expressed in the intestine, co-administration of ketoconazole should 
significantly reduce oxidative metabolism of 4-HPR in the intestine.  However, 
significant metabolism by CYP2C8 should still occur in the liver.  As the rate of 
glucuronidation of 4’-oxo 4-HPR is significantly higher in HIM than in HLM, it is 
likely that 4’-oxo 4-HPR produced in the intestine will undergo significant 
glucuronidation, whereas if 4’-oxo 4-HPR is produced only in the liver it will largely 
remain intact.  This would therefore explain the unexpected increase in 4’-oxo 4-HPR 
resulting from inhibition of CYP3A4 by ketoconazole.  Understanding the clinical 
impact of inhibition of CYP metabolism of 4-HPR may be of particular relevance, as a 
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clinical trial in Ewing’s sarcoma patients in currently underway investigating the effect 
of co-administration of 4-HPR and ketoconazole (US National Institutes of Health, 
2010a).        
   
Neuroblastoma and Ewing’s sarcoma cell lines have both been found to be sensitive to 
4-HPR treatment in vitro (Lovat et al., 2000, Myatt and Burchill, 2008), as well as being 
sensitive to the 4’-oxo metabolite of 4-HPR (Villani et al., 2006).  However, little is 
currently known about intracellular 4-HPR metabolism and the effect that this has on 
determining sensitivity to 4-HPR.  The CYP26 family of enzymes is induced by ATRA 
and 13-cis RA (White et al., 1997), and inhibition of CYP26A1 by RAMBAs 
significantly increases plasma concentrations of ATRA and 13-cis RA both in vitro and 
in a neuroblastoma mouse model (Armstrong et al., 2007b).  CYP26 is induced by 
retinoid treatment in several tumours (White et al., 1997), and although there is 
relatively low expression of CYP26 in the liver and intestine, the enzyme may be 
responsible for the majority of retinoid metabolism within tumour cells.  This study 
therefore investigated intracellular 4-HPR metabolism, the contribution of CYP26A1 to 
4-HPR metabolism and the possible modulation of CYP26A1 metabolism with 
RAMBAs. 
 
Incubation of 4-HPR with neuroblastoma and Ewing’s sarcoma cell lines resulted in 
metabolism of 4-HPR to its inactive metabolite 4-MPR in all cell lines tested.  
Conversely, metabolism to the oxidative metabolites of 4-HPR varied considerably 
between cell lines, although the differences in extent of oxidative metabolism did not 
appear to have a corresponding effect on growth inhibition.  In addition, upregulation of 
CYP26A1 expression following pre-incubation of cell lines with ATRA had no effect on 
4-HPR IC50 values, despite a corresponding up-regulation in oxidative metabolism.  
This may be due in part to the relatively small amount of overall metabolism that 
occurred, with metabolite peak areas varying from 0.01 – 2.0% of the parent peak area.  
Metabolism to both 4’-oxo 4-HPR and 4-MPR is significantly higher in patients and 
mice treated with 4-HPR, with plasma concentrations of 4’-oxo 4-HPR and 4-MPR of 
up to 20% of 4-HPR concentrations (Cooper et al., 2011, Formelli et al., 2003, Formelli 
et al., 2008, Formelli et al., 1993).  This is closer to the amount of metabolism seen in 
human liver and intestinal microsomes, and indicates that the majority of 4-HPR 
metabolism occurs during first pass metabolism, and that metabolism within tumours is 
likely to have less of an impact on drug efficacy.  
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The final factor considered that may contribute to drug efficacy is the impact of the 
ABC family of transport proteins.  These cellular transmembrane proteins are 
responsible for the efflux of many xenobiotic compounds, including transport out of 
tumour cells.  The over-expression of these transporters has been linked with drug 
resistance in many cancers, due to decreased intracellular drug concentrations in tumour 
cells (Gottesman et al., 2002), and has been associated with relapse in neuroblastoma 
(Munoz et al., 2007).  In addition, expression of drug transporters can also affect drug 
disposition, for example by altering uptake into the liver and kidneys, and subsequently 
altering either drug metabolism or excretion (Yamazaki et al., 1996).  As 4-HPR is 
substantially metabolised by human liver and intestinal microsomes, and no studies 
have so far investigated whether 4-HPR is a substrate for multidrug resistance proteins, 
this study investigated intracellular and extracellular concentrations of 4-HPR and its 
metabolites using cells transfected to over-express the common transporters MDR1, 
MRP2 and BCRP. 
 
Initial experiments incubating 4-HPR with cells over-expressing MDR1, MRP2 and 
BCRP suggested that 4-HPR is a substrate for these ABC transporters, as cells over-
expressing MRP2 and BCRP had significantly lower intracellular concentrations of 4-
HPR than wild-type cells transfected with a blank plasmid.  In addition, an increase in 
intracellular 4-HPR concentrations was seen when inhibitors of MDR1 and BCRP were 
co-incubated with 4-HPR.  However, despite the differences seen in intracellular 4-HPR 
concentrations, there was no correlation with growth inhibition, with some cell lines 
over-expressing transporters appearing to be more sensitive to 4-HPR treatment than 
wild-type cells, whilst others were more resistant.  In addition the use of inhibitors of 
ABC transporters had little effect on sensitivity to 4-HPR.  Elucidation of the effect of 
ABC transporters on cell sensitivity to 4-HPR was further complicated by possible 
differences in metabolism, as lower concentrations of both intracellular and 
extracellular 4-MPR were observed in incubations with cells over-expressing 
transporters than with wild-type cells.   These contradictory results may be partly 
explained by different experimental methods used for cell sensitivity and intracellular 4-
HPR concentration experiments, however the overall evidence for 4-HPR being a 
substrate of ABC transporters is relatively weak. 
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The major metabolites and metabolising enzymes of 4-HPR have been identified and 
characterised.  CYP2C8 isoform has been identified as having potential clinical 
relevance and may help to explain the wide variation seen in patient plasma 
concentrations of 4-HPR.  The data suggest that neither glucuronidation, auto up-
regulation of CYP26 nor the over-expression of ABC transporters are expected to have 
a significant impact on 4-HPR efficacy in vivo.  However, polymorphisms of UGT1A9 
may have an impact on metabolism of another retinoic acid analogue, 13-cis RA, and 
the effect of UGT polymorphisms on 13-cis RA efficacy should be explored further.  As 
novel formulations of 4-HPR address the limitations of low bioavailability and the 
resulting difficulties in achieving higher plasma concentrations of 4-HPR, the role of 4-
HPR metabolism is likely to have a greater impact on efficacy.  This may provide the 
potential for optimisation of the clinical utility of 4-HPR through modulation of drug 
metabolism. 
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Appendix 2:  Conference Abstracts 
 
Poster Presentation 
PAMM conference 
Toulouse, France 27
th
 – 30th January 2010 
 
Pre-clinical metabolism studies with fenretinide in paediatric tumours 
N.A.Harris, A.V. Boddy, J.L. Armstrong, G.J. Veal 
 
Background: 
Fenretinide (4HPR) is a synthetic analogue of retinoic acid, currently used in clinical 
trials in children for the treatment of neuroblastoma and Ewing’s sarcoma.  The 
metabolism of 4HPR is of particular interest due to production of the active metabolite 
4’-oxo fenretinide (4’-oxo 4HPR), that has been reported to act synergistically with 
4HPR and is also active against some 4HPR resistant cell lines.  The aim of this study 
was to characterise 4HPR metabolism by cytochrome P450 enzymes (CYPs) and to 
investigate the effect of CYP 2C8 variants  
Methods:   
4HPR metabolism was investigated in human liver microsomes (HLM) and Supersomes 
over-expressing individual human CYPs, as well as in variants of CYP 2C8, generated 
from co-expression of CYP 2C8 variant plasmids (*1, *3, *3A, *3B and *4) and a P450 
reductase plasmid.  3 hour incubations were carried out with 50µM 4HPR.  Samples 
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were extracted and analysed by HPLC and LCMS assays developed to separate 4HPR 
and individual metabolites.  Kinetic parameters for the formation of 4’-OH 4-HPR and 
4’-oxo 4-HPR were determined following incubations of 0-1mg/ml protein of CYP 2C8 
isoform membrane fractions with or 0-100μM 4-HPR and 0.25mg/ml protein. 
Results: 
HLM were found to predominantly produce 4’-oxo 4HPR, with 4’-hydroxy 4HPR 
predominantly produced by individual CYPs.  3 CYPs from a panel of 8 tested were 
found to metabolise 4HPR (2C8 >3A4 >3A5).  There was a wide range of Vmax values 
observed between the variants, with a 4-fold difference between *4 and the wild-type 
(*1). Km values were similar for *1, *3 and *3A (5.2, 5,0 and 5.4μM respectively), and 
lower for *3B (2.4μM) and *4 (3.9μM).  The metabolism profile for 4’-oxo 4-HPR was 
very different to that for 4’-OH 4-HPR.  Vmax results were very similar for all variants 
except *1, that was nearly 10-fold higher than any of the other variants.  Considerable 
variation in Km values was observed, with values ranging from 7.7 – 176.8μM.      
Conclusion 
The major metabolites of 4HPR have been identified, and work is ongoing to fully 
characterise the enzymes responsible.  This will enable further research into the 
modulation of 4HPR metabolism and potential optimisation of drug efficacy. 
 
 
Poster Presentation 
NCRI conference 
Birmingham, UK 4
th
 – 7th October 2009 
 
Characterisation of the metabolism of fenretinide in paediatric tumour types 
N.A.Harris, A.V. Boddy, J.L. Armstrong, G.J. Veal 
 
Background: 
Fenretinide (4HPR) is a synthetic analogue of retinoic acid, currently used in clinical 
trials in children for the treatment of neuroblastoma and Ewing’s sarcoma.  The 
metabolism of 4HPR is of particular interest due to production of the active metabolite 
4’-oxo fenretinide (4’-oxo 4HPR), which is able to act synergistically with 4HPR and is 
also active against some 4HPR resistant cell lines.  The aim of this study was to 
characterise the in vitro metabolism of fenretinide in a microsomal assay and in 
neuroblastoma and Ewing’s sarcoma cell lines. 
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Methods:   
4HPR metabolism was investigated in human liver microsomes (HLM), Supersomes 
over-expressing individual human cytochrome P450s (CYPs) and Ewing’s sarcoma and 
neuroblastoma cell lines.  Incubations were carried out for up to 3h with 20µM or 50µM 
4HPR.  In additional experiments cell lines were pre-incubated with ATRA (10µM) to 
induce CYP 26.  Samples were extracted and analysed by HPLC / LCMS assays 
developed to separate 4HPR and metabolites.   
Results: 
HLM were found to predominantly produce 4’-oxo 4HPR, with 4’-hydroxy 4HPR 
generated as a minor metabolite.  3 CYPs from a panel of 8 tested were found to 
metabolise 4HPR (2C8 >3A4 >3A5).  With CYP incubations, 4’-hydroxy 4HPR was 
produced as a major metabolite and 4’-oxo 4HPR produced as a minor metabolite.   
Cell lines produced an additional metabolite, 4-methoxy PR (4MPR).  4MPR could also 
be produced by HLM with the addition of the methylation co-factor S-Adenosyl 
methionine, a reaction not blocked by inhibitors of catechol-O-methyltransferases 
(COMT). Pre-treatment with ATRA increased metabolism in all cell lines, with some 
cell lines only producing the active metabolite after ATRA pre-treatment. 
Conclusion 
The major metabolites of fenretinide have been identified and work is ongoing to fully 
characterise the enzymes responsible. These investigations will enable further research 
into the modulation of fenretinide metabolism with a view to optimising drug efficacy. 
 
 
Poster Presentation 
AACR conference 
Denver, CO, USA 18
th
 – 22nd April 2009 
 
Characterisation of the metabolism of fenretinide in paediatric tumour types 
N.A.Harris, A.V. Boddy, J.L. Armstrong, G.J. Veal 
 
Fenretinide (4HPR) is a synthetic analogue of retinoic acid, currently used in clinical 
trials in children for the treatment of neuroblastoma and Ewing’s sarcoma.  It has been 
shown to be better tolerated than other retinoid derivatives currently in clinical use, such 
as all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA) and 13-cis retinoic acid.  Metabolism of 4HPR is 
generally by methylation or oxidation.  Factors affecting metabolism of 4HPR are of 
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particular interest due to production of the active metabolite 4-oxo fenretinide (4’-oxo 
4HPR), which has been shown to act synergistically with 4HPR and have activity 
against some 4HPR resistant cell lines.  The current study was aimed to characterise 
4HPR metabolism in a microsomal assay and in neuroblastoma and Ewing’s sarcoma 
cell lines in vitro.   
4HPR metabolism was investigated in human liver microsomes (HLM) and Supersomes 
over-expressing individual human cytochrome P450’s (CYPs), as well as in Ewing’s 
sarcoma and neuroblastoma cell lines (TC-32, RD-ES, SKES-1, SH-SY5Y, NGP).    
Incubations were carried out for up to 3 hours, with 20µM 4HPR used for cell line 
experiments and 50µM 4HPR used for HLM and supersome experiments.  4HPR 
metabolism was also investigated in cell line experiments following pre-incubation of 
cells with ATRA (10µM).  Samples were extracted and analysed by HPLC and LCMS 
assays developed to separate 4HPR and individual metabolites.  HLM were found to 
predominantly produce 4’-oxo 4HPR, with 4’-hydroxy 4HPR being generated as a 
minor metabolite.  A panel of 8 CYPs were used, including those known to be 
commonly involved in metabolism and those reported to be involved in retinoid 
metabolism.  Only 3 CYPs were found to metabolise 4HPR by varying amounts (3A4 > 
2C8 > 3A5).  With CYP incubations, 4’-hydroxy 4HPR was produced as a major 
metabolite and 4’-oxo 4HPR produced as a minor metabolite.   
Cell lines were found to produce an additional metabolite, 4-methoxy PR (4MPR).  
4MPR could also be produced by HLM, but only with the addition of the methylation 
co-factor S-Adenosyl methionine.  This reaction was not blocked by inhibitors of 
catechol-O-methyltransferases (COMT). 
As CYP 26 is known to mediate the oxidation of retinoids and its expression is known 
to be induced by ATRA, cell lines were also pre-incubated with ATRA to ascertain 
whether this would alter the metabolic profile of 4HPR.    Metabolism to 4’-oxo 4HPR 
and 4’-hydroxy 4HPR varied considerably among cell lines, but was increased in all cell 
lines when pre-treated with ATRA, with some cell lines only producing these 
metabolites after ATRA pre-treatment.  All cell lines tested produced 4MPR and ATRA 
pre-treatment had little effect on the formation of this metabolite. 
The major metabolites of fenretinide have been identified, and work is ongoing to fully 
characterise the enzymes responsible. These investigations will enable further research 
into the modulation of fenretinide metabolism with a view to optimising drug efficacy. 
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Appendix 3: Awards 
 
EACR/BACR Symposium July 2009 – 2nd prize in poster competition 
 
Max Perutz Science Writing Prize August 2009 – Highly commended essay 
 
North East Postgraduate Research Conference January 2010 – 2nd prize for best 
oral presentation 
 
Winner of the 2010 Max Perutz Science Writing Prize: 
Wanted: Dead or Alive 
My palms are sweaty and my mouth is dry, but it’s more excitement than nerves, though 
of course the nerves are there too.  I’ve got my cells out of the incubator and now I just 
can’t resist having a quick glance at them down the microscope – will I see more dead 
cells floating in one set than the other? I know I can’t tell properly till I add some 
staining solution and analyse them accurately, but that will take hours and I just can’t 
wait that long to find out:  has it worked or not? 
 
If you’ve ever held that envelope of exam results and been desperate to tear them open 
and find out how you did, but also terrified to look in case you didn’t get what you were 
hoping for, then you’ll know exactly the sort of feelings I’m talking about. 
 
I’m working on tumour cells from 2 childhood cancers, called neuroblastoma and 
Ewing’s sarcoma.  These are both very hard to treat, with less than half the children 
surviving for 5 years after their diagnosis.  That’s the problem with treating cancer, 
some patients do brilliantly on a particular drug, but for others it’ll have little effect.  At 
the moment it’s often a case of trial and error working out which drug is going work – 
and some people simply run out of time before we can find the right one.  So what I’m 
trying to find out is what causes the differences in responses and how can we use that to 
our advantage. 
 
The drug I’m using is called fenretinide, and it’s similar to vitamin A (the vitamin found 
in carrots). It’s able to kill cancer cells, whilst normal cells remain healthy.  It works by 
causing a build-up of oxidants in the cells (you’ll all probably have seen the adverts for 
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beauty creams offering anti-oxidant properties to get glowing skin – that’s because 
oxidants are bad news for cells!)  Normal, healthy cells should be able to cope with the 
presence of a few oxidants, but cancer cells will already be exposed to high levels as 
they’re produced when cells divide, and so they can’t cope with the extra oxidants 
produced from fenretinide treatment. 
 
Due to its similarity to vitamin A, fenretinide can get into receptors meant for that 
vitamin and so the main side effect with fenretinide treatment is that the patients get 
what’s called night-blindness; basically, you can’t see very well in the dark.  This 
makes it particularly suitable for treating childhood cancers as it’s a much easier side 
effect to deal with than many other treatments – it’s easier to give a 5 year old a night 
light than to comfort them as they’re losing their hair.  The problem is that fenretinide 
seems to work really well for some neuroblastoma and Ewing’s sarcoma tumours, but 
not others.  And I want to know why! 
 
I’ve found that some of the tumours have more of an enzyme called CYP26 than others, 
and this enzyme helps to metabolise fenretinide in the body.  Usually, you’d expect the 
patients to do worse if their body is breaking down the drug, but fenretinide is a little 
different.  As well as the drug itself being able to kill cancer cells (what we call an 
‘active’ compound), one of the metabolites of fenretinide is also active.  This means 
there could be an extra hit from this second compound to those cancer cells where there 
is metabolism going on. This is the reason I’m desperately hoping to see more dead 
cells in some of my flasks than others – these should hopefully be the cells with more 
CYP26. 
 
So what would it mean if I’m right about the link between CYP26 and how many 
cancer cells die? There are a few options actually – we could be selective and only give 
the drug to those whose cancer has been tested and shown to have CYP26, or there are 
other drugs which have been shown to increase concentrations of CYP26 in the body, so 
alternatively these could be used in combination with fenretinide.  The important point 
is that we could decide on which drug or combination of drugs to use based on what 
should work for each particular patient, and that’s what this is all about – taking the 
guess work out of cancer treatment.  
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I’ve already analysed these cells to see how much CYP26 they have, and then I’ve 
added the drug to them and left them to grow for a few days (having a quick peek 
everyday to see how they’re getting on!) Now it’s the moment of truth, as I look down 
the microscope and bring the cells into focus........   
 
 
